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PREFACE
It was in The Secret Doctrine of Н. P. Blavatsky that the modern world was first
presented with the phrase “The Seven Rays.” It went along with a statement that all
things and beings in the world—all forms of mind and matter—arose from combinations of seven fundamental impulses. It was maintained that the substance or basis of
the whole world—objective and subjective—is “spiritual,” which means, to practical
and realistic persons, “something beyond thought.”
We know that thought grows up first as the servant of the body, and that it goes
on to become the servant of the pleasures of the mind, including the enjoyments of
understanding, of affection, of the sense of power, and self-respect. It is a third step
that is indicated, when we say that it will become the servant of the spirit, when it
becomes responsive and obedient to impulses from “above,” which are in no way
born from or colored by its own previous experience.
The old terms “spirit, soul and body” fit very well into this outlook, if we take
the soul to mean the mind in its fullness, with all its thinking, feeling and willing,
and take the spirit of man to be something beyond it, completely indefinable in terms
of mind or body, but necessary to their existence and interaction.
The statement that there are seven rays or ultimate and distinct elements of “life
impulse” is best understood as a vast generalization. The question then arises: “What
is the best way to ascertain whether this generalization is true or not?” The answer to
that is: “The proof of the pudding is always in the eating.” Observe that it “works,”
or it “pays,” at least in human life.
All scientific knowledge that is concerned with facts beyond the direct reach of
our senses begins as a theory. We put such theories to the test of action in the course
of our practical living. If they work without fail we accept them as true in their relative fields, and use them as fully as possible in our lives. This is what we are always
doing in all matters, small or great.
This is surely the method to be followed also when we are confronted with the
statement that there are seven rays, or, as we sometimes express it, seven types of
human beings. It has been found by thousands of people who have read this book
that this study of the Rays has helped to provide them with vocational and avocational guidance in the broadest and fullest sense. It gives a very clear picture of
human living and its problems, and thus opens up the way for the more intelligent
use of our faculties. Half the business of walking, it is well known, is in the seeing,
and only half in the workings of legs and feet; so also with regard to all human
actions—half is knowing and half is doing. To know about the rays is a help.
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It is often remarked that we are small creatures in an immense world. Individually our scope is small. It is only in quality, not in quantity, that we can be great. Is this
not perfectly evident, upon a moment’s thought? Are we not in a “hall of a million
games,” each seated at one table or chess board, now winning, now losing, materially, but spiritually always gaining, from both lost and won games, provided we have
made the effort to win? It is a joyful truth, too, that much quantity of living is not
expected of us, and would in most cases be an unkind encroachment upon the lives
of our companions.
With such knowledge, we are in a position to choose what games we will play in
this life of ours, or in what is left of it, even if only a day. With such purposefulness
in practical living we shall soon begin to be aware of shafts of spiritual experience—
strengthening our powers, illuminating our understanding, softening our affections,
and opening the door to a future incomparable with the past.
The term “The Seven Rays” is applied especially to the life-side of our living. It is
recognized that that is where our light lies, though it be a darkness as compared with
what is to come. Our consciousness is at all times far more important than our
circumstances. It does not matter very much whether we juggle with golden balls or
with pebbles from the beach. But the state of our consciousness is vitally important.
One says: “I love apple pie, or—perhaps—mangoes,” but what one really enjoys is
not the pie or the mango, not even the taste of the pie or the mango, but the
consciousness of the taste of the pie or the mango.
It is recognized, of course, that apple pies and mangoes—all the material things
and sensations—are greatly important; that an objective world, always presenting
problems, always resisting to some extent our desiring and thinking and willing, is
necessary to the kind of consciousness we now enjoy, steeped and bathed as it is in
the triple experience of the mind. We expect something more, and it will surely
come, but the way to its coming will be through fulfillment, not through any sort of
suicide, physical, emotional, or mental.
In this study, the importance of little things becomes very evident. “Do it well,”
becomes the motto, even if it is only the picking up of a pin or the putting down of a
pen. And even then, not “Do it well as a means to an end” but as a delight in itself,
which will soon be discovered when one ceases to act merely as a means to an end,
but rather with the true valuation of the present moment, which is the action being
done. I am reminded in this matter of a short poem in this connection written by
Emerson, entitled, “Heri, Cras, Hodie”:
Shines the last age, the next with hope is seen,
To-day slinks poorly off unmarked between:
Future or Past no richer secret folds,
O friendless Present! than thy bosom holds.
ii

Any ulterior motive can vitiate the moment, and prevent the discovery.
“If there are seven rays or types, and each one of us belongs, as it were, especially to one of these, and conducts his pathway in life accordingly, will there not be a
tendency to narrowness or over-specialization?” This is a question often asked. The
answer is, “Not if we understand the situation.” All the seven rays are always
present in everybody, but one of them in each person is the captain of the team or the
president of the board, and the other six rally round, and use their own specific
talents to help carry out his purpose. A comparison with high school education may
help us to understand this. The ideal in that is, I believe, to give about half the time to
the student’s special branch of study and distribute the other half of the time to a
variety of subjects, comprising general education.
It is one’s own ray that provides the deep motive of one’s living, determines
where one’s happiness lies, and is the key to one’s decisions. What a difference there
is between the pleasures, and the lives, of a cat and a dog! It is the same with different human beings. We rejoice in different kinds of goods, and of goodness. In the ray
impulses, one must add, there is only goodness.
It is in the nature of us human beings to respond to good things. We are born to
goodness, as the sparks fly upwards. It is for this reason that in all men we find a
response to some sort of goodness. If there is sometimes a disdain of goodness, this
rule is still not broken, for the person who displays it does so only on the misunderstanding that it is opposed to some other sort of goodness of which he is a devotee.
Thus children delight in the exploits of malefactors, as shown in some of the so-called
“comic strips.” They find a manliness there, to which they are striving unawares.
Everything is turned to the same purpose in the end. When there is ridicule of the
contrary qualities, the “sissies,” one realizes that it must require great freedom of
spirit, courage and manliness to be one of them.
As to evil, it is our nature to void it. I remember in my youth being much
impressed by a statement which I found in the writings of Seneca, the Roman philosopher, in which he spoke up for the ordinary thief, claiming for him an instinctive
goodness, because the man would much rather come by the coveted article honestly
than dishonestly. He could not resist the lure of it, and so he fell—not that he wanted
to fall, unless perhaps he was proud of his cleverness in stealing, which after all
would have been called a good thing had it been applied to a meritorious end. “Lead
us not into temptation,” is good psychology.
It will have been noticed that I have used the word “types” instead of “rays”
occasionally. The rays appear as types or classes, so that it is quite appropriate to
speak of the seven types of men. Still, it would not be correct to regard a person as
iii

showing his type or ray unless he stands for something. Many people are very
passive or negative in the face of circumstances. A study of their condition shows
that they are interested only in the pursuit of bodily pleasure or in the avoidance of
possible bodily pain. This may be called the elementary or child stage of a human
being, whatever the actual age of his body.
The next group are interested in some sort of mental or emotional enjoyment—
the pursuit of knowledge or of some object of affection, or of power of some kind,
expressed in the field of politics, commerce, art, religion, etc. In such persons there is
initiative. It is when there is some such human initiative that the type or ray can be
seen with least confusion.
To get the utmost benefit out of a knowledge of the rays one should apply it
especially to one’s own material and psychological problems of life. An academic
interest in the subject is, of course, useful. One would like to see this material
included in the psychological studies of the schools and universities. But if the
subject is not merely looked at mentally, but is applied, there is a greater gain,
because it is concerned with feelings and the will, as well as thought. And it is not to
be thought that in this application of knowledge the aim is the pleasure of the pride
of personal achievement or greatness. The issue is much more practical and sensible
than that. The object is to live rationally instead of blunderingly, to come into
harmonious relations with the things and beings of the world and one’s own proper
path of being.
Madame Blavatsky’s teachers, she told us, were Orientals, imbued with Buddhist
and Brahminical teaching, and familiar with their literatures and technology, so she
followed their terminology, and I have done the same in this book. In the present
revision I have seen no reason to alter this course, knowing well that the principles
and facts of life are the same in all parts of the world, and knowing also that the
readers who are most likely to benefit by this work are those who are free from
prejudices of creed and race and are interested in the subject itself rather than in the
persons who present it or the forms in which it is clothed.

― ERNEST WOOD
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PART ONE
THE SOURCE OF THE RAYS
There are seven Forces in Man and in all Nature. The real substance of the Concealed
[Sun] is a nucleus of Mother-Substance. It is the Heart and Matrix of all the living and
existing Forces in our Solar Universe. It is the Kernel from which proceed to spread on their
cyclic journeys all the Powers that set in action the Atoms, in their functional duties, and the
Focus within which they again meet in their Seventh Essence every eleventh year. He who
tells thee he has seen the Sun, laugh at him, as if he had said that the Sun moves really
onward in his diurnal path. . . .
It is on account of this septenary nature that the Sun is spoken of by the ancients as one
who is driven by seven horses equal to the metres of the Vedas; or, again, that, though he is
identified with the seven Gana [Classes of Being] in his orb, he is distinct from them, as he is,
indeed; as also that he has Seven Rays, as indeed he has. . . .
The Seven Beings in the Sun are the Seven Holy Ones, self-born from the inherent power
in the Matrix of Mother-Substance. It is they who send the seven principal Forces, called
Rays, which, at the beginning of Pralaya, will centre into seven new Suns for the next
Manvantara. The energy from which they spring into conscious existence in every Sun is
what some people call Vishnu, which is the Breath of the Absoluteness.
Occult Aphorisms, quoted in The Secret Doctrine

1

CHAPTER I

THE PILLAR OF LIGHT
I see no means to avoid, in the writing of this book, and the putting forth of what
I hope are clear ideas about the Rays, certain matters of a rather abstract character,
and foremost among them a statement about the universality of God or Brahman,
whom some regard as living far away on a high plane somewhere beyond our vision.
The fact is that the Sachchidānanda Brahman1 is here and now, before us and with us
every day. Analyze the entire world of your experience, and you will find that it is
composed of three parts: there is first a great mass of objects of all kinds, which are
material on every plane, however high; secondly, there are vast numbers of living
beings, with consciousness evolved in various degrees; and thirdly, there is yourself.
The first of these three is the world of sat, existence; the second is that of chit, consciousness; and the third is ānanda, happiness, the true self. The “will to live” is the
will to have this joy.
This will be better understood if we recall the story of the great pillar of light.
The great being Nārāyana, Vishnu, the soul and life of the Universe, thousand-eyed
and omniscient, was reclining upon his couch, the body of the great serpent Sesha or
Ananta, endless time, which lay coiled up on the waters of space, for it was the night
of being. Then Brahmā, the great creator of the world of being, called sat, came to
him and touched him with his hand, and said, “Who art thou?” Then an argument
arose between those two as to who was the greater, and while this was going on, and
as it threatened to become furious, there appeared before them a vast pillar of fire
and light, incomparable and indescribable, which astonished the disputants so much
that they forgot their quarrel and agreed to search for the end of so wonderful a
thing. Vishnu plunged downwards for a thousand years, but he could not find its
base, and Brahmā flew upwards for a thousand years, but he could not find its top,
and both returned baffled. Then Shiva, whose nature is ānanda, stood before them
and explained that they two were one in him their overlord, the pillar of light, who
was three in one, and that in the coming age Brahmā would be born from Vishnu,
and Vishnu should cherish him, until at the end of it they both should see their
overlord again.
People sometimes think that by going upwards they may find God, but the truth
is that even were they to go downwards below their present state and search for a
thousand years they could not find the end of Him. This does not mean that He is
1

The word Brahman, a neuter noun, applies to the entire trinity of Shiva, Vishnu and Brahmā, but
Brahmā, a masculine noun, is the third member of that trinity.
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here but invisible and unknown to us. He is here visible and known; for the world
that we see with our eyes is His sat, and the consciousness by which we know it is
His chit, and the self that we cannot but affirm ourselves to be is His ānanda. Each
one of us is in that pillar of light, no matter where he may go to in the space of being,
nor where he may be occupied in the time of consciousness.
No man will ever escape these three realities: he cannot say “I am not”; he cannot
say, “I am unconscious”; nor can he at last fail to rest his knowledge upon the outer
world of being. Though there be millions of worlds within worlds and beings within
beings, sat, chit and ānanda are everywhere present, and everywhere in one. The
things that we see and touch and taste and smell and hear are sat, true being, and in
that realm of being no man will ever escape from that upon which all rely, the evidence of their senses, even though his clairvoyance may extend through all possible
planes up the pillar of light.
God the Universe, the Sachchidānanda Brahman, is not composed of three realities
put together—sat, chit and ānanda—but That 2 spreads itself out in space and time, in
what is called manifestation, where and when the qualities of sat and chit come into
activity amid the mysterious cyclic changes that go on in the life of the eternal superbeing.
We find ourselves in such a dual world of matter and consciousness, the great
passive and active principles. In the seventh chapter of The Bhagavad-Gītā, Shrī
Krishna says: “Earth, water, fire, air, ether, manas, buddhi and ahamkāra—these are
the eightfold division of my manifestation.” The last word is prakriti, translated
variously as “matter” and as “nature,” but manifestation expresses the idea of it, as
the word comes from kri, “to make or do,” with the preposition pra, which means
“forth.” It may strike some students as strange that these eight manifestations should
be mentioned together as though they formed one class, and should be described in
the next verse as “My lower manifestation.” There is a good reason for that, however,
for they are in one class, although they fall into two subdivisions within it, composed
of the first five and the last three respectively. The first five words name the five
planes of human evolution—earth is the physical plane, water the astral, fire the
mental, air the buddhic, and ether the ātmic or nirvānic. The Sanskrit word, which is
here translated ether, is “ākāsha,” and this is regarded as the root-matter of the five
planes under consideration. These five planes must be regarded for our present
purpose in one eyeful, if I may use such an expression, as one world having five
degrees or grades of density in its matter; we must disregard the steps which these
2

We need here a new pronoun. English writers have long been feeling the necessity of one that will
comprise both he and she, and yet be singular in number; but here we want one to include the sense of
‘it’ as well.
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degrees of density make, and think of the whole as one world shading imperceptibly
downwards, from the highest point to the lowest.
The remaining three divisions of “My manifestation” are manas, buddhi and
ahamkāra. Here we have the ātma-buddhi-manas familiar to Theosophists. They are
three faculties or powers of consciousness. Ahamkāra means literally “I—making,”
and agrees with the Theosophical conception of ātmā. Manas is the faculty with
which consciousness cognizes the material aspect of the world; buddhi is that with
which it becomes aware of the consciousnesses within that world, and ahamkāra or
ātmā is that with which it individualizes these experiences and so makes for each of
us “my world” and “my consciousness.” This last faculty knows the one I, but it
manifests it in a thousand or a million apparent I’s.
When Shrī Krishna throws consciousness and matter into the same class, he does
not suggest that consciousness is in any way superior to matter or above it. We are
not to think that consciousness is manifested in a fivefold world from above that
world; matter and consciousness are equal partners, two aspects of one manifestation. It is not that life or consciousness manifests in the material world from above
with different degrees of power. The world is just as much a world of life as of
matter; the two are mixed together, and on the whole equally.
To understand this, consider the following. In the physical level of the world we
seem to be in a world of matter. The matter is so obvious, so prominent, so dominant,
so ever-present, that we have some difficulty in recognizing the existence of any life
at all in this plane, and even then we find only sparks or points of it embodied in
men, animals and other beings. It looks very much like a great world of matter in
which only a tiny bit of life incarnates. When one enters on the astral plane one finds
a change from this state; there the matter is a little less dominant and the life a little
more evident—the powers of consciousness are more influential and the limitations
of matter less rigid, obstructive and resistive. At the next level, the lower mental, life
is a degree more prominent still, and matter still less dominant. Thus the three
planes, physical, astral and lower mental, constitute a region in which we may say
there is more matter than life.
Now consider the highest of the five planes. Here the conditions are quite the
reverse of those in the physical world. It is a great sea of the powers of consciousness.
It is as difficult to find matter there, as it is to find consciousness in the physical
plane. Similarly, the buddhic plane may be said to offer reverse conditions to those
which prevail on the astral, and the higher mental to those of the lower mental.
Suppose, then, that a visitor from some other state of being should enter our
fivefold field of manifestation. If he happened to come into it at the physical level he
would describe it as a world of matter in which there are points of life, centers of
4

consciousness; but if he touched it at its highest level he would call it a world of
consciousness in which there are some points of matter.
These principles are shown in the following diagram:
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CHAPTER II

CONSCIOUSNESS
In Hindu and Theosophical books the terms ichchhā, jnāna and kriyā are
employed to indicate the three essential constituents of consciousness. Those words
are usually and quite accurately translated as will, wisdom and activity, but the
significance of the English words in this connection will not be understood unless it
is clearly realized that they refer to states of consciousness and nothing else.
The three states of consciousness link the being who has them to the three great
worlds— ichchhā or will to the self, jnāna or wisdom to the world of consciousness
itself, and kriyā or activity to the world of things or being. Therefore jnāna is the very
essence of consciousness.
When we see the great scope of these three states we may realize the inadequacy
of their English names, which in fact draw attention principally to the positive or
outward-working aspect of each of them. Consciousness is always twofold—as being
receptive or aware, and as being active and influential, or, in other words, as possessing faculties and powers. Each of its three states is both a faculty and a power.
Ichchhā is our consciousness of self, and also the power that is will. Jnāna is our
consciousness of others, and also the power that is love. And kriyā is our consciousness of things, and also the power that is thought.
Consciousness can never be seen on any plane with any sort of clairvoyance;
only being can be seen—but consciousness can be experienced, and is of course being
experienced by every conscious being. Let us realize that however splendid amid the
relativity of things may be the being aspect of a jivātmā or living self on the higher
planes, it still belongs to the world of things or sat. Again, consciousness is not
subject at any time or on any plane to the limitations of sat, or, to express the same
fact in another way, to go from one place to another it need not cross intervening
space. It crosses only time. If, for example, I ask you to walk from one place to
another, and after you have done it I question, “What were you doing? Were you
moving?” I should expect the answer, “No, I was not moving.” And if I press the
matter further and question, “What then were you doing?” I should expect the reply,
“I was thinking; I was perceiving the motion of the body.”
It is only by inference from observation through the senses that human beings
know the position and motion of their own bodies. If you are sleeping in a Pullman
berth on the railway, and the train is running smoothly, you cannot tell whether you
are going head or feet first; but when you let up the blind and look at the lights and
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shadowy objects flitting by, you infer that you go head first, and then invest the body
with the supposed sensations of motion in that direction.
When this freedom from space limitations that is enjoyed by consciousness is
understood and remembered, it is possible to obtain accurate ideas of the nature of
will, wisdom and activity as conscious operations.

When men speak of God they do not, as a rule, think of the Universal God of
whom I have spoken, but imagine One who is the supreme consciousness of our
solar system. He is one consciousness and it is that in which we all take part—not
that it is divided among us, but that we share in it with Him. That great consciousness, called by Theosophists the solar Logos, shows the three powers of will, wisdom
and activity. He is of Vishnu in essence, but His will puts Him in touch with Shiva
and His activity with Brahmā. But by analogy these aspects of that Vishnu have been
called also Shiva, Vishnu and Brahmā. Though these personifications are misleading,
I mention them because I want to tell the story of our Vishnu’s creation of His world.
First of all Brahmā was sent forth to wield the creative power or divine activity. It
is recounted in the books for the understanding of men that He performed His work
by sitting in meditation, and that as He meditated the worlds took form under the
power of His thought. Such was His activity. It was Vishnu who then entered into the
material world and filled it with life, and Shiva with His power that is Self who was
there as its super-being.
The true Brahmā is outside consciousness, but this Brahmā is not, being only a
personification of the kriyā of our solar Logos. I tell the story only to show that the
creative activity was not action with hands and feet in space, but what we call
thought. The matter of space in the world of sat is touched by the power of kriyā and
takes form under its influence.

7
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CHAPTER III

THOUGHT-POWER
What is true of the three powers of consciousness of Vishnu is true of those of
any man, for all our powers are part of that great consciousness—just as the materials
of our bodies, with their properties, are taken from the great sea of material being. It
is the thought in any person that is his activity as a man. This activity is twofold,
whether you consider the universal or the apparently particular being. (1) It is to be
found in the faculty of discrimination that is behind all perception. No man passively
perceives. There is no such thing as the passive reception of modifications in consciousness, and all perception is rather of the nature of looking out of a window to
see what passes by. The things of the world will never break in upon anybody’s
consciousness. But consciousness, when it is active, opens itself to the perception of
things, and thus has what, if we are very careful, we may be permitted to call a
negative aspect. (2) It also acts in a positive manner, so that every thought carries
with it the power over things that the thought of the solar Brahmā exerted in the
beginning. This truth about the activity of consciousness as distinct from the action of
matter solves the problem of action and inaction, which troubles so many students of
The Bhagavad-Gītā.
In the Western world there is most dire confusion about the relation between will
and desire, and much discussion as to which of these works the body and thus
causes its actions in the world. The answer to that problem is that neither will nor
desire directly operates the body. Thought or kriyā is the only power that deals with
things, and it is with thought-power, kriya-shakti, that the body has been built and
that all its activities, which are not reflexive, are performed. In illustration of this I
will observe that whenever you pick up your pen from the table, you do it by
thought-power. Lookers-on might say that they saw you pick up the pen with your
hand, but it was the thought that lifted the hand. There has been a glimpse of the
truth about this matter thrown into European psychology in the theory that
Monsieur Emil Coué has put forward, that whenever there is a conflict in the human
mind between will and thought3 it is always thought that wins the day. That is true if
3

It has been pointed out that the word ‘imagination’ is often used in this connection. When it is
so used, however, it means an image in the mind—that is, a settled thought, a stepping-stone in the
process of thought. Thought is like walking. You put a foot down and rest it on the ground. Then you
swing your body along, with that foot as a point of application for the forces of the body against the
earth. At the end of the movement you bring down the other foot; and then you relieve the first one,
poising the body in motion on the new pivot. Transition and poise thus alternate in thought. The
thought-image is a poise—a thought or idea; the transition from it to another is thinking, when the
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we remember that we are thinking of results in action in the world, and also if we
take care to observe that in the statement the term “will” is wrongly used. The theory
is true, but its expression in English is clumsy.
Many illustrations may be given to make the idea vivid and impressive. One of
the best gives the experience of a certain automobile dealer in Los Angeles, whose
custom it was to teach his clients how to drive the cars that they bought from him.
There was a certain man, who had purchased a car and was learning to drive, but for
a long time had been falling short of success, because of an attraction for telephone
poles, which is not uncommon in those circumstances. This gentleman would go out
in the early morning on the best road that he could find, when there was nobody
about, and he would be coming along, driving his car in a tentative and unsteady
manner, with his eyes on the road, and for a time blissfully ignorant of the existence
of telephone poles. Sooner or later, however, one would catch his eye, perhaps as he
came to a bend in the road, and then he would begin to say to himself, “Oh, I do
hope that I shall not run into that pole. I really must not run into it,” and as he
repeated these words the thought of the pole would become bigger and bigger in his
mind, until it occupied his imagination and left little or no room for the thought of
the road. Then became apparent the power of thought, for the thing that occupied his
imagination, that filled his mind, dominated his action, although he was fervently
wishing not to run into the post. His hands, uncertain before, now became steady
upon the steering wheel, and he would find himself driving with the precision of an
expert straight for the dreaded telephone pole; and lucky for him it was that he had a
teacher by his side, for it is somewhat doubtful whether on all such occasions he
could have found the presence of mind to stop his car before running off the road.
The power over the body of a steady and clear mental picture is well shown in
this example, and it can be employed to restore the body to health or to help to keep
it in that condition, as Monsieur Coué claims. It is also constantly effective in many
other ways that people do not usually notice. Mr. Clarence Underwood, the wellknown American commercial artist, and painter of the “school girl complexion”’
pictures for a famous brand of soap, told how thought-power molded the face and
form of his little daughter. “Many years ago,” he said, “I suddenly stopped painting
the blonde woman who had dominated my work, and began to draw a girl. People
asked me who she was, and I truly could not tell them. She was certainly not the
model that I was using, nor any combination of several models. She was herself, and
to me, at least, an ideal type. My little daughter, Valerie, was then six years old, and
process is logical. How the imagination-process differs from the thought-process is explained in
Chapter XIV. A distinction must be drawn between imagination as a process, and the production and
power of mental images.
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she loved that dark girl intensely. She would come into the studio, and stand behind
my chair, and watch me paint, until discovered and dragged away protesting. For
years I drew that one face with little variation. When Valerie was a young lady, some
fifteen years later, she was the living image of that pictured face which I had drawn
so many years before. I know that her love and admiration for those pictures were
responsible for it. Old friends of mine, when they met my daughter, would exclaim
at the resemblance, although at the time when I painted the pictures Valerie was
nothing but a baby, with no more semblance to the face on the canvas than I myself
had. Her actual looks were changed to conform to the pictured face, which she loved,
and this same result may happen to any girl. The American girl of today is more
nearly the result of the artist’s ideal than she herself can possibly know.”
That thought can affect the minds of others even at a distance, and also leave its
impression on physical matter, are facts thoroughly proved, and I can bear witness to
having seen this effect produced hundreds of times with perfect accuracy and often
under test conditions in India and elsewhere.
I need not dwell upon the more familiar activities of thought that govern our
daily lives and make our material environment highly civilized. Every department of
human achievement and culture comes within its power—philosophy, the drama,
science, religion and art; all applied to the smallest details of daily life. “Everything,”
said Emerson, “is fluid to thought.” Truly in course of time men will with its power
solve more of the problems of life and Nature, and bring still greater forces into
human service, let us hope with an ever-increasing devotion to human brotherhood,
tuned to an ever-advancing realization of the spiritual purpose of human life.
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CHAPTER IV

LOVE-POWER
As kriyā, thought, is used for gaining knowledge about material things and their
relationships, and is also the creative power in material life, so jnāna acquaints us
with the consciousness in living things and exerts the great power of love upon and
among them. Jnāna is wisdom, which is very different from knowledge. The books
rightly say that all our knowledge about things is avidyā, or ajnāna. Those terms
have both been translated as ignorance, when they ought to have been translated as
unwisdom. Avidyā carries this somewhat reprehensible significance only when
reference is made to knowledge by itself, not linked with jnāna. Jnāna-vijnāna-sahita,
that is wisdom together with knowledge, is the true wisdom that will lead humanity
to perfection, for directed by wisdom all knowledge becomes profitable to the inner
self. Things cannot have value in themselves. It is only for some living being that
they are good. So in trying to see the value of anything or any action we must ask not
“For what is it good?” but “For whom is it good?” To value things always and only
from the standpoint of their effect on the consciousness of the beings concerned alone
is wisdom.
Shrī Krishna made the meaning of wisdom perfectly clear in two verses in the
Gītā, when he was speaking of the possessions that men can use in the service of God
for the benefit of mankind. He said:
Better than the sacrifice of any material object is the offering of wisdom,
because all works without exception at last build up only wisdom. Realize this
by means of reverence, enquiry and service. The wise, who see the truth, will
direct you to wisdom.

Surely he was pointing out that all the work that men have done in the world in
the long course of history has perished into dust, but that the fruit of that work
nevertheless exists as wisdom in the human soul, and also that that wisdom is no
mere knowledge of things, to be accumulated by thought, but is the realization of
life. The distinction between a wise man and a man of knowledge is clear, whatever
may be the department of his work in the world. If he is a statesman or a teacher, for
example, he will not have some preconceived idea or plan to which he will try to
compel the people or the children to submit themselves, but he will be highly sensitive to the living conditions of those with whom he has to deal—to their thoughts
and feelings and the state of their consciousness—and he will respect those things as
much as the engineer respects the properties of steel and timber in his plans. It is not
the man who knows the most about a subject who can best teach it, but the one who
is sensitive to life, and is therefore able to realize the consciousness of his pupils. For
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that he needs something more than knowledge gained by study; he requires experience of the heart, springing from sympathy, and contact of life with life. Who is wiser
in all the world than the mother who unconsciously places her little child’s happiness
before all else? Wisdom is therefore not an accumulation of knowledge about life but
a sympathy, a direct telepathy of feeling, a “vision” by feeling beyond all senses, the
faculty of inward approach of one soul to another, the power to look at and “see” or
know the life which is about us. Wisdom with reference to forms and events is the
ability to evaluate them for the life. It has its negative aspect in sympathy or sensitiveness to others’ life, and its positive form is the power of love.
It is this wisdom that is the real human feeling, and its corruption is desire.
Wisdom is love of living beings, of life; but desire is love of things. If a man is full of
desire for great material possessions or power or fame in the world, there is still, behind all that, the longing for greater life. But as he makes the mistake of thinking of
himself as a material thing, merely as a body with a set of thoughts and feelings
attached to it, his notion of increased life leads him solely to the enlargement of his
bodily possessions and power, and he is unconscious of the fact that his neighbors
are living beings—to him they are nothing more than animate complex material
mechanisms, and he only thinks of them with liking or disliking as they fit in with or
obstruct his own desires and plans. But the wise man is sensitive to life in those other
beings. He feels it on the instant and can make no plans without taking it into consideration, and the love that thus fills his life enlarges it without any grasping on his
part. For him the pursuit of fame is not possible; he is not anxious to occupy the
minds of others with thoughts of himself, that he may be enlarged and multiplied in
them; rather would he fill his own mind and life with them and their interests and
needs, through his own universal sympathy.
Love introduces us to life, not only physically, leading to our birth in this world;
but also every moment of our lives it opens us up in ready sensitiveness and leads us
to new experience and duty. One remembers the childhood stories of the oldfashioned miser, who used to go down into his cellar or up to his garret, candle in
hand, and lock himself in to gloat over his treasure, to pour his gold and jewels over
neck and arms, and bathe in them with morbid pleasure. And yet it was no pleasure,
for the man was always full of fear, jumping at every moving shadow cast by his
flickering candle, starting at every sound; and it was literally true that that man’s
selfishness brought with it a shrinking from contact with others, a terrible narrowing
of his life. But love expands and casts out fear, and makes man man. It is the real
human feeling, and when men lose it they have lost their very lives, though their
bodies may be moving about.
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A story that is sometimes heard in India shows how different is love from
thought and how the dictates of love must be followed where human life is concerned. It is told about an old man who lived in a large village in India a long time
ago. He was the richest man there by far, and very powerful, but not a man of good
disposition; in fact he made it his business to use all his power and wealth to persecute and torment anyone whom he did not like, and he was therefore a terror to the
villagers. This old man had a son who was kindness itself, and everybody was
longing for the day when he would inherit the old man’s wealth and position, and
live as a blessing to all the people. A third person in this story was a wandering
sannyāsi who, as he went about doing good, happened to come to this village and
stay awhile. Very soon he became aware of what was going on there, and a curious
temptation came into his mind, and he found himself saying: “Why should I not kill
that old man, and release these people from their misery, and give the young man his
opportunity to do the widespread good that he surely will do when he can? The old
man is not happy, and it does not matter what becomes of me as long as I do good.”
And then the question is put, “What would you do under those circumstances? Logic
seems to say that this idea is good.” But most people fortunately would do as the
sannyāsi did, and let the old man live, as the heart dictates.
The wisdom in us knows that we are all one, and it could no more think that
happiness could be purchased for anyone by injury to another than the mind could
propose to win truth by deliberate falsity of thought. A similar problem there is
before the Western world at the present day in connection with the experimentation
on living animals that is going on all the time. No one likes it; every heart shrinks
from its horror, and the students who take it up in the beginning shudder at what
they have to do, until the heart becomes hardened. It is all done in the name of logic
and human welfare; the mind seems to say that it is quite justifiable in order to
reduce human pain. But even if it did reduce human pain, as is utterly impossible by
such means while karma rules the world, it would at the same time harden human
hearts and delay the progress of the race. Surely everybody thinks of humanity of the
future as composed of people full of great love and power, not creeping about in the
cracks of the earth in wretched servitude to decrepit bodies that must be sustained at
the expense of incredible pain to their fellow-beings; and yet they do not seem to
realize that their unwisdom puts off those glorious days.
Wisdom is seen also in simple sentiment like that of the philosopher Emerson
who, when he returned home from a journey, used to shake hands with the lower
branches of his trees, and say that he could feel that they were pleased to have him
back again, as he was to be among them; and the same thing is apparent in very
much of the writing and poetry of Dr. Rabindranath Tagore, who could enter into the
spirit of a little child or of a stream, and sense the purposes of life also in the squalid
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streets of a crowded town. Jnāna, wisdom, is love, consciousness of the same kind of
life in all.
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CHAPTER V

WILL-POWER
Let us recall the experience of the man of Los Angeles who could not learn to
drive his car because his thought of the telegraph poles would persist in directing his
hands, despite all his efforts to the contrary. Though the power of thought is shown
in that illustration, do not imagine that it exhibits also the relative feebleness of will.
The will was not defeated; it was in abeyance. The man was not willing—he was
wishing; and there is all the difference in the world between those two things. The
presence of a wish or a hope in the human mind indicates the absence of will, and the
person who gives himself up to wishing surrenders for the time being his divinity
and abdicates his throne.
The utter separateness and mutual exclusiveness of wishing and willing can be
shown in a very simple way. If your pencil is lying on the table, and you consider the
question as to whether you will pick it up or not, you will come to the conclusion, “I
will pick it up,” or else to the decision, “I will not pick it up.” There will be no wishing at all about the matter, because you are quite confident that it lies within your
power. But if the pencil weighed half a ton, or if you happened to think that it did so,
you might then find yourself saying, “Oh, I do wish that I could lift up that pencil!”
The man who wishes acknowledges thereby his dependence upon external
chance; he is in a waiting state, and not waiting willingly for something that he
knows is sure to come in its appointed time, but just hoping that the world will do
something that he happens to desire. It is impossible to overestimate the foolishness
of wishing or the utter abnegation of will that it involves, and it may be said incidentally that only the man who is willing to give it up completely and for ever can
proceed far on the occult path.
What then is the will, if thought is the power that works among things? It is the
power that works among thoughts and feelings. It is concentration. It is attention. It
is the power that subdivides the mind into the conscious and the subconscious. If the
man in the automobile had known this simple truth, he could have dismissed his fear
of the telegraph poles very easily. He would have said to himself, “Stop thinking
about that pole. Fix your eye upon the road, and think about that. Forget the pole by
filling your mind with the thought of the road along which you want to go.” If he
had tried to control his thought, instead of his hands, all would have been well. The
same thing has surely been observed by very many inexperienced drivers at night,
when a car with glaring head-lights is about to pass in the opposite direction; it is
then necessary for the driver not to allow himself to be fascinated with the idea that
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is born of the fear of those advancing lights, but to turn his mind away from them
and fix it on the darkness of the road along which he wants to go, although he cannot
see it.
Wishing is no form of will; but just an enlargement of desire; while desire is
usually the wish to possess something that one has not, wishing covers the entire
field, and brings with it a multitude of fears for the loss of what one has, or about the
many chances that may thwart the satisfaction of desire? It is not so much a reflection
of will as a reflection of love, but love distorted beyond all semblance, because it has
become attached to things, whereas its proper sphere is conscious life.
Will is thus the ātmā, the self, realizing itself, and exhibiting its power over all its
own relations to the world of life and things. The will is the self being itself, and its
nature can be discerned as this whenever men try to determine their own future. It is
connected with the verb “to be,” not with the verb “to do.” When a man determines,
“I will work hard in my business and make a lot of money,” he is really saying to
himself, almost subconsciously, “I will be rich,” and that works itself into his thought
and keeps it in service to this mood of his being, and then the thought directs the
work.
When a man acts from within without full knowledge of the consequences he
acts from what he is, not from what he thinks, and thus the will is in operation. And
since no man thinks out fully the consequences of his action before he acts, in every
piece of human work there is some will. An extreme measure of this is seen when a
person wills to do a thing without knowing at all how to do it. Then he who wills the
end wills the means, for he is declaring the power of the Self within. He is performing a splendid act of concentration, focusing all the powers of his heart and mind in
one direction, and this concentration finally produces the result. The man who
knows that he is master of his own consciousness sufficiently to produce this concentration can will when others cannot.
The will leads ultimately to real super-conscious life, happiness, and ānanda. The
ānanda state of being is timeless; but consciousness moves in time (though not in
space), and as it does so it produces evolution or unfoldment, which, however, is not
progress. This is a difficult matter, which I will deal with in Chapter XXI, but here it
must be noted that it introduces the principle of obscuration into consciousness and
divides the mind, as the will is directing the whole of itself to a part of itself, to realize that part more perfectly for a time. It is just as a child at school might go into the
music room, and there give all his attention to music for a period, and forget all
about the very existence of such matters as geography and history; indeed, the more
perfect that forgetfulness the better will be the music. That process is necessary while
something new is being acquired. It makes the subconscious mind, in which will,
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wisdom and activity are going on all the time unperceived by the conscious mind—
or rather, by the conscious part of the mind, because there are not two minds.
To make this point clearer I will recount an experience that I had in a South
Indian town with an old gentleman who was expert in wielding the powers of the
mind. Among the many interesting experiments that he showed me was one with a
pack of cards. First he wrote something on a piece of paper, and folded it up and
gave it to me to put in my pocket. Then he told me to shuffle the cards and spread
them face downwards on the platform on which I was sitting in the Indian style.
When this had been done he told me to pick up any card I liked, so quite casually I
let my hand drop on one of them and lifted it up. “Now,” said he, “look at the card,
and also at the paper which I gave you.” I did so, and when I unfolded the paper I
found written upon it the name of the card that I had picked up. At the old gentleman’s request I then handed the cards to two Hindu friends who had accompanied
me to his dwelling, and then he repeated the experiment twice more, having given a
new paper to each of them, and without touching the cards himself.
It then occurred to me to try a little experiment on my own account, so I requested him to give me a new paper and try again, which he was perfectly willing to do,
as he was interested not merely in showing his powers but in instructing me with
regard to them as far as that was possible. I shuffled the cards and spread them as
before, but this time as I was about to pick one up I fixed my mind upon his and
addressed him silently, saying, “Now, whatever card you have chosen, I will not
have that card.” Then I picked up one of the cards, took out the paper and unfolded
it, and found that this time the two did not agree. No one could have been more
visibly astonished than the old gentleman when I held up the paper and the card
together for his inspection. He had apparently never before failed. Thereupon I told
him what I had done, and he said that that perfectly explained the matter and he
would tell me how he performed the experiment.
“First,” he said, “I decide upon a particular card and write down its name. Then I
concentrate upon it steadily and transfer the thought to your mind, where under
these conditions it is also held very steady, though without your conscious knowledge. Now, the subconscious mind has its own powers of perception, and when
properly directed it is quite capable of seeing what is on the underside of those cards
although the physical eye cannot do so; and further, that image in the mind next
directs the hand and arm to the exact spot where the card is lying. But when you set
your will against mine you must have destroyed the image that I made.” In his
Oriental way he complimented me on the strength of my will, but it is quite possible
that had he been forewarned of my intention he could have carried out the experiment successfully all the same, as was indeed the case with my two Hindu friends
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immediately afterwards, when they tried not to pick up the chosen card but were
literally compelled to do so every time. It may be suggested that the old gentleman
ought by thought-transference to have been aware of what I was doing, but I think
he was too intent upon his own part in the experiment to notice it.
Later on, I had a surprising continuation of this experience, which occurred in
my own College at Hyderabad in the Province of Sind, two thousand miles away
from the town of Trichinopoly, where I had spent a morning with that old gentleman. One evening, after a hard day’s work, I was sitting in my room along with two
friends, one of whom was a member of my staff—professor of political science. This
gentleman, a Hindu who had graduated with honors from Oxford University, had
picked up while in England some very clever conjuring tricks with cards, and he was
that evening entertaining us with some of them for the sake of relaxation. My
thought was far away from any matter of psychical research; it was rather occupied
with the serious troubles of the moment connected with the political movement
working among the college students, and calculated in my opinion to injure their
future and the country very seriously. Suddenly, without warning, I heard a fullbodied man’s voice speak right in the middle of my head. It spoke only six words:
“Five of clubs; try that experiment,” but somehow I knew that it referred to the
experience I had had at Trichinopoly some time before. I obeyed the voice, and at
once wrote down ‘five of clubs’ on a piece of paper, folded this up, and asked my
friend the professor to put it in his pocket. Next I requested him to shuffle his cards,
which I had not touched at all, and to spread them face downwards on the floor on
which we were sitting, and then pick one up at random, and compare it with what
was written on the paper. When he turned up his card it proved to be the five of
clubs, and you can imagine his surprise when he found that written upon the paper
which was in his pocket. I do not know for certain how the voice directed me in this
case; but knowing what I do of thought-power, I consider it quite reasonable to
believe that the old gentlemen living two thousand miles away had become aware of
our occupation, had suggested the experiment to my mind, and had assisted in
making it a success. As an exhibition of the way in which thought-power and the will
may act in the subconscious part of the mind this experience was valuable.
When we are considering the way in which thought is the working power among
the things of our life and in the body, we must take into account that it is sometimes
subconscious thought, and that in fact very many of the so-called accidents of life are
really due to our own thought-power operating in this way, often directed by the
will. A man may, perhaps, on a particular evening have nothing very special to do.
He decides to go out for a walk. He puts on his hat and coat, or may be his turban,
and goes out into the road, and casually decides to go this way or that way. In the
course of his walk he happens to meet someone who suggests to him a new business
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proposition or a new line of thought that eventually changes his fortunes or his life,
so that looking back upon it he will say that that was the turning-point of his career,
and will often exclaim what a lucky thing it was that he chanced to take a walk that
evening, and to go along the street where he met his friend. Perhaps it was no
chance, but the larger man within him may have been directing him, as surely as my
hand was guided to the chosen card among the many that were spread on the platform. This at least everybody knows, that there is someone inside him who succeeds
occasionally in impressing the conscious part of the mind with what is usually called
the voice of conscience, which knows far more about the true direction of life than
does the man working within the limits of the conscious mind.
Later on, when the learning period is over, and the man’s consciousness has
become more powerful, so that he is able to deal with music and history and geography all at once, the act of concentration will no longer be necessary, except as a swift
power for the use of the moment. Не will then have at his constant command all the
powers and all the knowledge which he has acquired little by little in the midst of the
obscuration caused by his concentration upon learning. Then the subconscious or
unconscious mind and the conscious mind will have become one.
Let us, then, have clearly before us the true distinction between ichchhā and
kriyā, or will and activity, and not forget that the first of these is poles asunder from
any sort of wish and that the second is the activity of thought, and both are powers,
the latter over things, including the body, and the former over oneself, that is to say
one’s own thoughts and feelings.
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CHAPTER VI

MATTER, ENERGY AND LAW
We have observed that in the world of consciousness there are always present
three principles, evident in different degrees and proportions at different times. So
also in the world of sat there are three principles to be discerned, called tamas, rajas
and sattva, translatable as matter, energy and law. Ancient and modern scientists
have equally discovered these three in that one, and have also observed their inseparability. They are principles of matter; not properties, but states, of material being,
and a body can exhibit them in different degrees at different times, as consciousness
can employ will, or love or thought, though all are always present to some extent.
The objective world is a world of bodies that obstruct one another, and can block
consciousness as well when the latter submits to matter by immersing itself in a
body. An object is seen only because it obstructs our sight, and the world is full of
light only because the darkness or impenetrability to light of its material atmosphere
diffuses the solar rays. Every atom of matter is thus, as it were, a dark spot in space,
which is impenetrable and so can be acted upon only from the outside. The interpenetration of matter spoken of by Theosophists means only that finer bodies can
exist in the interstices of coarser ones, and in such cases though two or more bodies
interpenetrate and thus occupy the same space, the matter of those bodies does not
actually do so. This quality of darkness or stability or resistance or obstruction seen
in the objects of the world was called by the ancient scientists tamas. It is that quality
of matter which in common speech and thought is taken as matter itself, that which
gives body to matter and so forms points in space for the application of force. Matter
has thus what might be called a will of its own (though it is a negative will, stubbornness), and is unquestionably itself, and apparently quite unwilling to surrender its
existence.
During the last century it was widely thought that the entire world was built up
of tiny bricks, called atoms, of which there was a considerable variety. Each one of
these was held to be utterly unchangeable, so that it could be said that the units of
matter were immortal—that is, untreatable and indestructible. Then it was
considered that just as a hundred thousand bricks might be used to build any one of
many different kinds of houses, and just as, one having been built, it could be altered
and refashioned by the removal and reuse of its constituent bricks; so was the world
composed of atoms constantly being rearranged into its changing forms. For all
practical human purposes the idea is true. That is an exhibition of tamas in a certain
grade of material being, but it would be utterly true only if stability were the sole
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constituent property of the world of matter that comes within the grasp of the five
senses.
The second constituent of substance is the energy of matter, rajas, which now in
scientific circles is generally being thought of as the source and basis of matter itself,
though time will surely show that it also is material and never without body or
position. The conception of natural energy that one finds in elementary books on
mechanics will serve very well to describe this constituent property of substance. It is
well known to all students that no material body will change its condition of equilibrium or motion without the application to it of some form of energy, unless it is a
complex body in which the ripening of internally active forces results in a new
balance of the whole, as, for instance, when a rock on a hillside rots, and suddenly
falls down.
A ball, for example, standing on a billiard table, will not start moving on its own
account. If it be moving, it will not come to rest without the application of some form
of resistance or other counteracting force from the outside—the resistance of the air,
the friction on the table, or obstruction by the cushions or other balls; and the energy
of the ball in motion and of the force which cancels that motion may be shown to be
equal.
But all these things are surface phenomena, showing rajas as the chemical atom
exhibits tamas. And as the atom can be decomposed, and its tamas aspect attenuated
until people say it is only energy, so may energy emerge from and fade into the background of sattva or law, which is the very essence of the objective world, as jnāna is
that of the world of consciousness. This energy may overstep time as consciousness
oversteps space, as, for example, if I lift up a ball from the ground on to the table. A
certain amount of energy was spent in lifting it, and the same amount will be
expressed again if at some future time it falls from the table to the floor, as could be
ascertained if it were practicable to make it do work in falling or to measure the heat
generated by its impact with the floor. Heat, sound, light, electric phenomena, chemical potential, and many others are forms of energy, and as far as can be discovered
there is no particle of matter anywhere without some form of it. That is to say, there
is no total materiality in anything.
The third constituent property of matter is law. I know that this sounds strange,
and that most scientific students will say offhand that the world is composed of only
two things, matter and energy, and yet they will affirm that law and order are
apparent everywhere. There is some inconsistency in this position, and the ancient
scientists of India did not fall into it, for without hesitation they said that sattva or
law is one of the properties of the material side of being. It is in fact so, and is really
no more difficult of conception than the idea that energy is objective. Nowhere in the
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entire world does anybody ever find matter or energy without the exhibition of some
law, which determines the nature of the body’s activity and its relations with other
bodies. Every chemical element, every atom, has its function, just as surely as every
seed has its tendency to grow and form a particular kind of plant, and the working of
this law is part of the routine of Nature, sat or being.
It was perfectly clear to the ancient scientists that sattva, rajas and tamas were the
gunas or properties of matter—that all matter was nothing but these three, and that
they could never be anything but matter. The three words are also used in an adjectival form to describe the character of things, as, for instance, in The Bhagavad-Gītā,
where we read about sattvic, tamasic and rajasic foods, which are those which tend
to build up the type of the body in which the mentioned quality is predominant, so
that a rajasic body is an energetic or even restless body. Every object contains all the
three gunas, but one predominates and gives it its outstanding quality, just as every
consciousness or portion of chit certainly exhibits will, love and thought, although
they are not equally in evidence in a given character, and one of them is usually the
decided leader and inspirer of the other two.
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CHAPTER VII

THE DIVINE AND THE MATERIAL
We have now to compare the world of sat with that of chit, to see how they are
related. The first is rightly called material, and the second may best be described as
the divine. It must be realized that many as may seem to be the things of the material
world and the consciousnesses of the world of chit, each world is still, in fact, only
one thing or one consciousness, of which the many are parts.
This great truth is clearly evident among material things, and its bearing is most
important. The world of being is not composed of a great many independent things
all put together or synthesized; it is not built up of a great number and variety of
pieces of itself or bricks. On the contrary, the process is just the reverse, and all the
things that we know are nothing but abstractions from it. They are one, and their
unity is shown in their utter external dependence upon one another. Consider, for
example, what takes place in the child’s mind when it opens its eyes to the world.
There is just a big indefinite something there, and in that general mass more prominent or vivid things gradually begin to be distinguished, and later on, among those,
the smaller things. It is something like the vision that a traveler has when his ship is
nearing the shore. First, something is seen which might be land; then it becomes
clearer and more strongly defined, and mountains are visible; then the voyager
begins to perceive trees and houses, until, when he is very near, people and animals
and even flowers can be seen.
And psychologically a similar discrimination from the block or mass of things is
essential to the process of gaining knowledge; every syllogism has its universal
premise, without which there would be no reason and no acquisition of clear knowledge, which is after all never the gaining of something new, but a clear perception of
what was dim or unnoticed before. It is well known that we perceive things by comparison. Put a dog and a cat together and study their resemblances and differences,
and you will afterwards know what a dog is, or what a cat is, better than if you had
studied it alone. Again, the best thinker on any subject is the man who has already
the most ideas to compare with it, provided those ideas have been well digested and
are clear and well arranged in his mind. All thinking is really abstract; the mind
cannot hold two ideas at once, but it may hold one that includes two or more, in
which they are but parts of the greater whole.
It is not only in the field of logic that the smaller is dependent upon the greater or
the part upon the whole. It is characteristic of material things that they have no
initiative and do not change themselves, but depend upon externals for their change.
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Thus a book may lie on the table, and it remains there because the table is there. The
table is supported in turn by the flooring planks, and those by the beams, which
again rest on the walls. The walls are supported on the foundations, and the
foundations on the earth. Further, the earth is a material body supported in space by
the invisible strands of nature’s material energy; it depends upon the other planets,
the sun and the stars. It is only the whole of being that is self-sustaining, and all the
parts depend upon that. It cannot be too emphatically affirmed that the whole is not
made up of the parts, but the parts are deductions from the whole, in which they
have their support and sustenance and root.
In the world of law, all objective reality eternally exists. We know, for example,
that when you explode together the right proportions of the two colorless gases
oxygen and hydrogen, both will disappear from sight and some water will have
taken their place. Certainly it will be said that the same essential matter is still there
and also the same energy, but it has to be realized that you have not produced
anything new even in the way of properties. It is evident that the water was not there
before, and is there now, and if you were thinking only of properties or the appearances of things you might imagine that something had come out of nothing. But all
that has happened is that you have made manifest to yourself and to others who, in
this respect are one with you, the reality always existent.
The best simile that I can give for this is that of a child playing with pictureblocks. It has a box containing about twenty cubical blocks of wood, and on each side
of each block there is a square piece of a picture. The child puts its blocks on the table
or the floor, and turns them about and rearranges them side-by-side until all the right
pieces have been put together so as to show one picture. Then he mixes them up
again and arranges them with another side uppermost, so as to form another picture.
He might think that he had made those pictures, but it is not so; there was first an
artist and all that the child did was to put the things together so that the picture
made by the artist should appear. So when the oxygen and hydrogen are put
together the water appears, and nothing has been added to or taken away from
reality. And the same is true of everything, so that all human production and invention follows the same law. It is this reality that the mind perceives as what is usually
called natural law. That law is an existent reality—sattva—the world of ideas, the
objective universal mind.
Another name has sometimes been given to sat—the great passive principle. In
this plenum, as I have said, there is no initiative, because there is no time, which
belongs to chit. We have seen the utter dependence of the book on the table, the table
on the floor, and so on, and considered the totality of things. The totality must be
self-existent, self-creative, self-changing; there is no external being of its own kind to
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apply material energy to it from the outside. In other words, it is at the same time
divine. Brahmā is cherished by Vishnu.
But chit is the divine in every part. It is the great active principle, consciousness
self-existing, self-created, self-changing, independent and all-initiative, the being of
time. I have for a very specific reason used the word divine instead of the term
spiritual that may occur to some minds to represent the idea. The word spirit carries
with it some sense of fine matter, breath-like and ethereal, but still matter. But the
word divine comes from the same source as the Sanskrit “div,” which means, “to
shine,” and appears in such words as div, heaven, divākāra, the sun, and deva, a
celestial being.
The divine is thus that which shines with its own light, or from within, and many
of the ancients took the sun as its symbol, because from the sun shines forth all the
light and heat and life of our world; while the moon stands over against it as the
symbol of matter, shining only with reflected light. By every one who takes the
trouble to think about the matter, the Divine Being, or solar Logos, is distinguishable
from the material, or His world, by His character of independence and initiative. One
of the most significant words describing Him is Swayambhu, the self-existent. He is
the omnipotent, the omnipresent and the omniscient, because He is the whole of the
chit in our solar system—chit to perfection—while man is only a part of that chit, and
has the three qualities only without their prefix omni. Strictly, the word God should
not be used to describe this great Consciousness, who is our Biggest Brother. Our
consciousness, like our body, is something that we use, not that we are. We really
belong to the Universal God, the real life, beyond matter and consciousness, beyond
prakriti and purusha, beyond the material and the divine.
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CHAPTER VIII

HARMONY
Our story of the pillar of light told first of the night when Vishnu and Вrahmā
were not working together in harmony, but met and quarreled, until S’iva restored
harmony by His presence, made them realize that both were one in Him, and started
a new day of being. So we find that chit and sat, or in a smaller sphere man and the
external world of his experience, seem to be in dire opposition, until we discover that
there is utter harmony of purpose in their relations, that there is a good reason for
their apparent conflict.
Ānanda is behind them both; in S’iva they have their union. The contact of chit
with sat is fraught with ānanda or happiness, as every creature evidences that loves
its life, for what is commonly called life is the interplay between the two. It is a familiar thought that below the human kingdom life is full of happiness, that in the animal
world pain is not frequent or lasting, and the moment of fear or dread comes only
when there is the threat of life’s destruction. The millions of cows that go month by
month to the stockyards of Chicago and other cities have no inkling of fear or sorrow
till their end draws nigh, because their knowledge and imagination do not tell them
of what is in store, and out in the fields life has been sweet, though men would call it
narrow. Again, in the state of Nature fear usually operates upon the glands to enhance the physical powers, and this stimulates the consciousness, as when a small
creature enjoys the skill of the stealth with which he avoids a bigger one.
The story has been told elsewhere of the great seal of San Francisco. Some years
ago there lived on the rocks just off the cliffs a great seal that was king of the herd
that is still there, and within the memory and tradition of man he had been leader for
a hundred and twenty years. It happened, however, one day that another magnificent seal, younger and in the prime of life, arrived from the south, and seemed to
think that he ought to be the king of those rocks. So the newcomer made battle with
the old leader and the two fought strenuously for three days, when the older one,
covered with wounds, swam to shore and died. Such is a picture of what has been
described as “nature red in tooth and claw with ravin,” but if you look at it from the
standpoint of the indwelling consciousness you will see that that battle was not
without its joy. Creatures at that level live more in sensation than in reflection, and
old age for them is not the profitable thing that it can be for man. Indeed, when the
power of the senses of the body begins to decline, consciousness quickly follows in
its wake, as it has no longer the vivid stimulus which was its before. Therefore that
the seal’s consciousness should go out from its body in a burst of glory, amid the
most vivid experience that it had ever had, was no matter for our pity, especially as
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in the excitement of the battle it is highly improbable that the creature was susceptible to much physical pain.
When we come to man, truly life is not all happiness, but the reason for that is to
be found in the fact that he, in the assertion of his newly realized powers, has created
disharmony between himself and the world. It is he who in the enjoyment of chit has
overlooked ānanda, and S’iva must be revealed to him before he can recover the
child state of the animal that he has lost. In man’s life, Vishnu and Brahmā must
become friends, and in their union Siva will be there.
It is not a common thought in the western world that harmony between human
consciousness and its environment is one of the great realities of life. Even those
people who do believe that this is God’s world for the most part think that it is
merely the place where He keeps upon probation the souls that He has made, so that
after a time He may decide which are worth keeping and which ought to be thrown
away as badly made. And those who believe merely in the evolution of form do not
usually think that the human mind, though regarded as a product of nature, is in
harmony with its source, but that it has somehow developed itself as an unwanted
parasite, and is holding its place on the face of nature merely as a tenacious intruder.
But the harmony is there nevertheless, and it is something most wonderful, the child
of S’iva Himself; it is verily as S’iva Himself reborn to unite Vishnu and Brahmā.
To put it in more ordinary language, I would say that Nature has proved herself
man’s friend. It is true that the process of nature is one of decay, and that all man’s
handiwork is soon razed to the dust, but were it not so this world could not be God’s
school for man. If houses were imperishable and by some strange magic the same
food could be eaten over and over again, few men would work to produce new
things, and indeed the extra work required for the destruction of the old things
encumbering the earth would present additional discouragement to those few who
were willing to work to make something new. Man would have little incentive to use
his powers of thought or will. Nature has not made life too easy for man, but on the
other hand she has not made it too difficult, but has always presented to him experience of such a kind as favors the growth of conscious powers such as his. The witness
to this fact is man himself, who has been growing throughout the ages and is advancing steadily into greater power in the future, through the active use of his faculties.
One of the Upanishads has a curious definition of man, where it speaks of him as
the being who is both powerful and powerless, both ignorant and wise. Compare
him in a state of Nature with any other creature, and behold his helplessness and
ignorance! He has not natural clothing, nor natural weapons worth the name, nor
speed of foot or wing to escape from his enemies, nor has he the natural knowledge
of instinct which tells other creatures what is food and what poison, who are friends
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and who are enemies, and how to make a home. One might think that Nature had
discriminated against man, to send him thus helpless into the world; but the fact is
not so. Man without natural clothing learned to use his intelligence, and in conesquence has provided for himself clothing with which he can live in any climate, and
through his intelligence he has learned to make weapons and tools which have
crowned him master of the world.
Primitive man might have complained of his disabilities, and prayed to God for
their removal; but intelligent man, who is the same one reincarnated, looks back and
thanks God for the opportunities that were given to him, and for the honor that was
done him, that he was ranked through the ages as a divine being, creating himself
constantly by his own work, and not as a material thing molded by force from the
outside. Now he sees the harmony between man and his environment throughout all
time, and realizes that the world has been and is the friend of man—not a
sentimental friend, but a friend in need and indeed.
Because man belongs to the divine side of things, not to the material, he unfolds
in this manner, winning ever for himself a greater measure of the divine powers, and
God helps him by being present as the principle of harmony. He is omnipotent, yet
there are some things that He cannot do. He cannot, for example, make a tall dwarf
or a square circle, for if the man were tall he would not be a dwarf and if the form
were square it would not be a circle. And so also He could not make a dependent
will, for the will that was not independent would be no will at all. Hence He
acknowledges man’s divinity by this great arrangement for the evolution of his
consciousness and its powers, whereby man is verily self-existent, self-created and
divine, now and through all time.
It is this harmony between chit and sat in our world of experience that is māyā,
often spoken of as illusion. It is illusion not because it is in any way an unreality, but
because it is taken as life, and mistaken for the true life which is ānanda. Hence the
books say that to be liberated man must escape even from this harmony, once the
evolution of his consciousness is complete, must destroy what is sometimes called
the junction of the seer and the seen, and remain thereafter residing in his own state.
That state is ānanda, and is also kaivalya, the state of oneness, for the unity of S’iva is
never disturbed even by the presence of Vishnu and Brahmā.
In The Bhagavad-Gītā, Shrī Krishna speaks of this harmony also as his daivī
prakriti. In common speech the word life is accurately used to represent the interplay
that is māyā, when people think of life not as the chit inside them, nor as the energy
of nature outside, but as this harmonious interaction between the two, in which both
the inner and the outer are taken into consideration. As soon as one writes
philosophy people think that something new is necessarily meant by such words as
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life, but in this case at all events it is not so. That life is a māyā, an illusion, only
because it is not the true life that is happiness, the life of S’iva Himself, but is only
His rebirth—the reflection of His oneness—in this duality.
The same essential truths are spoken of again in the Gītā (Chapter 8), where Shrī
Krishna tells of the four divisions of reality, adhyātmā, adhidaiva, adhibhūta and
adhiyajna. The first of these is S’iva, beyond the eightfold manifestation. The second
and third are the great active and passive principles, the divine and the material, like
“twins upon a line” (to use an expression employed in The Voice of the Silence for a
different purpose). The fourth relates to “Me here in the body”; it is the principle of
sacrifice, whereby life, as the interplay between chit and sat, is made possible.
Sacrifico in Latin means, “I make holy”; sacrifice is seen in the world in the way in
which consciousness and matter minister to each other in what we call life, and that
in which one creature is always yielding up something to another, either involuntarily or voluntarily, so that all become one organized whole, and thus are holy.
There is no motion without this sacrifice; that is why it has been said that God is
motion. Another way in which the lower three of the four are to be seen is in the
forms of space, time and motion. Space is connected with the material side of things,
time with consciousness, and motion is the representative of Deity, the adhyātmā.
Some old Sophists propounded an amusing argument to the effect that no object
could ever move, for, they said, “It cannot move in the space where it is, and certainly it cannot move in the space where it is not.” Of course, if there were nothing but
matter it could not move. But we know that an object can move from the place where
it is to some other place where before it was not. This translation implies the existence of a principle transcending the limitations of space. Space is a limitation; it is
only a part of reality, less than the whole. In it, motion represents divinity.
In studying consciousness a similar difficulty is found. People often wonder how
it is possible for them to be the same conscious beings that they were yesterday, or a
year ago, or in childhood, or in previous lives. How, they wonder, can that consciousness, which is a changing thing, be both what it was and what it now is? It is
because the principle of motion is above and beyond time, which is the limitation of
consciousness. Space belongs to the passive principle; time belongs to the active
principle; and motion represents God or S’iva.
We have in our composition not only matter in the form of bodies limited in
space, and consciousness, with its three powers limited by time; we have also God,
never absent, always transcending these limitations of time and space. This God in
us, who is one in all, we call “I.” That is why Shrī Krishna always says that the man
who has attained perfection, who has realized the truth, “will come unto Me.” When
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Shrī Krishna says “I” he means also the “I” in the person whom he is addressing.
There is only one “ I,” and the man who finds it in himself will know it in all.
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CHAPTER IX

THE SEVEN PRINCIPLES
Now, inasmuch as there are three aspects of consciousness, and three constituents of material being, and the harmony between them which is māyā, there are
seven fundamental realities, no more nor less, in all the world of man’s experience.
Those seven are not derived from three in our system of māyā or life, because it is
only part of a bigger system in which the seven already existed; but in making His
Trinity out of His sevenfold self, S’iva lends, as it were, three of the seven to Вrahmā
and three more to Vishnu, keeping the seventh, ānanda, for Himself.
It will be seen from this that these seven are perfectly equal, and none of them is
made up of a mixture or combination of any of the others, and they are rightly called
principles—first things. If for purposes of convenience we represent them by numbers, those numbers are only arbitrary names, and do not give the realities any
relative position; or, if we represent them by diagrams, that is only for mnemonic
purposes, and the mathematical properties of the diagrams should not be ascribed to
the principles. The danger of using such diagrams is that they themselves belong to
one principle, and tend to cause the others to be seen from the standpoint of that one,
and thus obscure their real nature.
The first diagram in this chapter requires little explanation, as it shows the interlaced triangles familiar to Theosophists. It is the best indication of the seven, and I
have put numbers to name them—1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. The upward-pointing triangle is
chit, and the downward-pointing one is sat, and the whole is a symbol of the
expression, through two related trinities, of seven equal principles, which may be
called the seven principles of God, and are tabulated beside the diagram.
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The second diagram [previous page] shows how these seven are distributed in
the great Trinity; but the student must take care especially in this case not to think of
one set as above another set in space.

On the long road to happiness everyone goes through three steps in his evolution—first, the stage of sat, then that of chit, and finally ānanda. This indicates why
all beings seek happiness, and all the seven principles which actuate their lives in the
world are but means to that end. Even love, the very essence of consciousness, disappears in that.
Man being, in his present phase, in the chit aspect, thinks of God in Nature, or
sat, as outside himself, and of God in consciousness, or chit, as within himself, but
He is equally present in both, and in practice men seek their happiness in both these
spheres, that is to say, some seek what seem to them the greatest things in life by
“retreating within,” and others pursue what appear to them the true ends of life by
“advancing boldly without.” Everyone is more fundamentally eager to reach one of
the seven ideals than the other six. The principles of God tabulated above thus
become the ideals of men. Yet as each man belongs to S’iva, he has, like Him, all the
seven principles at work putting his consciousness in touch with all the seven fundamental realities of life. Still, unlike S’iva, he has them unequally, and always one is
stronger than the rest. That one is called his ray. All the universal principles are
always exerting their attraction upon all men, but each man responds principally to
that of his own ray, which then becomes his greatest ideal in life, and can stir his
consciousness into the most vivid life of which he is capable.
Ichchhā is will. From the discussion we have already had about it, it is clear that
the state of life of the being who enjoys it is one of freedom. When this principle is
the strongest in a man, he will value freedom above everything else. Jnāna, as we
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have already seen, is the wisdom that makes one consciousness vibrate in perfect
sympathy with another. It is love, which longs for ever greater union; though utter
unity, like utter freedom, is only possible in ānanda. Understanding and comprehension are both words that imply an activity of mental power or thought, and the great
hanger of the man who has kriyā as his predominant principle is to grasp the scheme
of things entire. In the chapter on the fourth ray I will explain the appeals to man of
the principle of harmony. All that need be mentioned here is that people of this ray
are balanced between the seeking within and the advancing without, and are happy
only when they can harmonize the claims of both the inner and the outer in their
lives.
Now, races and nations, like men, have their dominant principles, and I can best
illustrate the remainder of the scale by saying that in the early days of Aryan history,
and even today in India, it is the first three ideals that have the strongest appeal; we
find men seeking God within, as they would express it, along these three lines, which
are to be seen with special clearness in the famous schools of yoga of Patanjali, Shrī
Krishna and Shrī Shankarāchārya respectively. But when, in the evolution of the
Indo-European race we come to the middle point, to the Greeks, we find the principle of harmony making a great appeal, and the sages beginning to turn the race over,
as it were, to an appreciation of God as sat, and the awakening of a great soul hunger
among men for the discovery of God in the outer world as truth, goodness and
beauty.
These three modes of outward seeking correspond to those of inward seeking,
for there is a correspondence or resemblance between God without and God within,
between God in Nature and God in consciousness. This appears between ichchhā
and tamas, and therefore between the will in consciousness and the stability in
things. Will is the stability of consciousness and materiality is, as it were, the willfulness of things, stubbornness, tamas. As will be explained more fully later, that is
beauty, the eternal poise and balance of perfect material things, at rest or in motion.
As tamas corresponds to ichchhā, so does rajas to jnāna. The latter in man is love,
the energy of consciousness or interestedness which brings and holds together the
many living beings; the former appears in him as desire, gathering together all
things, and seeking the universal bounty. The ideal of God as goodness makes men
seek Him in or behind Nature as the bountiful giver; God is worshipped as in the
presence of good things.
The correspondence between kriyā and sattva is that between thought and the
laws of Nature, which constitute the truth about things. The man who seeks the truth
by the investigation of the world is the one who feels that there is a truth or reality in
it that is the basis or substance of all things, before which all should bow.
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It is the predominance of the last three ideals in the later Indo-European races
that has brought to the front in their lives the three great forms of worship of God in
sat, or Nature, which are commonly called science, devotion and art. If there is any
obscurity about the second of these, let it be remembered that the European nations
in their places of worship are bowing to God and reverencing Him as the owner and
dispenser of good things, and are appreciating Him principally for what they call His
goodness.
The correspondences between the inward and outward seeking paths, the ideals
that govern them, and their expressions in human affairs, are shown in the following
diagram:
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CHAPTER X

INTER-RELATIONS
I have explained that S’iva is one, and that His unity is not disturbed by the
presence of Vishnu and Brahmā, who exist in Him and are each triple. S’iva is also
essentially seven, as the foregoing statement indicates, and as I have said before. The
principle which He keeps is sometimes called the synthesis of the other six, but is
really the one principle, not made by the joining of the others, but being that from
which they are derived by deduction.
Vishnu and Brahmā exist side by side throughout the age of manifestation or day
of Brahmā, and are kept in harmony by Siva through His yoga-māyā. The interrelations between the Three are then illustrated in the diagram below.
S’iva touches all the six principles, as separate from the one, through His māyā,
but Himself remains the one ānanda.
Vishnu turns towards S’iva through ichchhā, and contacts Brahmā through kriyā,
and in Himself remains essentially jnāna, love, the universal consciousness or heart.
Brahmā turns towards Vishnu through rajas, and Siva through tamas, and
remains in Himself essentially sattva, law, or the universal mind or world of ideas.
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Every man’s consciousness can be described as a portion of Vishnu. It is essentially a piece of knowing—to use an awkward but useful expression. It is also a piece
of joying, and a piece of being. It is an undetached spark of the one flame. Or, to put
the same statement from the outside, every one has a share of the original power.
This is so even materially—for if all material objects are influencing others, no one is
totally influenced, and every one is an influencer. Even gravitationally this is so, so
that when we walk on the earth we have our own floating power as the essence of
the contact. But inasmuch as we are in association or relationship with others we
accept their influence at the same time that we exert ours upon them, and set up that
interaction which is called karma, which is a balance of give and take.
We have to say with regard to this Original Power that it is what we really are,
and any involvements that we are engaged in at any time present us even to ourselves in a state of partial deduction from that reality. If one is playing a game of
chess one is not playing Parcheesi, though one can play it. If one is reading chapter 10
in a book, one is not reading chapter 15, though one can. If a carpenter is making a
table he is not making a chair, though he can do so. So there is always in this process
of time, which is essentially of the mind, and only secondarily of action, a veil over
the face of reality, which is nevertheless there, and can be known and recognized at
any time when there is not the mistaken idea that the limited expression of the
moment is oneself.
It is part of the cleverness or competence of our actions that mind and action
concur in our doings, and we do not lose consciousness of mind because we are
involved in the consciousness of undertaking. It will also be part of our competence
when we are conscious of the original power in the midst of the practical operations
of mind and body. The key to this is first the smooth working of the body which is
the result of its maturity and obedience, so that it does not throw itself about in
mindless activity, and in the second place the maturing of the mind, so that it does
not throw itself about in meaningless or unenlightened mind-activity, but on the
contrary is in that state of attentiveness to the original power which the poet referred
to when he wrote: “I only act aright when I obey.” Even that was a mental way of
reviewing the experience, for the wise seer within is oneself, and the so-called
obedience is thus the perfect freedom. Could the body think and speak, would it not
say that it really felt itself to be itself when acting under the power that formed it,
which gave it its unity and coherence, and that when it rebels against its maker it is
in the very act going to pieces and losing itself. In the peacefulness of the mind, then,
the harmony of the mind, the maturity of the mind, it is most itself when it responds
to the original spiritual power of the man, which is a spark: of Vishnu, a piece of the
original knowing of being and joy.
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Because it is Vishnu (or the Christ) that is the heart of mind, we find in our
attainment that we are the knowing of being and joy. Later, no doubt, we will ascend
to Siva (or the Father) and become the joy of knowing and being. That will be a
joying, so that perhaps consciousness is not the right word for it—reader, please
meditate on this, for it cannot be talked about.
To return to the midst of the transactions of our common life, let us make it our
business at least mentally to recognize that we are the original power. We do not
really at any time enjoy anything but that real self. We may talk of enjoying this and
that—“I do enjoy ice cream,” but the fact is that we do not enjoy the ice cream, or
even the taste of the ice cream, but only the consciousness of the taste of the ice
cream.
It is something to do with the kaleidoscopic action of S’iva’s will that this enjoyment should in each of us be especially on one of the rays. Though all the seven
principles are inseparable and present in every man, the one that is strongest in his
nature is called his ray. The ray of a man is therefore not only not a material thing,
but also not even a distinction in consciousness, but belongs to him in his relation to
Siva. It can therefore never be seen, because sight is one of the senses, however high
its plane, and its object is always the gunas—sattva, rajas and tamas. Consciousness
is never visible, much less real life, ānanda. Yet if a man is visibly working on a certain
line and has appropriated types of matter (life in the phase of sat), for his vehicles
and purposes, it may be inferred that his ray has probably directed his choice of
work and determined the characteristics of his body.
When we speak of a man’s ray, and thus think of his predominant principle, let
us not forget this fact that he has all the other principles as well, and also that we are
speaking of a man, that is to say, of one who is the master of himself to such an extent
at least that his life is guided from within his consciousness, and is not a mere set of
reflex actions or obedient responses to environment. This man is positive, not submerged in sat and overcome by it, as are undeveloped men. He is using his powers
of thought to discover truth, or of feeling to discover the goodness of things, or of
will in work to find and reveal beauty. All these activities are quite different from the
servitude and negativity of the embryo of man who lives to no purpose but to
indulge in idle, careless and selfish pleasure.
The rays of animals are more clearly marked—because they are less complex—
than in the case of many men, the reason for this being that in a very real and natural
sense there has been a fall of man. With the development of his mental powers he has
made for himself such a mixture of karma and laid himself open to so many influences, that usually the deep spiritual desires of the man himself are overlaid and
obscured even from his own vision. Still, if any one had the skill and patience to
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analyze this ordinary man, he would find that one of his principles was stronger than
the others, and was leading the forces of his soul towards the universal aspect of
himself.
In a man of character, who is not a servant to his body or the personal emotions
connected with that body, or the fixed ideas that it has acquired, but has really some
active will or love or thought in himself, the ray can be distinguished with comparative ease, and there are certain questions that he may put to himself which will help
him to discover his own ray; but these I must reserve until the specific rays have been
described.
In the common life of men, the rays are exhibited in the following general types:
1. The man of will, seeking freedom through mastery of self and environment:
the ruler.
2. The man of love, seeking unity through sympathy: the philanthropist.
3. The man of thought, seeking comprehension through the study of life: the
philosopher.
4. The man of imagination, seeking harmony in a three-fold way: the magician,
actor and symbolical artist or poet.
5. The man of thought, seeking truth in the world: the scientist.
6. The man of love, seeking God as goodness in the world: the devotee.
7. The man of will, seeking the beauty that is God in the world: the artist and
craftsman.
The expressions and activities of these general types are very varied; it will be
seen in their more particular description in Part Two that they respectively include
the characteristics that have been ascribed to the rays in different lists that have been
issued.
Before closing Part One of this book, I should like to explain why I have used
imagery and terms of Sanskrit literature instead of others more familiar to English
speaking people. First, because I have myself learned these truths in those terms.
Secondly, because (as in modern science and technology) it is desirable to have new
words for new ideas, and the Sanskrit words are most suitable. These truths are
worldwide and the language we use for them does not matter—so Christians, for
example, may in their own reading of them substitute “The Father, the Son and the
Holy Ghost” for S’iva, Vishnu, and Brahma, if they wish.
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PART TWO
THE SEVEN RAYS

“There are seven chief Groups of . . . Dhyan Chohans, which groups will
be found and recognized in every religion, for they are the primeval Seven
Rays. Humanity, Occultism teaches us, is divided into seven distinct
Groups.”
The Secret Doctrine
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CHAPTER XI

THE FIRST RAY
“SELF-RULE or self-dependence,” said Manu, “is happiness; rule by others is
misery.” This sentiment suits the man of the first ray, because it is the first of the
three rays of independence and intuition. A modern statesman put the same feeling
and thought into other words: “Self-government is better than good government.”
Men of the first three rays are described as independent, because they do not
look upon the world as teacher, as bounteous mother, or as beautiful home, so much
as a land of adventure for the valiant will, the sunny heart or the aspiring mind, to
which one has come as from a far country for deeds of prowess. Such a man is full of
initiative because he does not wait upon things and events for his impulses to action,
but is inclined to treat them all (sometimes without due respect) as pieces in a game
that he is playing, materials for a plan that he is putting into execution. He is called
the man of intuition because he deliberately uses his own faculties of thought and
feeling in his game of life, and they grow by that exercise. He feels instinctively that
every genuine act of his will, love or thought brings something new into the world,
and is creative in that sense—not that the creation is of any permanent value or
worthy of more than a temporary preservation and use, but that the feel of the
operations of consciousness itself, like a bird on the wing, is a joy. He is desiring in
the will more sensation of self, in the heart more sensation of life, in the mind more
sensation of things—he is seeking happiness in those things of the inner consciousness and is using life for that, while others wait upon the great world without, with
their power and skill of thought or will or feeling, and learn through the tuition
which Nature gives.
Both these paths, the inner and the outer, lead to the same result—an enlargement of the complete inner and outer life. For while a man is seeking the divine in
Nature, her beauty and bounty and truth are operating upon him and developing his
soul powers; and when he is trying to give full play to the powers that he feels in
himself he finds that it can only be done by using them for the improvement of the
outer world. Each man, therefore, is in reality retreating within and advancing
without at the same time.
In the man of will on the first ray, self-government is the dominant note. If you
belong to this ray your sense of self will be strong (and if you are not well advanced
in other respects it may be disagreeable as well) and will tend to give you a firmness
amid things and events that scarcely anything in the world can shake or change, an
inclination to be positive in action, and the courage to face life as an adventure and
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not take refuge or rest amid things. It cannot be a stubbornness, which clings to some
idea, or feeling, or site-of-self, or place, or thing, but must by its very nature have the
character of flexibility and newness, for it is a power, not a pose.
If you are very strong in this, there will be no “home” for you in all the wide
world, but the dignity of the self will be the center and balancing point of your being.
This is not an outward dignity which insists upon recognition from others, or works
for that—such working is a sign of dependence upon externals—but is a high sense
of the true state of man, of one’s own being, and contains a shuddering horror of the
foreign finger of obtrusive events or persons which may touch the holy shrine. As no
one can see beauty without admiring it (though some may look at it without seeing),
and as no one can see truth without reverencing it, so no one who feels the touch of
the self within can ever be anything but a jealous priest at its holy shrine.
This dignity is far removed from pride; such a man is too proud to be proud. It is
not a feeling of superiority that makes it; it involves absolutely no comparison with
others, and no measuring of strength. You are willing to be one with others on equal
terms and say “namaskar” to God or beggar. You are not interested so much in what
you are as in that you are. You are the man above all without wishes, living from
within.
In consequence of this living power that is felt in one’s life the ideal of this ray is
independence or life from within, freedom from the constraints of environment and a
tendency to govern circumstances and find a way to make them conform to your
plans. On the chess board of life a man of this type will always have a plan of attack
of his own in full progress at the earliest possible moment, and he will ignore his
opponent’s moves as much as he dares, using every move and piece available for the
attack that he has planned. It is characteristic of the will to seek its ends by every
possible means, or in other words to keep the mind constantly to the task, so that
sooner or later it certainly finds a way to its goal.
It is this man’s sense of his own divinity that sometimes makes him say “I will”
even when he does not know how he can, for he has an unfailing intuition of the fact
that the self within is the final and absolute arbiter of its own destiny, as it is the
foundation of its own strength. In him thought understands the self, devotion bows
to it, the hands work for it, and every other part of him loves the self, and therefore
he can really will with the whole of his life and being. On account of this inner
stability, this man is usually at his best in adversity, and he views with friendliness
the destruction that is always going on in the realm of nature. Some people are
terrified at Nature’s grim law, and battle against it, but he sees it to be only his own
power on a larger scale, and loves it as the strong man always does a worthy adversary. He appreciates the value of work to the worker, and when something is well
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done he feels the will behind it, and it stands to him as a mood of triumph with
which he can ride upon the forces of the world—just as in a smaller way an experienced swimmer knows that he is safe in the water, and semi-consciously puts on the
mood before he enters into it; and just as it is the swimming that is good, not the
water, so this man is under no delusion as to the intrinsic valuelessness of external
things. He does not work to attain the satisfaction of gaining some material position
for the sake of rest or comfort afterwards, so destruction and failure do not depress
him. When some new purpose is in hand, he is always ready to clear the decks for
action, and let the old things go, or push them out of the way, and perhaps he is
sometimes a little impatient of unnecessary things, and of persons who intrude into
the work unnecessary feelings and thoughts and words.
He generally has a plan afoot, and, when that is finished, another in its wake, as
regular as the waves of the sea. You sometimes come upon him in his mood of
destruction, tearing up with great glee old letters and papers, casting old books out
of his library, throwing away old furniture and clothes, or in the course of travel
shaking himself free from them as a dog shakes off water. He is preparing to step
forth upon some new adventure, in the pride of his naked strength, limbs free and
nostrils aquiver. That spirit of destruction is not seen in the man of the second ray,
who cherishes each thing because it speaks of human care and labor, and embodies
something of the soul and energy of man. I knew a highly spiritual man of that ray
who would always cut open the old envelopes which came to him, and use the blank
insides for his own writing, not because he was parsimonious, but because he loved
the works of man, though to himself he called his action economy and dislike of
waste. The third ray man will look twice, and thrice, and yet again, at the object that
is no longer needed, and then store it away, saying that perhaps some day it will
come in for some other use.
The man of will has not yet had his day in the department of political economy,
but when that comes it will be seen that he respects the consumer as much as the
producer; to put it crudely, he might say that people ought to be paid for eating food
and using up other articles, just as much as for making those things; except that, of
course, when his day of ideal anarchy does come, in some remote future, after
mankind has learned the lesson of brotherhood, no payment to anybody will be
necessary at all.
The self is sacred. No wonder, therefore, that people respect their personalities,
when that is all the self they know, and that personal indignity and ridicule is the
greatest torment to men who have not yet very clearly felt the self within. It is not
good policy in life to despise the personality, for the god behind the idol is a real one;
and if it plays the devil or the fool for the time being, its strength in that comes from
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the god within, who will presently emerge in his true character. The personality is
thus a man’s true companion and best friend on earth, even if it seems sometimes to
act like an enemy.
It is the same will in man that gives a sense of reality to things, and makes “my
experience” the last test of what is real, so that all thinking and feeling rest upon it.
The testimony of others is valueless if it conflicts with that, and if the man of this ray
follows a teacher it is not that he has become subject to another, for the teacher is
accepted more as a guide than an instructor; and when he follows a leader or captain
it is because he chooses so to do. If the captain says, “You must,” he will reply, “I
will,” and if the captain retorts, “You must because I say so,” he replies, “I have
decided to obey you, and in doing so I therefore obey myself.” He may not be
conscious of it in this clearway, but the fact is that for him there is no way but to
follow the self within.
A person of this ray feels that life is for action, and the need for decision in
practical matters therefore presses upon him strongly. If he suspends judgment in
any matter it is not because of indolence of the will, but because he decides to suspend judgment; but he will comparatively rarely do this, and will prefer to decide
temporarily and subject to future revision rather than not at all. He feels that he must
make his move in the game, even when he does not see clearly ahead. He may
therefore find himself learning much more from the experiences that come as a
consequence of his actions, than from thinking about what may happen if he acts in a
certain way. There is also some danger of fixity in his decisions, so that he may not be
as open as is desirable to reconsider a question or action. He has decided, and will
not reconsider unless he deliberately decides to do so, and the occasion for that is
sometimes hard for those who have to work with him to arrange; and it may even be
that sometimes unknown to himself he will take it for granted that because something is in a decided state in his own mind it must be so in fact, and will project his
own strong inner conviction into the realm of Nature and think that the thing is so,
and be unwilling to go and see whether it is so or not. All this is due to the simple
fact that the will is his strongest principle and is constantly on duty governing his
thoughts and emotions and polarizing them to its prevailing purpose or mood.
The ultimate moods of our being and motives for phase-change in our lives are
deeply hidden in the self, and the will is thus but the self turned to the succession of
events. As the destiny of all men is one, they are all willing the same thing at the core
of their being, and only because of this fundamental unity is complete freedom
attainable. In the meantime, if the yogi in meditation is called rock-seated, we may
say that this man stands like a pillar of iron. His temporary freedom lies in his ability,
like that of some of the old Stoics, to refuse to pay attention to the things that lie quite
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outside his government, for he is perfect master of himself, and therefore of all that is
in the world within the range of his power. It would not matter to such a man if he
were alone in an opinion, and all other men stood against him; no uncertainty about
its truth would be reflected upon it on that account for him. If he were otherwise a
well-developed man, he would of course give those other opinions the most respectful consideration, but that is all. Having set himself also a standard of conduct, this
man can keep it in the midst of an unsympathetic world, standing alone, for he never
takes his color from the outside.
Since the will is the faculty of self-change, self-control and the practice of austerity are easy for the man on this path. The first ray man rules himself with a rod of
iron. If such a man comes to think that flesh foods, for example, are bad to eat, from a
physical or moral point of view, he will give them up without effort, and if the body
raises its head and says, “Oh, I do want the taste of venison again, and do you mean
to say that you will not let me have it even for the whole long future of my life?” his
reply comes without hesitation, “Yes, I mean just that.” If he thinks that certain
exercises or practices are good, he will do them, and the reluctance or inertia of the
body will not deter him. In all this there will be neither tension nor excitement, for
the simple reason that the will is the quietest thing in the world. Sometimes people
think that the big, blustering, dominant person is the man of will, but that is not so;
such a man uses that method because he thinks it is an effectual way to make others
obey him, and he thinks so because he semi-consciously knows that he himself can
be moved by blustering things acting upon him from the outside—a thing to which
the man of will never submits. No, the will is the quietest thing in the world. And the
man of self-control will not think of his austerity as an end in itself, but merely as the
good life of the pure self whose purity is sacred not as a possession or an achievement, but as his very being.
Among the Hindus we see in a large and national way perhaps the greatest
measure of this power. There are many people in India who care little for outward
things so long as the self is satisfied within, and sometimes in practical affairs you
will meet with people who are strong in this, but deficient in some other parts of
their nature, and will find them utterly willing that you should think that you are
having your own way and should be happy in that illusion, while inside they are
enjoying a realization that they are having their own way. The first ray is often a
strangely silent path, and even the sound that is heard within is a voice of the silence,
and on its path of yoga that silent sound is the man’s guide far more than any visual
clairvoyance. Amid the practical philosophies, that of Patanjali in India is typical of
the ray; his Yoga Sutras contain the teaching for the man of will. He proposes
kaivalya or independence as the goal of the pupil’s striving, and self-control of body,
senses and mind as the purification necessary for its realization. Even in its prelim45

inary course, while it speaks of the necessity of reverencing the divine in all things
and thus attaining right knowledge, this school places first the work of tapas, which
rightly and broadly understood means self-control and self-mastery in every respect.
Among the Greeks and Romans this ray gave birth to the Stoic school, and
especially among the Romans this aspect of that great philosophy was brought to its
highest fulfillment. Then every man who was really a Stoic felt the dignity of the
self—a man could step out of his burning house and see his life’s work in ruins, and
say that he had lost nothing, since there were no riches outside the self. This was a
thing that he felt for a fact, and knew to be so, since he would determine that the
experience, painful though it might be, should be made to enrich his life.
I have not spoken of the faults of the ray, because there is no such thing of any
ray. It may be that a man of one ray is not up to a general good standard in the other
principles of his constitution, and in such a case the man of will might prove rather
self-centered, overbearing, cunning, reckless, rude, inconsiderate, incautious or what
not in the pursuit of his purposes; yet those faults are not to be ascribed to his
strength in one line, but to his deficiencies in the others, and the way to remedy them
is not to destroy the power that he has, nor to discourage the urgings of his essential
character, but to direct these into better channels, so that he may realize how much
richer his life may be and how much grander its scope when he learns to love and to
think as he has learned to will, when he learns to respect all that is beautiful and
gracious and good in the wonderful world of being, where we find in all our fellowbeings, and in the situations which arise from our differences, portions of the divine
perfection which have not been allotted to ourselves.
Sometimes in children you find this will in a curious stubbornness. The child
wants to do something and is in fact about to do it, when some indiscreet elder
happens to tell him that he must do that thing. Then the delight is all poisoned, and
the child in loud objection or in silent stubbornness resists. I heard of a little boy,
some six years old, whose mother wanted him to wear a certain shirt, but she had
put it before him in a way not agreeable to his temperament, so he indignantly
refused. The father was called in. The boy had no real aversion to the shirt, and was
eager for a few words of kindness, which would enable him to yield, but the father
struck him, and then between his teeth he said, “Now I will not wear it, even if you
kill me!” Ignorant parents and elders try to break the spirit of such children, to make
them more graceful and obedient, and sometimes they do succeed in converting
them into commonplace and respectable good people, whose goodness is for the
most part good for nothing, either for themselves or anybody else. Such goodness is
just not badness, as most people’s idea of peace is just not war. Had the child been
treated with love it would have responded, and to its will love would have been
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added, and in the later life of the grown man there would have been love with power
behind it, with which great things might have been done in the world.
Should the work in life of a man of the first ray involve him in the government of
public affairs, and that is a duty that often falls to his lot, he will do it well, because in
self-government he has found his own power of freedom. If, then, he be also a man
who loves his fellows, he will be striving to bring that freedom to others, not by
imposing regulations upon them from the outside, but by coaxing the will in them
into greater prominence in their lives. The pure and good man of every ray desires
only to give to others the joy of the ideal that he has found for himself, and if he be
wise as well, to use his power also in service of their ideals.
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CHAPTER XII

THE SECOND RAY
The characteristic of the second ray is love, the positive expression in life of that
wisdom which perceives through sympathy the state of consciousness in other
beings, and takes it into account in dealing with them. It is also a ray of initiative,
because love is the active energy of the soul, the rajas of consciousness, and all its
activities tend to promote brotherhood and make our unity with one another more
complete in life.
Persons not of this ray, though capable of feeling much sympathy for others, in
their pleasures as well as their pains, though realizing the benefits that accrue to men
through their cooperation, cannot so easily realize that the union is not an arrangement but a fact, that brotherhood is more than cooperation, because it implies feeling,
where cooperation does not. When this sense of union is sufficiently established in
any man’s heart, he will find himself not thinking of others from his own standpoint
and considering how his own life is enriched and his own purposes forwarded by
them, but in touch through some subtle feeling with their consciousness, so that he is
as much interested in their lives and their purposes as in his own. The sphere of this
sensitiveness goes on enlarging as the man of the second ray evolves, and he
becomes the ideal father or mother, the ideal citizen, the ideal patriot, the brother at
last of all humanity, so that whomsoever his eye lights upon, that person he loves.
He holds thus within his heart the solvent of all social ills, the great power of
love, and not the least of his virtues is the universality of that love, which makes him
respect not only those who are similar to himself, and flattering to him in that similarity, but also those who are quite different in degree or in kind; nay, more, it makes
him almost revere those who are different from himself, as possessing some part of
the great and all-lovable light of consciousness which he has not been able to include
in the small portion of it that is his own. For his happiness, it is not necessary that he
should possess the means of entertainment and enjoyment, but it is imperative that
others should have them, and so all his activity flows out in altruism, and perfect
love has cast out both fear and greed, and most of the causes of possible human
conflict. I heard of a poor man who sat near a rich man’s gate, and was able to enjoy
the rich man’s pleasures without the burden of his possessions; as he watched the
happy and prosperous people passing, and looked at times into the windows of the
great emporia he had all that he could want. I heard, too, of a man who, returned
from a journey, found that he had lost his valuable gold watch, and did not mourn,
“Alas, alas, I have lost my watch,” but with a little glow of delight exclaimed, “Why,
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some one must have found that watch!” These are perhaps ideal specimens of men of
the second ray, but they clearly indicate the type.
People of the second ray are willing to suffer for their love, yet no doubt the
ecstasy of it hides from their eyes the sacrificial nature of much of their lives. They
are not the people who help others who are suffering merely in order to remove their
own suffering which they feel through sympathy, whose first care is to avoid scenes
of suffering and remove them if possible far beyond their sight so that they may be
forgotten. They are ready to face the world with all its imperfections, and its mixture
of pleasures and pains, and humbly say, “Only God is good, and all this is just better
and worse; but room for rejoicing at all times there is, because the worse is always
becoming better, and because every act of kindness, of comradeship or service,
serves the betterment which at last will lead to all that we can think of as good.” The
doctrine of the evolution of life upward and onward forever appeals to people of this
kind and fills them with an energy that makes their love no mere sentiment, but
causes it to overflow in neighborliness and brotherhood.
There is a reason why the evolutionary hypothesis should appeal strongly to
people of this ray; it is the law of love expressed in life in the world. Take its most
effective definition, as given by Herbert Spencer many years ago. He said it involved
a progressive change from a state of incoherent homogeneity to one of coherent
heterogeneity of structure and function. That means in simple terms that each
organism in the world bearing and expressing consciousness is becoming a more
definite and independent thing, with constantly more decided character of its own,
but at the same time is being drawn into a unity with others, in which its own
function is employed for the advancement of more than its separate self. It means
also that things that before were similar and separate are becoming different but
united, and in the ideal end law and order will have triumphed over chaos and the
dark, and all the channels will have been perfected for the universal interplay of life.
To be a part of that advancing tide of consciousness is the delight of the second ray
man—not the idea of it, but the experiencing of it, without thought of the advancing,
except that it may come up in a lesser and subordinate way, as a part of his general
nature, of the activity of others of his seven rays. In describing it here we have to give
the idea of it, a mental conception, but the knowledge of the ray will be found to be a
feeling-knowledge, if the reader catches it. He will not repine because the tide is not
higher, but will take all the lives around him for what they are, without foolish and
complaining criticism, and will flow with them in natural and mutually beneficial
companionship, spontaneously giving information and assistance when it is
required.
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In India, this path of human development has been called karma yoga. I know
that statement is revolutionary, but it is correct, and the popular idea is wrong that
takes the word karma, work or action, as the essential in describing this path, and
overlooks the fact that it is the love of man that makes karma into karma yoga. Shrī
Krishna taught the path of love, divided into two great branches, one of which was
the bhakti yoga, devotion to God, and the other the karma yoga, devotion to man.
What could be clearer than his instruction to Arjuna? “Verily as Janaka and others
reached perfection by acting with a view to the unity of the people, so ought thou to
do.”
It is impossible, therefore, for the true second ray man to shrink from the world
of action and say, “It is not good enough for me,” or to despise the claims to his
service that arise in large and small ways on every hand. It is his nature to go about
doing good. With him it is not, “This is good to do, and that is bad to do,” in rigid
form; but to make anything better than it was before is good to do. I knew a certain
judge who was Chief Justice of a High Court in a country where the law still requires
that murderers shall hang. The main thought of that judge’s life as a private man and
a true Hindu was to do all the good that he could and to injure none, yet all the same
now and then his duty required that he should sentence a murderer to death. Some
of his spiritually minded friends approached him, and said, “Is it not inconsistent
with your ideals to be responsible for the death of your fellow-creatures, even though
they be inferior men? Ought you not to resign the post that requires this cruelty of
you? Why do you consent to be the agent of so wicked a law?” The judge pondered
the matter deeply, and at last came to a clear decision that he must not leave his post,
for, he said, “Where I, loving even the murderers, send one man to his death, because
I cannot save him, it may be that my successor, not loving as I do, will send four men
to their death; and if it be that karma strikes me for the man that I have doomed, I
must bear it for the sake of the three men whom I have saved.” That man was not
violating the law of love, was not taking the life of one that another might be saved,
but was fulfilling that law to the uttermost and saving lives. His interest was not to
keep his own hands selfishly clean. For such a man “right” and “wrong” can never
be matters of mental judgment or of rules and regulations.
I knew also a lady who lived in a crowded town where arrangements were very
primitive for the disposal of stray cats and dogs. Two men were employed by the
municipality, one to bring in the stray animals, the other to put them to death, and
each of these men was paid according to the number of animals with which he dealt,
which had the brief respite of but three days between their capture and their death.
This lady, who loved animals dearly, and could not bear to think of their danger and
suffering, joined with some friends, and they formed a society, with some wellknown and responsible people in the offices of dignity. They then approached the
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municipal council and offered to take from their hands all their trouble about stray
animals. The municipality assented, and gave them the use of an old building and
yard, and the lady became manager of the institution. They employed a man on a fair
regular wage to go round with a van and bring in the cats and dogs. They kept the
animals kindly for three weeks, and notified the entire town as to where missing pets
could be found, or new ones obtained, and only at the end of that time did they put
the unwanted ones to death; and such was the humanity of that lady that this worst
of all offices she performed with her own hands, that it might be done as humanely
as it could possibly be. The second ray person is not doing good for the selfish
enjoyment of it, but because of love in the heart.
This is the ray of brotherhood. The second ray man goes about doing good. He
feels that goodwill, friendship and affection are the cement in the building of the
temple of humanity. He sees that schemes, regulations, agreements and cooperation
will not go far in that work—that without love they cannot purchase peace for
mankind.
People of this ray make the best teachers and doctors. I remember to have read
some twenty years ago an article by the celebrated Oxford Professor, Bernard
Bosanquet, in which he said that it was not advisable to employ the most brilliant
scholars as teachers in schools, because these men had learned their subjects with
great ease, and were not in a position to understand the state of mind of the average
student; and certainly the quality of love is needed more than anything else, not only
in education, the unfolding of the human powers in a child, but even in instruction,
the imparting of knowledge. And everybody knows how, in most cases, the doctor
who is able to take a real living interest in the patient is not only the most popular
but also the most successful.
There are many departments of life open to people of each ray, at all levels of
evolution. In the political economy of our time, as apart from what are called the
professions, the second ray man should be the ideal distributor, whether as wholesaler or as shopkeeper. He will feel himself there to bring to the people just what they
need, to be a real convenience and to circulate to them the kinds of things that will be
serviceable to them. He will make himself a judge of the honest merits of the things
he sells; his prices will be marked with a fair proportion of profit, and he will avoid
the things that have been produced by inhuman means. It is the fashion to regard
business as a mere means of obtaining money, and to think that good can be done
only outside it, but the simple fact is that here is one of the grandest opportunities for
affectionate contact with other people.
It is sometimes thought that easy friendship is a sign of this ray, but that is not
the case. I once knew a gentleman who was an exceedingly quiet man, and in a long
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life had made no friends beyond his immediate family. I asked him one day how this
came about, and he said: “The fact is, I cannot play at friendship; if I make friends I
must stand by them in every way, in all their troubles and difficulties; and as I have
only enough for my wife and children, and must not risk what they need, I will make
no friends.” Here was a man of very great heart combined with third ray thought,
always instinctively inclined to sacrifice his own pleasures or amusement for the sake
of others, but in a perfectly unobtrusive way.
People of the second ray can show very serious faults if they happen to be below
a reasonable standard in the qualities of the other types. There are many persons in
the world who suffer very much when they think of some of the horrors that lie
beneath and sometimes on the surface of civilization. They are doing nothing to
remove them, because there is little of will or practicality in their natures; but they go
about making themselves miserable and disturbing others with a perpetual complaint that nearly all the power and money in the world have somehow got into the
hands of people who do not love their fellow-creatures. If they were busy using all
the small energy they already have in what little good they were able to do, they
would not be adding their own disagreeableness to the existing sum of human
misery, but would be preparing themselves for the exercise of greater power in the
future. It is a condition in this world of law that no man shall have any power or
opportunity for which he has not worked.
Similar to this also is the fault of carrying altruism to lengths that are absurd, as
when the poet Goldsmith threw all his bedding through the window to some poor
wretch wandering in the street below in the middle of the night. It gives no happiness to others to know that you are suffering on their account, and people who do
not do what they ought to do for themselves, to make their own lives presentable
and a cheerful part of the environment of others, are a serious misery to the world.
Outbursts of what may be called generous anger are also not uncommon on this ray,
while the first ray man is more apt to retreat into the icy distance when the occasion
is upsetting to him, and the third ray man is more liable to fear.
There is also a very frequent danger that great love without liberality of nature in
other respects may be injurious rather than beneficial to the one who is loved, when
it exerts a cramping effect. A story has been told about a young lady in America who
lived with her mother and a younger sister in a little flat, and supported them by her
earnings in an office in the town. In due course the young lady fell in love with a
young man, who wanted to marry her and take her away from her office duties and
set up a home, but, much to the distress of both of them, she could not do it because
there was her mother to consider, who was always not quite well and there was also
the younger sister, whose notions of her own future required that she should go to a
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rather expensive school, although she was far on in her teens. While they were in this
impasse, her employer, an elderly gentleman of a benevolent turn of mind, and a
shrewd observer, got to know about it, and very soon saw that the mother and
younger sister were not really profiting in either body or character by the selfindulgent habits into which the kindness of his employee had gradually led them. He
therefore took the rather startling step of calling her into his office one day and
sternly dismissing her on the spot. There was no prospect of another situation for her
just then, and things began to look black in the family fortunes, for the people had
been living up to their income. But the remedy soon proved effective, for the mother
realized that she must do something herself, and went to work in a store, where she
soon forgot to remember her little ailments, which departed incontinently under such
cool treatment, and she made many friends, so that her life became bright and strong;
while the younger sister put aside some of her high-flown dreams and went to earn
part of her schooling during the holidays. The two young people got married, and
lived happily ever afterwards in the benignant shade of the former employer’s
fatherly friendship. It is all right to lift a lame dog over a stile, but it may be foolish
and unkind to carry it all along the road.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE THIRD RAY
Not long ago I came across an advertisement bearing a picture of a young man
standing, with a girl beside him, buying chocolates at the counter of a sweetmeat
store. It bore the legend: “Johnston’s chocolates: From the Man who Understands, to
the Girl who Knows.” The girl knew what chocolates were good—that was fifth ray
knowledge; the man understood what those chocolates meant to the girl—that was
third ray comprehension.
The man of the third ray is sensitive to things as the man of will is sensitive to
self and the man of love is sensitive to the consciousness in other living beings; and
yet, because he is within the first three rays, among those who seek the self or God or
happiness within, he is interested in things only for their bearing on conscious states.
He is the philosopher who wants understanding or comprehension and feels that
happiness depends upon that, that though the world might pour its bounty lavishly
upon men and all be at peace in brotherhood, yet happiness would be lacking were
there no means of understanding the significance of all these things to the soul. He is
active with regard to things, but only in the interests of consciousness.
Understanding is the state of the mind in which there is a grasp of the unity of
things, such as “man on horseback.” One cannot make a unity of “elephant on
horseback” or “fountain pen on horseback.” Or, to give another example, the earth
rotating on its axis and traveling round the sun, which is one idea, a unity. What we
usually call abstract thought is the march of unity in the thinking mind. It is a grasp
of the relationship of things, but goes further than that, for it involves the conception
that the things are what they are because of the relationship. It is the seeing of unity,
while the second ray has the feeling of it. This understanding gives inward satisfaction. It is the aim of the philosophers, which is not so much to get knowledge, as to
satisfy this hunger of the soul. If this power that can see many things together, and
can therefore comprehend them, is turned outward to the business of life, we find
that this is the man with a splendid head for organization and engineering, who can
see the way in which things ought to be done. When that power is combined with the
will of the first ray it may give great genius along those lines. His special power is
thought, and working with persons of the first and second rays, he can see just how
things of all kinds ought to be arranged so that their love and purpose will be most
effectively bestowed.
Ask a person of this kind what he will do about some practical matter, for example, the employment of a teacher in a school of which he may have charge, and he
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will reply, “Give me ten minutes to think about it,” and probably he will begin to ask
questions, not because he wants anyone to think for him, which he abhors, but
because he wants information on which his thought may be soundly based. He is a
cautious man, and if per chance he is seriously lacking in some of the other principles
he will sometimes be found to think so carefully about the thing in hand that the
opportunity to do it has gone by before he has quite decided what is best to do.
The power of this ray gives to people a very broad mind, and the opportunity to
carve out a path in life along many different lines, but because of this freedom from
compulsion, and the breadth of opportunity that the third ray man thus enjoys, it
sometimes turns out that it is so difficult for him to narrow himself down that he fails
to concentrate on one line with sufficient vigor to make what is usually called a
success in life, where a person of narrower nature, concentrated by his own limitations, would go in and win.
He wields the power of thought that molds matter, and may turn to science or art
or magic or to any other thing, and is not limited by the predilections which give
such intense power along particular lines to some of the other rays. When a man
concentrates he uses the power of his will to bring his attention to a strong focus and
keeps his thought within this limit; when he meditates he makes himself one with the
thing by giving its every part the fullest possible attention and admitting into it all
his thought upon the subject, but when he contemplates a third act takes place, in
which he as it were fixes his perfected thought—and then the thought-power in that
mental image moulds or directs the material, governing the natural forces, as a
magnet draws iron filings. It is, no doubt, the creative power, employed by the solar
Brahmā in the beginning—not simply meditation, but something bigger than that,
called sanyama, which begins with concentration and ends with contemplation, and
opens the door to all accomplishments. The yogis of all these rays will all practice the
entire sanyama, but the concentration part of it will be the most perfectly done by the
first ray man, the meditation part by the second and the contemplation part by the
third. You can understand what power there must be in the Adept, in whom all these
rays have been developed to human perfection.
It is to be remembered, of course, that the triple sanyama of concentration, meditation and contemplation taught by Patanjali was stated by him not to be the means
to the spiritual goal of our life, but (II. 28) the means for the “destruction of impurity,” opening the way for the wisdom-light or “understanding-light” (jnānadīpti)
right up to the Discrimination (viveka) of the real nature of man. It will be seen that
this is a kind of complete or perfect looking, without mental operation. As in the case
of the other rays as well, this understanding is only a preparation, not a goal.
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In facing the problems of life the third ray man will always say: “The truth will
make us free. Give us understanding—action is bound to follow, so we need not
trouble about it. Let the truth be painful or pleasant, we want it. Never mind our
feelings.” If he fails in love or in action he does not feel stained, but a failure in truth
will give him bitter remorse.
On account of his breadth of vision and his valuation of things only as food for
the hungry mind, the third ray man sees all things as very much the same, but that
same tends to be the best, not the worst. He is the sage spoken of in Eastern Scriptures, where it says that to such a man all things are very much alike, a friend or an
enemy, gold or a lump of clay; and this of course means not that gold is after all
merely clay and not specially valuable, nor that friends after all are of no more value
than enemies are usually considered to be, but that all things are valuable and
significant to the man who opens his life to their use—clay is as precious as gold, an
enemy is really a friend. Said Emerson: “To the poet, to the philosopher, to the saint,
all things are friendly and sacred, all events profitable, all days holy, all men divine;
for the eye is fastened on the life, and slights the circumstance.” The principle behind
this was well expressed by Epictetus, when he said that God had sent him into the
world for the sole purpose of perfecting his character in all kinds of virtue, and that
there was nothing in all the world that he could not use in that way.
The third ray man sees that things which people commonly call adverse are so
regarded only because they are disagreeable to the feelings or uncomfortably agitating to the mind filled with preconceived opinions, but that all of them can be turned
to great profit when they are accepted in the right spirit. He sees also the significance
of insignificant things, and the wonder of the commonplace. To him everything is
wonderful, but nothing is mysterious. A blade of grass will speak to him of infinity,
where others need a mountain or a universe of stars. When the scientist says, “There
is no miracle,” he will reply, “No, all is miracle.” And yet both affirm the same
thing—the unity of nature.
He has always a reason and often several for everything that he does; and can
discover the reason for things occurring outside himself. The ideal of this ray is
Brahmā himself, who could tell the Rishis or sages all about everything in the world.
The quality of viveka or discrimination enables the philosopher to distinguish the
important from the unimportant with reference to any purpose in hand. A story is
told in Japan that when the great Shogun Ieyasu died, and his body was buried on
the Nikko hills, his successor in the Shogunate called upon all the Daimyos of the
Empire to send each a lantern of bronze or stone to decorate the gardens round the
mortuary temple. All did so, except one man who was too poor, but he volunteered
instead to plant rows of trees along the road, for the shelter of travelers. His offering
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is now seen to have been far more precious than all the rest—the third ray man
would have seen that clearly from the beginning.
In his own person, this broad-minded outlook gives the third ray man singular
adaptability; he can live in hut or palace, and sleep upon the ground or a couch of
down. And in his life he shows a great sensibility of the uses of particular things, a
capacity to employ all kinds of materials that are available and build them into a
plan. He is the chess-player par excellence, using all the pieces of different kinds
according to their nature in a definite plan, even grasping many plans at once, so that
he can see how if his move does not turn out well for one plan he may adapt it to
another and make the most of every possible situation. And because in dealing with
other people he has the same breadth of view, he cannot be fussy about small things,
but knows what is important and what is unimportant, so that adaptability shows
itself again in the form of tact.
The third ray man takes but little account of teachers, for everything is his
teacher and he has the secret of contemplation, so that when he observes things the
higher mental intuition flashes forth, from that region where pupil and teacher are
one. “What have I to do with gurus,” such a man once said, “who am a pupil of
worms and fishes, frogs and trees and rocks?” It has been observed that to find a
specific teacher on this ray is more difficult than on the others; it is as though the
guru held off in order to make sure that his would be disciple should learn his lessons from everything, as his ray demands. Emerson was typical of this ray, though
also very much combining it with the first ray.
A man of this type will make most rapid progress by training his mind in both
acute and comprehensive thinking. Especially, in order to make the most of this
power, he should clearly image what he is going to do at any time. Have you ever
seen an expert professional skater flashing about, his every movement as clean and
inevitable as new steel? Or a penguin catching fish and full of unceasing and instantaneous and unerring motion? So may this man think, when he has trained himself—
as the skater glides, as the penguin turns and goes. And to enlarge his mental grasp
let him practice adding one thing to another in his thought—making each one perfectly clear to himself and then joining it to the growing idea. Thus he may think of a
blade of grass and then of many, and add shrubs and flowers and trees to his picture,
until soon he can hold a garden in mind without loss of detail, as before he held only
a blade of grass.
Sometimes it is possible to understand a great deal of human nature by the study
of animals. The domesticated animals especially show the qualities of the rays more
clearly than most men do, on account of the comparative simplicity of their mind
operations and of their involvements and undertakings. I have made so bold as to
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call them the arhats of the animal kingdom because as animals they are so much more
advanced than most men are as men. They are all, I think, much fonder of men than
of others of their own species, and they enjoy the stimulus which they obtain from us
and our works. One sees how logical it is that they should come up into the human
kingdom and inherit our human heredity as the karmic result of their usefulness to
mankind. I remember reading an article in which it explained how primitive man
could not have gone onward to civilization without the aid of the domesticated dog.
These being the facts, I feel that it is quite permissible to use these animals to illustrate the human characteristics of the rays. Let me mention the elephant, whom I
have had the privilege of contacting to some extent in India, as very typical of this
ray. You may watch him standing for hours in а busy market place, swaying gently
from side to side, observing attentively everything that is going on, but showing not
the least desire to take active part in it himself. It is said that when the elephant is
first captured he is а demon incarnate, but is so much a philosopher at heart that the
very moment when he understands that further resistance is useless, he accepts the
new situation with perfect calm, and makes himself at home and agreeable under the
new conditions. He is always very brave in facing any danger that he understands,
but on the other hand is extremely timid in the face of comparatively slight things
with which he is utterly unacquainted, so much does his life center upon and rest in
understanding. In a panic he loses his head, but under all other circumstances he is
most considerate and careful, and in his affections, which are deep and lasting,
solicitous to an extraordinary degree. In this the animal shows very clearly the ray,
for the weakness of this ray is fear. If in the course of his evolution a man has relied
upon knowledge to dispel his fears, he will continue to fear in some measure what he
does not understand. For a similar reason people of love, of the second ray, are liable
to bursts of indignation and anger, and those of will, the first ray, sometimes fall a
prey to pride.
The camel will give us the best animal picture of first ray qualities. Here again I
have had exceptional opportunities for close personal knowledge. When I was
Principal of the College at Hyderabad, in Sind [a province in Pakistan], long caravans
of these animals, bearing mostly carpets from Persia [now Iran], used constantly to
pass our door, and often take rest in the shade of our buildings, alongside a little
canal branch of the river Indus. We used to meet them often, also, in the narrow
bazaar street, and, besides this, many people we knew were owners of these animals
and often browsed them on our babul trees. Of all animals the camel seems to be the
proudest and the least inclined to work, and I am sure it is no mere accident of form
that as he passes without deviating through the bazaar, where the thronging people
scuttle into the alleyways and press themselves into the open shop fronts, he looks
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down his nose, first on one side and then on the other, with never a thought but that
these pitiful humans will always get out of his way.
For second ray qualities we may look to the cow. Not everybody realizes how
much affection means to these animals. In India it is very well seen in domestication.
In that country, where there are more cows in proportion to human beings than
anywhere else, they are mostly family-owned, and live in sheds or outhouses in the
backyards. Regarded almost as members of the family they have names of their own,
such as Lakshmi, the goddess, or Padma, the lotus. One recollects one of the poems
of Rabindranath Tagore in which he tells how he was disturbed one morning by
someone outside his window calling “Come, darling, come along,” and when he
looked out he found it was a cow that was being led. The affectionate feelings of the
cow were also mentioned by a man who had two of them—one the senior, so to say,
who always received first attention in milking and other ways. If perchance this
gentleman milked the second cow first, the first cow was quite upset in her feelings,
so that her milk would not flow as freely as usual.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE FOURTH RAY
The predominance of the fourth principle marks the man of the fourth ray. His
quality is harmony. He cannot keep the internal worlds and the external worlds apart
in his life. If he has an idea, it is unsatisfying until he has given it practical expression; if he has work to do in the world, he is unhappy about it unless he can make it
express an idea or an ideal. Among men he does not represent the inner especially
(as do the governor, the philanthropist and the philosopher) nor the outer especially
(as do the scientist, the devotee and the artist). He exhibits the principle of māyā,
which I have already described as a special expression of Shiva, bringing Vishnu and
Brahmā into harmony. No greater reality could there be on earth, and yet it is an
illusion, because it is not the very life of Shiva Himself, the true ānanda. His activity
is not directed by material interests, or by mind interests. In a sense, the first three
rays as a set and the last three as a set constitute a pair of opposites, since the first
three are mainly introvert and the last three extrovert. It should be noted that
governorship and statesmanship are introvert because they imply an appreciation of
the sense of freedom and an attempt to bring about conditions which will assure to
all persons the freedom to enjoy the use and development of their own faculties,
letting them have the enjoyment of finding themselves. Philanthropy, at its best in
neighborliness and brotherliness, is also introvert because it implies an appreciation
of associated life, the feeling of affection, and knows that gifts and exchanges are of
little importance compared with the enjoyment of the feeling of companionship
contained in proper giving and receiving, and that love in a cottage is better than the
greatest wealth without it. People realize this truth to some extent in wartime, when
the bombs start falling, and they find affection for their former local rivals and
enemies. Thirdly, the introverted nature of the philosopher needs little comment.
In contrast with these is the other set of three, the scientist, devotee and artist
being the extroverts who can appreciate the things of the world, and ultimately find
in them the gateways to the infinite.
It is between these two that the fourth type lies. They find their happiness in the
perfection of the relationship between the two. This relationship is what Shrī Krishna
called “My other prakriti” (My other manifestation)—daivīprakriti—not merely
māyā, but yogamāyā. True above all it is in the experience of the man of this ray that
there is no bar or wall in the soul where God ceases and man begins, as was said by
Emerson.
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While acknowledging this pivotal character of the fourth ray, one does not wish
it to be thought that the people of other rays must sooner or later come to this. This
ray is at a disadvantage as compared with others, as it is harder for its people to
obtain intensity of consciousness which in the other six rays goes with their greater
specialization, so that they sometimes seem to show more indifference to material
exactitude, precision, truth, goodness and beauty, and sometimes more indifference
to dignity, companionliness and principles than people of the other rays, but at an
advantage in avoiding the defects of specialization. In the perfection of each ray there
is a purification resulting in a shānti, a peace, in which one becomes aware of the real
self.
In the earlier stages of his development the man of the fourth ray will show
variability and moodiness, sometimes leaning towards the three types of self-reliance
(the first three rays), and sometimes towards the three types of devotion (the last
three rays), but he will never get quite away from his balanced position, showing the
simultaneous presence of both sides of human nature. This causes him much unhappiness; for in the work that he has to do in the world he feels the need of expressing
an ideal; and on the other hand any of the ideals to which he may be attracted tend to
sear and burn his soul unless he can express them. He is thus the man of the uncomfortable conscience, until he reaches that blessed state of life in which his inner and
outer parts have been brought into constant working harmony, in which the laws of
outer and inner growth, karma and dharma, have blended into one. But when they
are blended, there is for him the nearest thing to real happiness that is possible on
earth: the interpretation of the inner to the outer and of the outer to the inner is full
and constant, and sometimes the spirit of prophecy flashes out into expression.
The life and religion of old Egypt seems to have had a strong influence of this
ray. The things of that land were representative of life, and the representations of life
were very “thingish” in form. Take, for example, the architecture of the Egyptians,
with its leaning lines and rounded and bellying pillars, and its constant subjection to
animal and vegetable forms—not ornamentation with those forms. On the other
hand, the sculpture and drawing of human figures and other living beings were in a
more mathematical form than has been seen elsewhere.
This perception of the correspondences between form and life was very much to
the fore in the old conception of magic, which evidently played such a large part in
that old life. It was also a form of art, in which symbol and suggestion constituted the
interest and power, an art beautiful in the mind of one who had the key to its interpretation, but not in form as such. There was an endeavor to express mind-moods in
forms, which would in turn tend to give rise to similar moods in the minds of those
who beheld them. All this was very much in accord with our modern psychology.
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I would put it in this way: the expressions of life are always curved, because life is
unpredictable. Straight lines and angles are predictable; you know where they are
going. But the doings of life are expressible only in curves, which you cannot
suppose will continue in the same path, as that would imply their being dominated
by a radius, which is a straight line. It must also be taken into account, to get this
thought correctly, that in a curve there are no angles. In the fourth ray mind this
truth is somehow grasped. Then, along with it comes the acknowledgment that we are
in a world of death. This is accepted. A settled object is a dead action. An idea is a
dead thought. Action is done very largely to save the necessity for future action, and
thinking is similarly done to fix ideas that will save further thought. So both action
and thought are self-destructive, and produce a dead world, the merit of which is
that it gives no trouble. Our carpets and clothing—dead cotton and wool; our
furniture—dead trees; our houses, especially bricks and cement, mineral matter as
dead as it can be. But there is great beauty in all this, because it is not merely a
prison-world of death, but by its unchangingness is a material basis for the expression of new mind-powers, which burst through its old fears and dislikes with a new
creativeness and make forms that will be challenging and educative—something
human, and finally divine. It is for this reason, I think, that the Egyptian thinkers
were so preoccupied with death. They were harmonizing death and life.
In our modern days the same problem comes up in biological thought; when
living with human intentions and purposes we destroy the very cells of our bodies—
why this destruction, since only the useful should be preserved?—and then we
relinquish the body to the care of the plant and animal processes within it, during
rest or sleep, and find its health restored. What a fallen angel this human mind is, but
we can see how its obedience to a spiritual law behind or beyond it will redeem the
world and itself.
Everybody may observe the influence of forms and colors on mind and moods. If
you enter a room, for example, that is decorated with forms curved and flowerlike,
you will find that your emotional nature is stirred by them; but if you enter one ornamented with squarish designs, you will receive a mental impression. That influence
is direct, and there is much symbolism that operates in this way. But in addition,
thought attaches to things and forms, and among thoughts like attracts like, so very
many symbols have much thought-force connected with them. This can be felt by
sensitive persons of the fourth ray. Many varieties of art magic have resulted from
recognition of these truths. The practical magician on these lines belongs to the
fourth ray.
We may see the influence of the ray in a great variety of human activities. The
person who has it strongly developed will probably be very much of an actor. If he
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wants to produce a certain mood or state of mind within himself, he will do it by
assuming its outer form; for example, if he wants to feel pious or devotional he will
assume the vestments and the manner of church or temple, and the conventional
attitude of devotion of his country or religion, and then the inner state will spring up
in response. People of this kind are to be found everywhere pretending to be what
they want to become; yet in this there is no real pretence, no hypocrisy, no desire to
create an impression on others, but simply assumption that will very soon become
reality. I heard of an English lady of this type who bad been to India and had there
become much enamored of Hindu philosophy and anxious that its teaching should
permeate her soul. When she returned to London she insisted on dressing in the
Indian way, and sitting on the floor to eat her meals. Her enemies laughed and her
friends gnashed their teeth; but she was obeying what was a right impulse for her.
People of the fourth ray also make good actors, because, when they produce in
their minds the emotional states that they want to portray, the outward forms and
actions that go with those states follow without special attention and with the
greatest ease. The graceful side of physical culture and expression is theirs also (as
seen, for example, among the Spaniards), because that is the expression of spiritual
freedom in the body. Every variety of interpretation of mind to matter and of matter
to mind is to be found among the multifarious activities of this ray. Magician, actor
and symbolic artist or poet all have their place here.
In India, where everything is to be found to such an extraordinary extent that it
seems to be a veritable epitome of the human race, the influence of this ray is seen
strongly in art and in some forms of worship. If a Western person is fortunate
enough (and it is a rare thing), through his own sympathy with them, to win the real
friendship and confidence of a Hindu family, so that no part of their lives is hidden
from him or modified in his presence, he may perhaps be permitted to see the things
which occupy the shrine which exists in every Hindu home. There he will find
images or pictures of the forms of the Deity, which are far from beautiful according
to the external canons of art. But he will soon discover that when his friend
approaches these things he pays them the deepest reverence, and will exclaim with
rapture about their beauty. The beauty is there, but in the mind of the beholder, and
its living reality is awakened by the familiar suggestions of the pictures and images.
This is not entirely different from the use of language. The word “beauty” is far
from beautiful itself, but as soon as it is spoken visions of the beauty that one has
known rise before the mind. It is true that language can have beauty in addition to its
meaning, but that aspect of it belongs to the seventh ray; the use of language for the
expression of ideas is an art belonging pre-eminently to the fourth ray. The fourth
ray man has usually great wealth of words.
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We have seen that the first and seventh rays have will dominant, that the second
and sixth rays have love, and that the third and fifth have thought. The fourth ray
man, not having come along any one of these lines, has usually all the three powers
of consciousness mingled more or less equally, but none of them as perfect as he
would have had it if he had specialized on one of the other lines. The faculty that this
balanced condition gives to the mind is imagination, which is a blending of will, love
and thought. If a man of this type starts to think out a problem, he is not likely to
keep for long to the logical sequence; his feelings will break in upon it, and often the
solution will leap into his mind, revealed by the concentration of the will. If, on the
other hand, his feelings are roused by something, his logic will also come into
operation, and show him perhaps the humor of the situation, perhaps the purpose of
the events.
In its positive form this imagination is a magical power, and human life is full of
it. Looking at things, its owner sees the life; looking at life he sees the world of things.
He cannot give his attention to one alone. When power is achieved on this line the
man will be a real magician, linking the seen and the unseen, producing visible
results by invisible means, and invisible results by visible means.
The literary people who are on this line show a great wealth of imagery in
representing their ideas, and their astonishing power of analogy brings to their
service images from the uttermost ends of the earth. Great flights of fancy such as
those of Shakespeare and Kālidāsa have their birth in this faculty.
The power of imagination can be a very vivid thing, and is often seen in singular
power in the life of children. I heard recently of two little girls who were talking
about what they would do when they were grown up, and one of them said that she
was going to have a nice home and a lot of children. The other, who had evidently
been brought up in a far from ideal environment, replied, “Yes, and I am going to
have a school, and your children will come to it. And I shall smack ’em, and smack
’em, and smack ’em!” she added with much gusto. The first little girl burst into tears,
and between her sobs said, “Oh, you horrid thing, what have my children done to
you that you should hit them like that?” It is not very often that one finds imagination so vivid in later life, though it is much commoner in the older races than in the
Indo-Germanic group. I knew a Chinese doctor who told me that the delight of his
leisure hours was to lie back in his big chair and imagine that he was in heaven, and
apparently the experience was so real to him that it was almost as good as the actual
thing.
We may also take into consideration the value of imagination for resting and
sleeping. The deliberate enjoyment of “castles in the air” is one of the best ways of
going to sleep and of resting the mind of the tired student. It is good to let oneself
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dream at times of the enjoyment of the impossible or the almost impossible provided
the subject-matter is truly human, that is, not sensual, but concerned with health,
wealth and beauty. Let the sick, the maimed and the stout sometimes enjoy the
slenderness and suppleness of a good body in their thoughts, without any forcing of
the thought, but with a free fancy imagining it to be real, but knowing at the same
time that it is fancy. It will begin to govern reality, but will be spoiled if it is done for
that purpose, not for the simple enjoyment of it. Do not call this an escape. It is an
important part of our power. In escaping, we would be in bondage, just as patience
contains impatience. In enjoyment we grow. The truly human needs no goads or
goals, no punishments nor rewards.
In Western lands the Irish people give us a good exhibition of the mental
qualities of this ray. They often mix their faculties in a way that puzzles or amuses
others, according as the occasion is serious or light. They bring in logic when it is
least expected, and turn from reason to fancy in the same way. It is in fact a general
characteristic of the ray, that its activities beginning in one line tend to end in
another; starting in mirth they will often end in melancholy; starting seriously they
may end in play. This is the origin of many Irish jokes. A story is told that one day a
gentleman, taking a walk, came upon an Irish friend of his, who was digging by the
roadside, and put to him the sort of futile question that people are apt to ask on such
occasions. “Hallo, Mike!” said he. “What are you doing? Are you digging a hole?”
“No,” came the unexpected reply, “I am digging the earth and leaving the hole.” An
inverted form of this occurred when a certain Irishman was to be engaged on a job of
building work, and he was asked whether he was accustomed to climbing ladders,
and replied, “No, sir, I have never gone up a ladder except once, when I went down a
well.” The Teuton, who has made a fetish of law, or rather rules, can rarely understand the simple logic of the Irishman, who does not live by formula, and will disregard regulations when it seems to him that they are unnecessary.
In attempting to illustrate this ray with a reference to the animal kingdom, one
must do so with the caution not to confuse the animal and the human. The animal is
much simpler and has not the compensating balance that the man has—or, putting it
in another way, the animal is not as able as the man to make its secondary and
subordinate rays active in the service of its driving or leading one.
It is our cousins of the monkey tribe who exhibit these qualities, as I have had the
pleasant fortune to see through occasional contact with them in their native haunts.
See them start out on some serious business, and end up a moment later leaping and
frolicking over one another. See the pensive melancholy of their quietude, and the
utter playfulness of their activity, and the humor that glances across between these
states. How they laugh at themselves, when they are not in the depths of despair or
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thrilled with great enterprise. See the way in which they pretend, and try to become
by imitation, and see the unfinished and variable character of all their works. One
may quote a few lines, in conclusion, from The Road-Song of the Bandar-log of Kipling,
who caught their moods with true genius, showing in primitive form their
alternations of happiness and depression, and of activity and inactivity.
Here we go in a flung festoon,
Half way up to the jealous moon!
Don’t you envy our pranceful bands?
Don’t you wish you had extra hands?
Here we sit in a branchy row,
Thinking of beautiful things we know;
Dreaming of deeds that we mean to do,
All complete, in a minute or two—
something noble and grand and good,
Won by merely wishing we could.
All the talk we ever have heard
Uttered by bat or beast or bird—
Hide or fin or scale or feather—
Jabber it quickly and all together!
Excellent! Wonderful! Once again!
Now we are talking just like men.
Then join our leaping lines that scumfish through the pines,
That rocket where, light and high, the wild-grape swings.
Ву the rubbish in our wake, and the noble noise we make,
Be sure, be sure, we’re going to do some splendid things!

In thus illustrating human qualities by animal life, one does so with not the least
intention of despising anything, for the animals are so much to be admired that they
are excellent objects for our meditation. Consider, for example, the faithful devotion
of the dog and the relaxedness of the cat; one cannot but benefit by even a glance at
these. The quality of the monkey is also essential to us for both mind and body. It is
the pioneering quality, the basis of all our trial and error; even the most rigid scientist
must allow himself imaginative flights into the unknown before he can formulate his
theories. In literature and art we find its function very refreshing and instructive,
when we then allow the mind to play, without too much of the cramping dominion
of material stability. Thus we learn the delights of caprice. As to our progress,
Emerson could regard facts as mere signs of realities eternal in the heavens. In
practical life no one accepts anything “for ever”—the mere thought of anything “for
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ever” plunges us into the deepest gloom. Even “onward and upward for ever” has
this effect. The door of the mind must be open for we know not what.
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CHAPTER XV

THE FIFTH RAY
Our dependence upon the nature of things, or natural laws, is an unquestionable
fact. While we quote “No man questions, ‘Am I or am I not?’” we can equally affirm
the existence of a world which opposes and obstructs the satisfaction of our will, love
and thought, but at the same time gives us what we need. Acknowledgment of our
dependence upon this outside world is the chief characteristic of the last three rays. It
is a grateful acceptance, and is full of religion and obedience, because there is a sense
of enhancement of life by these means. God, whether acknowledged as such or not, is
felt as without, in the world. For people of rays five, six and seven the forms God
takes are truth, goodness and beauty. By God we mean what is to be sought and
obeyed.
Just as the first three rays may be described as the self-reliant, these last three
may all be described as devotional. The fifth ray, the scientific, is devotional, though
usually without knowing it. On this ray the thinking part of man finds itself bowing
in unquestioning service to the great mind of the world, the world of ideas, the universe of law, and puts itself under the tuition of that world. Truth is the name for the
ultimate reality when it is seen in this way, and though the scientist in his constant
search for more of it will examine and question everything else most unmercifully,
he never questions the truth of truth or the fact of fact. He bows before them in complete and most delighted submission, because they are final reality, and when its face
is seen its authority is evident to the soul.
To the fifth ray man the world’s truth is the foundation of reality, and his search
for knowledge is thus a religious activity founded essentially on faith. Elsewhere I
have formulated his creed as follows: “I believe in the world as a place where truth
can be found; I believe in the human mind as an instrument for its discovery; and I
believe that when it is discovered by man it will prove to be of benefit in his life.”
If we contrast the state of the primitive man with that of the civilized man of
today, the virtue of this creed will be seen. The uncivilized person has little peace of
mind, for the simple reason that he does not know that he can think about everything. He accepts a great many things, like thunder and lightning, shadows and
disease, as great mysteries, and when or where or how he will be struck by them he
has little or no notion, but is full of fear of the event. But the civilized man knows a
good deal about the world, and has enhanced the powers of his senses and the
strength of his hands in a myriad ways too familiar to mention, from the benefits of
which he does not escape even for one moment in all the day. Strange to say, with all
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this achievement at their constant service and ready as most men are to admire the
triumphs that the science of the ages has won for us, they still regard some things as
mysteries to which thought is not applicable, as, for example, the problem of death.
The drawing of that line between what can and what cannot be known is a remnant
of savagery, but the men of the fifth ray, playing their part in human progress, will
some day remove that prejudice and bring the knowledge of facts even about death
within the mastery of man, long before even our Indo-European race comes to an
end. It is impossible to estimate the god-like heights of knowledge and power to
which science will raise the life of humanity on earth in course of time. And that will
come about because of the method of the scientist, who examines his facts with the
greatest care, compares them with dispassion and without prejudice, hoping for no
particular results, and accepts his thoughts about them as knowledge, his hypotheses
as theories, only when he has tested them again and again.
To realize the faith behind science, recall for a moment those conditions in the
middle ages of Europe when the light of knowledge was obscured by the cruel and
cowardly men of the time who wielded paramount secular authority in the name of
religion. They had decided that this was not really God’s world, that He was somewhere else, and though He had put us here as souls upon probation, He was
allowing our lifelong examination to be conducted by His great adversary the devil
himself. So this world came to be thought of as the devil’s world; it was a place of
untruth, and knowledge about it would lead men away to their damnation, and
indeed the human mind, with which men proposed to make their mundane enquiries, was itself held to be so conceived in sin that never could it be an instrument for
the discovery of truth of real benefit to man. Clearly men did not then know that the
world was a place of truth, but there were a few who felt that it must be so, who had
faith in it and themselves, and faith so strong that not all the terrors of the Inquisition
could stop them entirely, and utterly put out the light of science. These few stood
firm and gradually won their way to general acknowledgment, and proved the value
of the fifth ray faith that was in them; and today every intelligent religious devotee is
ready to acknowledge not only that science has made physical life splendidly rich for
man, and has raised it far above the animal lot, and enabled men calmly and peacefully to face all the problems of material existence, and develop the human mind by
exercise to a splendid degree; but in addition to all that it has assisted the devotee
himself to improve his conception of God.
At all times men have thought of God as the Master of the universe, but when
they considered that the world was nothing more than a somewhat large, flat place,
and that the sky was something supported on pillars, or perhaps a kind of inverted
pudding-bowl, with little holes in it through which the light of the celestial regions
might shine to form the stars, their conception of the grandeur and dignity of the
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Master of that universe was not to be compared with that which rises for devotional
adoration today; when men think of the wonders of the large, of the millions of
worlds in endless space, which have been revealed to us by astronomy; of the
wonders of the small opened up by chemistry and physics; and of the marvels of the
life in nature revealed by geography and biology, which make the universe
inconceivably wonderful and open in it new vistas every day.
The devotional character of a fifth ray man is seen in the way in which he worships without question the laws of Nature, and believes with ease in the immortality
of essential matter. Never do you find him wishing to alter by a hair’s breadth the
working of the slightest of Nature’s laws, nor would he, were it in his power by the
lifting of his little finger, dare to intrude a modification of his own into the adjustment of things; so perfect seem to him the adaptation and organization of this world,
which is always his best teacher. He clearly sees that whenever anything is invented
or made by man, Nature through experience will cause him to improve upon it. He
produces an automobile, for example, but when he runs it on the road he will learn
something new about it, which without external assistance he could not have
learned, and also in the process he will have developed a little further his power to
know.
Were the scientist to philosophize a little, as is not very usual with him, we might
hear him saying to himself that his smaller mind is perfectly adapted to the divine
mind represented by the laws of Nature, and is learning on that account, and further
that it is growing constantly richer and more powerful by exercise in an environment
so perfectly suited to it. Were he also devotional and aspirational, he would add to
this statement and say that the world acquaints us with the nature of God, as we
have seen above, and also makes us more like Him. It brings us nearer to the
omniscient in so much as it tutors the mind to a greater grasp of living reality in
every moment of time, and brings to vision the truth that everything is infinitely
significant to the wise man, though it may seem unimportant to the fool. With a little
philosophy he would also realize that man does not wield power over the forces of
Nature by means of knowledge, but associates himself with those forces, and
inasmuch as he works with them they work with him in a co-operation which reveals
one of the greatest laws, that there is no real conflict in all the realms of Nature, but
all are working together for good.
Sometimes appreciation of law in Nature impresses a man in such a way that he
cannot escape from it even in the small things of life, and then he tends to make a
fetish of plans, rules and regulations when such things are unnecessary. I heard once
of a man who numbered all his shirts and other articles of clothing and kept a card
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index of them, so that he could see at a glance where, say, number 9 shirt was—at the
laundry, undergoing repairs, or in such and such a drawer!
The animal showing the character of this ray is man’s faithful servant, the horse,
which before the plough or in the cart or under saddle, is learning to live a regulated
life, and to respect rules and forms, law and order, and the inevitabilities of material
life. The horse enjoys routine. He requires a “reliable” environment, in which he can
know what things are, and expect them to be sensible, not fantastic. His dependence
upon this quality is seen in the way he takes fright if an old newspaper blows across
the road, also in his love of home, the stable, which is not merely a love of the food
which he gets when he arrives there, but is a psychological comfort to him. If there is
a little change in the routine, such as to turn a certain corner, which was not turned
on previous days, sometimes the driver has quite a task to induce the horse to accept
the change, which does not seem “right” to him. When the scientist has accepted
something as a fact, it is often very difficult, because very uncomfortable for him, to
make him see that it is not. I am, of course, not deriding these qualities. The principles of propinquity and familiarity are very essential to the mental process. Yet
there is a middle path, and people must not get set in their ways, like the lady who
said, “There is nothing to eat this morning. We have no eggs,” though there were
many other good edibles in the house. Similarly, people often go by the clock when
there is no need to do so.
Certain nations also show this tendency—particularly the German, English,
Dutch and Scandinavian, though the English have it considerably tempered by the
Celtic admixture and contact to which they have been subjected, which are strongly
tinged by the fourth ray quality. The whole of the Indo-European race, sometimes
called the fifth or the white race, has a background of this quality, modified by the
other rays—especially by the first three rays in India and by the fourth ray type
among the Celts, Greeks and Latins. We now see the rising of the sixth ray impulse
as a modification in America, where science is less “pure science” and more “applied
science” than when the Teutonic nations enjoyed it, and is thus showing some
subjection to the quality of goodness and the appreciation of bounty which are so
strong in the sixth ray. It is significant that the time-spirit, which is now developing
in America, makes the attitude of old Hindus towards the thing of the world quite
incomprehensible to the generality of Americans. “How could those old people have
had remarkable intelligence and yet failed to develop modern applied science?” they
ask. The answer is simple—they were not interested. Very many things which we call
“goods” and very much of what we call “goodness” would have been merely a
trouble and a bore to those people. The maxim for comfort and success in physical
living was rather: “Never change anything without a very good reason.” In the
fourth ray, one notices, change is in itself interesting. In the fifth it is the truth that is
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interesting. In the sixth it is the goods—good things, good people and good gods.
Hence the present tendency in popular literature, the subject matter of which is
chiefly greatness and success, the admirable hero and the admirable villain, the
admirable service and the admirable crime.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE SIXTH RAY
Just as the fifth ray shows skill in thought, so does this express skill in feeling;
they are feeling and thought directed to things. Just as the faith of the scientist leads
him to penetrate to the principle of law in the world, so does the faith of the sixth ray
man lead him to penetrate to the goodness that pervades or stands behind the world,
and to surrender himself in all obedience and devotion to that, which is what most
men mean by God.
The manner in which this is mentally formulated is not the essence of the sixth
ray outlook. It is feeling, not logic, which directs the statement, “There is Goodness
here.” So there is a great deal of zest and energy to be seen on this ray. This enthusiasm is not to be confused with will power. It is a form of love of “the goods,”
whether persons or things, so it often presents a display of energy in ways planned
or directed by a leader, devotion to a leader, typically one who is regarded as the
agent of the greatest of all leaders, God. Thus we have the good soldier as well as the
devotee on this ray, “waiting the word of the Master,” and that generally “in the
midst of the fight.” A defect arises when the Leader in a movement becomes so
magnified that the devotee abases himself and stultifies his own small powers by
contrast, feeling that it would be a presumption and indeed sometimes a sacrilege,
for him to think himself to be of the same clay and to have the same destiny as the
Leader. Undesirable and rather cunning persons sometimes exploit this weak
tendency of the devotee, encourage it and obtain much service for their schemes.
All this is not against true devotion, the meaning of which comes easily to be
seen, with a little thought. Suppose one approaches a devotee—a Christian devotee,
to take a precise example—and asks, “Would you feel as you do to Jesus if he had
taught cruelty, selfishness and sensuality?” The answer is invariably: “No. Most
certainly not. But, then, he would not have been Jesus.” Then one puts the second
question, “Whom, then, are you really following? Is it not really your own nature,
yourself?” The devotee may be a little confused when he first faces this fact that
really he is following himself, but all becomes clear when we see that what is
happening is that the little Christ is recognizing the greater Christ by similarity of
nature, and is benefiting by the propinquity, which arouses a greater degree and
quality of living and consciousness.
This kind of devotion, not blind, but intelligent, recognizes the value of the world
of “goods.” “Everything that is received is a gift.” Even to see a cat or a dog or a deer
or any animal, with the right feeling in the seeing, is to imbibe some of its “virtue” by
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the operation of the universal brotherhood of life. “Love is God.” To see a woman
bringing water from the well is very auspicious, say the Hindus. To see the new
moon through the trees, to see a picture or a statue, to see houses and streets, to see a
person in the right spirit is heavenly rejoicing and benefit beyond compute. Let that
slave, the working mind, stand aside, and bow itself down, when this darshana
comes, as it does more and more to the devotee who has the virtues of his ray
unspoiled by too much deficiency of intelligence and the will, which would make
him either injuriously fanatical or else inert—the two “faults” of this type, the
crusader and the hermit.
The fruits of devotion are what we receive by love, not what we make by thought
and hands. Goodness is all grace; it is all “from above.” It is no transaction, but a
sacrament, for which all men are priests. It is all “out of the heart of Nature.”
In the modern world there is much devotion to unseen Masters. It is found in
hundreds of movements that are called theosophical or transcendental. Not that the
intelligent followers of these movements think of special gifts of spiritual force, the
importation into the field of natural life of something new or extra as the result of
purity and the reward of devotion. That would be a perversion. Vishnu is allpervading. The unseen operates through us, not on us. Let us imagine, then, that in
the past, thousands of human beings have gone before us “into the Light,” beyond
the need for the objects of our limited world of things and actions. Were they thereby
removed from our midst? Surely not. All the kingdoms of Nature are with us—
mineral, plant, animal, human and the divine. The last is not a matter for the senses,
which serve the mind, but is all the same as really with us as the air we breathe and
the ground under our feet. The Masters are undoubtedly there, and we can share in
their life, but they are not genie to be called by rubbing a lamp, and ordered to save
us from trouble or fill us with their power—monstrous conceptions if the world is
good for us and our powers are to “grow by exercise.” Rather, as Emerson put it:
Around the man who seeks a noble end,
Not angels, but divinities, attend.
Having tried to see what devotion is, let us return to our description of the type of
person of the sixth ray.
Though he does not usually know it, this path of his is a great means for the
destruction of pain, which is so largely produced by the unruly imagination of man,
which in early stages leads him to eat more than he can digest and grasp more than
he can hold, and to long for incompatible things—a destruction so great that physical
pain seems small beside the delight of his vision, and the honor of his service. He
knows that what comes is good, even when he does not know how it is good, and
one could formulate his creed as similar to that of the scientist and say: “I believe in
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the world as the place of God’s goodness, and that the feelings of the heart, if
encouraged, will lead to its ever greater discovery, and that when men trust in God
and fear not their faith will be immeasurably rewarded even in the material world.”
The simplicity of this faith is sometimes very touching, as readers of The Little
Flowers of Saint Francis will recollect. I knew very well an Indian gentleman who was
one of the foremost lawyers in his Province, who was strongly of this type. He was
surprisingly trustful of fate, and would often go late for his train. What sympathy
between him and events existed I do not know, but this is certain, that when he was
late the train proved to be late too. Only once did I know him to miss the train, and
then he said to me with his remarkably gentle smile, “Oh, well, what God does is
best for us!” This was his constant saying in all his troubles—which were numerous
enough. Yet never was this man careless about helping others; hundreds of people
had cause for deepest gratitude to him, and when he died it felt as though the whole
town in which he had lived lost light.
It is the simplicity of devotion that is its spiritual strength. Not by spectacular
gifts is God to be realized in the world, but by purity of worship. The Bhagavad Gītā
is the chief gospel of Hindu devotion. It has won the admiration of the world, and
passed into more than a hundred translations into Western languages. It was called
“Mother” by Gandhi, because he could always go to it for help and encouragement,
when in trouble. It was a favorite with Emerson and Thoreau. Through it Vishnu
speaks, saying, “If a leaf or a flower or a fruit or a drop of water is offered to Me with
devotion, I accept it from the aspiring soul, because it is presented with devotion.
Whatever you do, or eat, or sacrifice, or give, or make an effort to achieve, do that as
an offering unto Me.” No sweeter tale of simple devotion has ever been written than
that of the village woman in The Light of Asia, who thus spoke to the Lord Buddha:
“Worshipful! my heart
Is little, and a little rain will fill
The lily’s cup which hardly moists the field.
It is enough for me to feel life’s sun
Shine in my Lord’s grace and my baby’s smile,
Making the loving summer of our home.
Pleasant my days pass filled with household cares
From sunrise when I wake to praise the gods,
And give forth grain, and trim the tulsi-plant,
And set my handmaids to their tasks, till noon,
When my Lord lays his head upon my lap
Lulled by soft songs and wavings of the fan;
And so to supper-time at quiet eve,
When by his side I stand and serve the cakes.
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Then the stars light their silver lamps for sleep,
After the temple and the talk with friends.
“For holy books teach when a man shall plant
Trees for the travellers’ shade, and dig a well
For the folks’ comfort, and beget a son,
It shall be good for such after their death;
And what the books say that I humbly take.
“Also I think that good must come of good
And ill of evil—surely—unto all
In every place and time—seeing sweet fruit
Groweth from wholesome roots and bitter things
From poison stocks; yea, seeing, too, how spite
Breeds hate, and kindness friends, and patience peace
Even while we live; and when ‘tis willed we die
Shall there not be as good a ‘Then’ as ‘Now’?
“But for me,
What good I see humbly I seek to do,
And live obedient to the law, in trust
That what will come, and must come, shall come well.”
Then spake our Lord, “Thou teachest them who teach,
Wiser than wisdom in thy simple lore.”

The Hindus and Buddhists say that the energy of the world is directed, not
without reference to the welfare of the beings that live in it, but solely for their good,
and speak of the law of karma, the moral law that pervades the universe, whereby no
suffering can come to any living creature but what he has produced for himself by
first inflicting it upon others. They say that therefore there is no cause for fear in this,
which is God’s world. This law has always been felt as a blessing without limit in the
Buddhist religion, and reverenced as the greatest thing in the entire world—the good
law—and those who worship and found their happiness upon it may also in many
cases belong to the sixth ray. In the many books that exist among the Hindus and
Buddhists for the definite building of character, and improvement of man by selfculture, it is always taught to the aspirant that he must bow to God in everything,
content, as it says in the Gītā, with whatsoever cometh to him through no immediate
effort of his own, and willing to work with that as the best means towards the
perfection of his life.
A good example of this kind of contentment is that of a builder who uses what
materials he can get, studies the character and qualities of brick and stone, wood and
glass, lime and sand, and is grateful for these, not wishing them to be different. The
real devotee (not one who asks God to give him sensual pleasures) appreciates “God
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our opponent”—the God outside as well as the God within. In the Raja Yoga
teaching of Patanjali this spirit, there called Ishwara-pranidhāna, is spoken of as one
of the means to the weakening of the psychological sources of human trouble, born
of wrong ideas about our relation to our environment. This Ishwara, or God, is
regarded as the grand exemplar of what man is to be, and also the universal teacher
of yoga. Yoga, in its turn, is simply right consciousness, that is, consciousness not
carried away like a boat in a storm, but aware of its own original power. So the
devotion called Ishwara-pranidhāna or attentiveness to God is not obliteration of
one’s own faculties in obedience to rules and orders coming from a supposed
superior, but is a dedication of those faculties. In this, small Christ is recognizing
Greater Christ with incredible joy, and is following its natural (not psychologically
volitional) gravitation thereto. We must know the meaning of the word “good.”
Devotion is the activity coming out of that knowing, which, I must repeat, is not
essentially mental. We have an essential activity of our consciousness that I must call
“goodnessing.” Compare it with thinking about things; thinking has two sides,
receptive in knowing, and active in planning; similarly, “goodnessing” has a
devotional and functional pair. This is as natural in the soul as digestion and
elimination are in the body. It works by feeling. The devotee is aware of this, when
he achieves manhood, or rises superior to mere pleasures and pains, with their attendant angers and fears and clutchings at straws.
In Christianity you will find the three kinds of people who exist in every religion:
the first, the elementary, those who are under the sway of karma and show no definite ray at all, because they are not masters of themselves and their own lives, but
live in fear and trembling and seek religion as a refuge; and of the others, those who
reverence Christ for His love and service of man, and those who are ready to love
and serve man in obedience to Christ, whom they reverence first because of His great
goodness. Of these latter the first group are people of the second ray moved by
sympathy for the life around them, and the second group are people of the sixth ray,
devotees first and servers afterwards.
An aspect of this ray that plays a big part in the reverence of the world, quite
without personification, is the appreciation of prosperity. This world of ours is
gratefully loved by millions of people who enjoy with zest the blessings of prosperity
or of Lakshmī, and admire without stint her presence in the big achievements and
possessions of mankind. This is felt in greatest measure at present by the people of
America, who love their cities and their fruitful plains with a devotion that knows no
stint. “God’s own country,” they call it, with tears in their eyes, for they are a people
not ashamed of feeling—and verily is Lakshmī there.
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Among animals it is our friend the dog that best exemplifies this type. For him a
master who can do no wrong, whose life is a round of miraculous powers, who is the
source of all bounty, the being to be waited for, to be worked for, to be fought for, to
be died for, who opens the gates of paradise in every walk abroad, whose very sternness is somehow kindness, before whom it is supreme and glowing dignity to grovel
when he is displeased—this is the god of his salvation, and no truer devotee has
Christ or Krishna among the ranks of men.
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CHAPTER XVII

THE SEVENTH RAY
As the scientist sees the divine thought in Nature, and the devotee worships the
loving heart, so does the true artist respond to the skilled hand; he worships the
beauty of Nature without reserve. This is the third of the rays of obedience or devotion, because the artist and lover of beauty acknowledges his Master in the great
world, not that he usually conceives his impulses in these terms, and not that he
needs to do so.
The true artist does not regard himself as the creator of beauty, any more than
the true philosopher considers himself to be the author of the truth that he proclaims.
See the wisdom of the Platonist in this respect. He asked the question: “Where does
the philosopher obtain his truth, and the artist his beauty? Do these geniuses invent
these things with the power of their own minds, and thus bring something new into
the world; or do they obtain them from the wonderful creation in which we live?”
And he answered the question to the effect that art is but a copy of Nature, and the
artist but a seer of the beauty that fills the world with every mind of wonder. The
artist sees the beauty which is there, while other people are relatively blind.
I recall an occasion at the exhibition of the Bengal School of Art when some
visitors stood before a fine series of paintings of sunsets in the Himalayas and
criticized them loudly, saying that surely such colors never existed in a sunset
anywhere; but later those same persons exclaimed on seeing a sunset again, “Why,
there are the colors of those Calcutta pictures.” They had not noticed them before,
and they saw them now only because they had seen the paintings, and the artist had
taught them to see in some measure what he saw himself. This he does by putting a
frame round it, or setting it up in some isolation where the eye of the beholder is not
distracted by numerous other things. Thus he creates an involuntary arrestation of
attention and mind-poise upon the object, by which the observer sees what he did
not notice before, releasing a power of his own soul, which was as it were fettered
before, but will now function quite freely even in the midst of distractions. Thus the
artist awakens rather than instructs. The method of the poet creates a similar mindpoise that is lacking in prose, so that the same words in a poetic passage as in a prose
sentence convey more enlightenment. Poetry contains more meaning, because of the
mind-poise.
The beauty in everything touches the artist, full as he is of physical sensitiveness
as no one else, and it can lift him to heights of consciousness that others fail to realize
as within its power. I remember a Russian artist who was convinced that there could
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be no hope for Europe until it responded to Russian art and allowed its influence to
mold the civilization and remodel the people. Realizing this power, the Platonists
added devotion to their philosophy, and saw that happiness must arise from the
contemplation with profoundest reverence and gratitude of the works of the universal being in whom our life is lived. The ecstasy of beauty is to be a constituent of the
perfect state of life beyond consciousness, ānanda itself.
Regarded in this light, the skilled artist becomes a co-worker with God for the
evolution of man. Though he may be thrilled and irradiated with what flows to him
through the channel of beauty, as all people are in the measure to which they can
respond, this man has will to steady his thoughts and feelings, so that they flow
through his hand in the form of work. That concentrates him in his devotion and
helps him to neglect the opinions of the world. He first sees the beauty that others
cannot see, and then reproduces it apart from the confusing mass of beauty with
which it is mixed under ordinary conditions, and thus brings it to the attention of
others.
Because the artist never loses sight of the God in things, he never tires in his aim,
not through the whole of his life; and the amount of sustained concentration, which
is will, with which all his faculties are controlled in service of his work, is rare to behold. Think, for example, of the careful and utterly devoted work put into every
smallest bit of the grand temples and mosques of India. Nearly all the towns and
large villages of South India have temples with gopuras or towers covered with
detailed carving and molding, and are beautified with tanks surrounded by artistic
walls, while in the center and north of India there are almost everywhere magnificent
mosques with minarets and domes, palaces and tombs, and temples of a smaller type
than those of the south. These magnificent erections, beautiful in size, outline, and
proportion, as well as in detailed features of carving, remain with us as enduring
monuments of former days, when men sought ecstasy and revelation through
beauty, and they are now a splendid instrument for refining, elevating and enlarging
the consciousness of all who live near them or visit them and are moved by their
surpassing beauty, and surely the rare grace of the Indian people is largely due to the
work of this ray in their part of the world. Who the architects and sculptors were we
do not know, but looking upon their work we realize with what patience and perseverance they must have labored year after year to make accurate and perfect every
detail of their work. Writers of many nationalities combine to praise and thank those
unknown artists for their labors, which will continue for thousands of years to be an
inspiration to devotees of beauty throughout the world.
You cannot contemplate such beauty without yourself becoming more beautiful
within, and in turn that inward beauty will express itself in the outward form. Most
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true artists are themselves beautiful to look upon, though it is true that caricaturists
are themselves caricatures, and faddists look the part. If you contemplate the beauty
of a glorious sunset, or the magnificence of the splendid Himalayan Mountains, or
the grand rock and mountain masses of Rio de Janeiro, you will find afterwards that
their beauty and strength have flowed into you, and you are more peaceful and firm
than you were before. The stability and serenity of God have somehow entered into
you, and poised your life within, making it serene and strong. This is peace, and
peace is power.
Just as the pursuit of knowledge develops the mind, so does the production of
beauty through skilled action make the doer beautiful in his own form and movement. So, indeed, in every path does man approach God only by becoming God; and
on this line the real beauty is of the one who makes it. That is why beauty can never
be superficial, nor can it be achieved through unbeautiful processes, any more than a
structure of knowledge can be erected without truth in every part. Those who seek
outward beauty, content to leave rubbish behind the scenes, are like those who
imagine that great physical riches can give a life of strength and power, though their
possessor be not himself strong in the riches of true human character. A horse runs
well; there is skill in action, real yoga—and what beauty in every movement of the
whole and of every part, of every tiniest muscle! So it is with all actions that ages of
evolution or much training have perfected, and this is revealed to us more than ever
today with the aid of slow motion cinematography.
In those beautiful actions the philosopher or scientist may detect the stability of
the principle of beauty, though the artist himself may not be especially interested in
this aspect of the matter. There is the poise of balance in motion, which is as truly
stable as the splendid form of even a grand piece of modern Finnish architecture, and
looking upon these things every man will say, “Yea, though I go to the highest
heaven, I must take these things at least with me.” It was with a true sense that the
Pauranic writers lined the road to Yama’s blessed city with horses that were
descended from Uchchaihshrava and elephants of the family of Airâvata, and ducks
on beautiful ponds and rivers, and great trees giving luscious shade. Beauty is the
repose of perfect action in sound or color or form, and well has it been said that of all
things in the material world art alone endures. Of it we may repeat Sir Edwin
Arnold’s beautiful words about the law of work, which shows the greatest skill in
action:
This is its touch upon the blossomed rose,
The fashion of its hand shaped lotus-leaves;
In dark soil and the silence of the seeds
The robe of Spring it weaves;
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That is its painting on the glorious clouds,
And these its emeralds on the peacock’s train.
It hath its stations in the stars; its slaves
In lightning, wind and rain.
Out of the dark it wrought the heart of man,
Out of dull shells the pheasant’s penciled neck;
Ever at toil, it brings to loveliness
All ancient wrath and wreck.
The grey eggs in the golden sun-bird’s nest
Its treasures are, the bees’ six-sided cell
Its honey-pot; the ant wots of its ways,
The white doves know them well.
The ordered music of the marching orbs
It makes in viewless canopy of sky;
In deep abyss of earth it hides up gold,
Sards, sapphires, lazuli.
Ever and ever fetching secrets forth,
It sitteth in the green of forest-glades
Nursing strange seedlings at the cedar’s root,
Devising leaves, blooms, blades.
It is impossible to mention beauty without speaking of Japan. I have traveled the
world over, and lived among people of twenty countries, but nowhere else have I
seen the abundant beauty that fills the life of man in that land. The temples and
gardens and art stores are among the wonders of the world, which no words can
begin to describe, and one sees the value of the nation to humanity when one realizes
that every soul that passes through birth within it is inevitably touched with a sense
of beauty far beyond what he had before. In other countries only rare souls are artistic, and they are lost and without much power amidst the rest; but here everything is
beautiful and the whole nation is touched. It is not for foreign visitors that their
rarest pictures and objects of art craft are made, but for themselves, and in the average home there is always the shrine of beauty in the principal living room—a recess
the size of a door and several inches deep, with a little step to raise it from the floor.
There are placed a few art treasures—one picture, the kakemono, and one piece of
bronze or ivory or lacquer work or something of the kind, standing on a small ebony
table or pedestal. On your first visit to the home you might think that these were all
your friend’s possessions, but later on you will find a different set of treasures in the
shrine of beauty. The lady of the house does not fill her rooms with beautiful things;
she understands the principle of beauty and keeps her collection in a closet, and
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shows but a few at one time. Where else do you find this understanding? Even the
lightest touch of the Japanese finger on the smallest thing makes it beautiful, with a
beauty that is more literal than suggestive, for this quality is so perfected that it
almost hides the fourth root-race character in which it inheres. What other people
will go out in their hundreds of thousands to admire their cherry blossom trees
which are grown for the blossom, not for the cherries, which are quite unfit to eat?
And where else will you find children treated with such rare gentleness, and taught
to smile especially when they are in trouble, not to hearten themselves, but so that
they may not convey their sorrows to others? There is beauty everywhere, and
people very gentle, but of iron will.
A curious side expression of this principle, operating through the sense of touch,
is the instinct for cleanliness of people of this ray. This is something different from
neatness or tidiness and is akin to the removal of excrescences that can release the
beauty hidden in external things. The Japanese exhibit this quality, for in the name of
cleanliness they almost boil themselves alive every day. It is not easy to be too clean
oneself, yet one recollects in this connection the Japanese proverb about the fate of
the fussy housewife who tried to wash the tiger’s face! One must also notice that
physical culture is an interest of this ray, as related to beauty of body. Patanjali, of
India, also describes the effects of this with considerable gusto in his aphorism,
which reads: “Excellence of the body consists of correct form, beauty, strength, and
very firm well-knitness.”
It is easy to see how religious ceremonies came to be associated with this ray.
They contain the arrestation of attention and the mind-poise I have already mentioned. This is done by beauty, according to the standards and conceptions of those
concerned in the fixation of ceremonial forms. In modern church ceremonials there
are music, color and form of drapings and vestments and decorations, poetical
expression of words, graceful gestures, agreeable incenses—all of which aim at
aesthetic agreeableness. Older forms were full of assistance to the imagination by
symbolic or representative actions. In modern ceremonial forms there are instruments, words and actions for different purposes, and it is held that these will be
effective only when there is “intent” or intention. There is the calling upon higher
beings, usually God, or, when less personalized, upon powers or forces. It is held
that without the correct or prescribed form these callings are not effective, and
without the intent also they are ineffective. The intent is the worship or belief—the
feeling of devotion of the sixth ray—so there is a combination of sixth and seventh
rays in these ceremonials. Worshippers of the sixth ray pure and simple expect their
devotion to work without any forms, but seventh ray people feel the need of its
assistance by a form. Sects of both kinds are amongst us.
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Behind all these is the magic that works through imagination, for there is the
kriyashakti, the power which links thought to form and form to thought, so that they
affect each other. The seven rays could be described as seven ways of operating this
force, as the whole world background is essentially of fourth ray type, and in the
associations and relationships we call life there is invariably an unconscious, or
rather unaware, submission to this mode of operation.
The receptional side of ceremonials—the mood of the worshipper when he is
being assisted by the person or priest who operates the ceremonial, depends, it will
be seen, upon the worshipper’s possession of the same two factors, that is, the devotional feeling and the appreciation of beauty in the forms—which appreciation is not
a mental appraisal, but something direct. In life both these operate directly separately, but in ceremonial there is the using of them together.
We all know the direct operation of beauty upon our minds. We are refreshed by
it. We are consecrated by it. It may be in the beauties of Nature or in those of human
works, in the evening sky, in the line of the mountains, in the field or the garden, in
music, painting, poetry, face, form, bodily action, in little as well as big—everywhere
we meet the line of life in actions, and in responding to it we are consecrated anew,
universalized, made whole, and in us there is then new power, irradiating all our
faculties.
At the risk of being trivial I will offer a suggestion, a little practice by which the
universal presence of this magic of beauty may become better known. It is analogous
to the way in which one learns what relaxation feels like by trying it with one finger
or one hand. Rest your hand on the table. Look at it restfully for a minute, then let it
relax—not make it relax, of course, for one can no more make relaxation than one can
make oneself sleep. Here, then, is the similar practice for the peaceful knowing of
beauty and the tasting of its power and joy. Pick up some little thing at random and
put it on the table before you. It may be a leaf or a pebble or a crumpled bit of paper
or string. Look at some small part of it restfully for a minute—part of the edge of the
leaf. Now give your whole attention to it, not thinking about it, not comparing it or
bringing up its associations, but just looking; you will become aware of the beauty as
such, not mental, its peace and power, the sacrament and the consecration of this
simple occasion. Or one can do it with a sound—one note on the piano, rightly
listened to. It is a bit of yoga I gladly pass on, a bit of the alphabet of pure life, which
can lead on to words and sentences, paragraphs, chapters and books.
So prominent a thing is ceremonial on the seventh ray—the ray of action—that in
India there are many people who when you speak of the path of action will think of
the ceremonial forms in their religion, regarding those as the works that can bring
man into touch with the unseen powers, and believing that the service of the
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“unseen” (adrishta) in this manner brings to them and their surroundings much
uplifting grace.
In connection with all such repeated and intense thought and feeling we have
another element to remember—the accumulated effect of thought power, which
remains in the atmosphere and on the surfaces of things. We receive specific effects
in churches, temples, schools, homes, hospitals, prisons, etc., which are due to the
repeated and accumulated thoughts and feelings left there by many people, so that
certain moods become easy in those places. It must be said that these places are aids
to those moods, but at the same time, if used too much, like crutches or stays, they
may become substitutes for the use of original power. Sometimes by easing effort
they induce some atrophy, but, of course, there is always a middle way—we can use
automobiles sometimes and to some extent without losing the use of our legs.
Among the animals, the cat well illustrates the qualities of the seventh ray. It is a
creature in every part graceful, and beautiful in rest or in motion. There is a clumsiness of the horse and of the elephant, and even of the monkey and the dog, outside
their special lines of development, but none for the cat whatever happens. A friend of
mine tells the story of a cat that lived next door to her, and used frequently to come
into her house, apparently with a set purpose. It would quite regularly walk into the
room where the people were sitting; if it found that they had a fire it would come
right in and make itself at home, but if not it would with disgust but dignity depart.
The cat’s love of luxury is not exactly love of ease, as in idle men, but is the gratification of sensitiveness; it is the creature entering most fully into physical conditions,
and inclined to be aloof with persons not because it does not like them but because
its attention is otherwise engrossed. It is the animal that must have everything nice,
that can keep itself clean, that cares more for houses than persons, whom it values
only for stroking and rubbing purposes; and in turn it is loved by humankind not so
much for the feelings of companionship that it shows as because it is beautiful to see
and touch.
It also has very much of that independence which is especially related to the will,
and to action. Contrast its character with that of the dog, which is so dependent upon
the affection of others for its happiness, and does not like to go by itself to carry out
purposes of its own. One does not find a dog merely going for a walk all by itself. It
may go somewhere for a purpose, but not “for a walk.” Let the dog be lying almost
asleep when you merely mention its name in conversation, and you will at once hear
the tail beginning to knock on the floor, but very often when we approach the cat
with affectionate overtures it will turn coldly away, intent upon business of its own.
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CHAPTER XVIII

This chapter may appear to go over again in some respects the ground covered in
Chapters XI to XVII, which describe the characteristics of the rays or types one by
one, but it came about quite accidentally, as an addition, after the material of those
chapters had already been classified and written down. It arose because the wellknown author of books on occult subjects, C. W. Leadbeater, one day handed me the
foregoing table, enquiring what I thought about some of the rather obscure statements it contains. He explained that the table had been given to him about forty
years earlier by a very advanced occultist, included in his list of Masters. He advised
me to publish my own rays material as a book and gave me permission to print and
comment on it. Afterwards he published it also in his own book The Masters and the
Path. It is, of course, not the origin of the table that makes it especially interesting, but
the consistency and suggestiveness of its very brief statements that are valuable,
pointing so effectively and accurately to the essential qualities of each ray.
Let us proceed to comment on some of the more obscure points which were
formerly somewhat puzzling, but appeared clear to me in the light of the knowledge
I had already gathered on the subject.
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1. The words Fohat and Shechinah, which are put together to indicate the characteristic of the first ray, will be familiar to students of Madame Blavatsky’s great work,
The Secret Doctrine. Fohat alone would indicate the perfectly indescribable power of
the No. 1 aspect of the Trinity in the manifestation; which was, we may imagine,
employed in some perfectly unthinkable manner when the unmanifested One
“willed to be many,” this being the power which united Vishnu and Brahmā and
appears again wherever psychological subject and object come into relationship.
Fohat-Shechinah means the same first power outward turned as Shakti, appearing
down at the level of man as the will in him—the faculty or power with which he
changes himself, and so directs matter through mind, as I have already explained. It
is pure life attending to manifested life, and causes the periodic development of
everything that grows.
Down at the level of man, in ātmā-buddhi-manas, this first power appears as the
will to live. Will is the joy of being. In operation it is being oneself. The three-fold
consciousness of man reflects, as it were, the original three, expounded in our
Chapter I. Man’s consciousness as a whole is an expression of 2 through 3, of
Vishnu’s ray through Brahmā’s home or form. In this consciousness or ray the three
appear again as sub-divisions: 1 containing will, the knowing of the “above” or
“beyond,” 2 containing feeling, the knowing of life, and 3 containing thinking, the
knowing of the “below” or form.
Without the presence of this Fohat there would be no relationship or getting
together of the world of consciousness and the world of form. So Fohat is the power
by which thought affects form and the reverse, at every point.
The table lists the characteristic magic of each ray. Why the Master should have
spoken about magic in particular one cannot be sure, but we may speculate. The
chief reason why knowledge about the rays has been disclosed so cautiously was
stated by Madame Blavatsky, when she said that knowledge of the rays gave great
power. Many persons have been seeking it in order to find out their own rays, and
then take up the appropriate magic, into which the force naturally coming through
them might be expected to flow with great power and comparative ease. So the
thought of magic was much in mind when the rays were spoken of. No magic is
mentioned in connection with the first ray, because in all probability the will of the
man himself, without any resort to other channels, is the only “magic” that the proud
beings of this ray would condescend to employ, and surely their attitude is justified,
since they feel the power of the self more readily than others do.
Everyone who is directly acquainted with the Hindu or Brāhmanical religion,
especially those forms of it which existed before the cult of Shrī Krishna arose, is
impressed by its insistence upon the doctrine that the ātman or self in man is one
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with the universal self, an impregnable center of consciousness, destined to win
liberation from all earthly bonds not by any external grace, but by one-pointed
mastery of every shred of his own being, and the unflinching assertion in thought
and activity that is embodied in the great saying, “I am That.” If that religion was not
as soft or gentle in its earlier forms as it is at the present day, at least it presented the
will in the strongest possible light, in its emphatic doctrines of karma and dharma,
the belief in the principle and value of justice, and the assertion that man has nothing
to fear from outside himself, because he is divine and is the master of his own
destiny.
The courage and will of the grandsire Bhīshma were typical of this religion. It
was shown in his splendid independence; when threatened by King Shishupāla in
terrible anger, he drew himself up and replied with great calm, “Know that I regard
all the kings of the earth as lightly as a straw. If I be killed like a beast of the field or
burnt to death, whatever may result, here do I put my foot upon all your heads.
Before us now stands the Lord, whom I have worshipped.” It is not necessary, I may
say in passing, for first ray aspirants to imitate this language—the circumstances
were extremely provoking, and besides, imitation is no characteristic of the first ray.
Later on, on the field of combat, when Bhīshma lay dying, pierced with arrows and
covered with wounds, he postponed his death to talk to the people gathering round
of the value of the thirteen forms of truth, and to assure them that exertion is greater
than destiny, and that the will of man is superior to all events. Even Shrī Krishna,
who brought the second ray influence of love into greater prominence in Hinduism,
begins His list of the divine qualities to be developed by men with the vigorous
virtues of fearlessness, sāttvic purity, and the steadfast pursuit of wisdom.
2. The term wisdom, given as the characteristic of the second ray, needs little
comment, but I must allude once more to the important fact already described at
length that the active form and essence of all wisdom is love. The term rāja yoga in
the table applies, I think, to the splendid royal science of union taught in The
Bhagavad Gītā by Shrī Krishna, and the expression “human mind” used many years
ago in this connection points not so much to the principle of manas, the mind which
in that rāja yoga is considered to be only a sixth sense, as to that true center of human
consciousness called buddhi. The Buddhist religion is certainly typical of the second
ray. How often its Founder, wandering up and down the valley of the Ganges,
pointed out to the Hindus the danger of pride that lay in their doctrine of the self,
should any man say, “I am That,” thinking “I” as men are apt to do, in terms of
matter or even of their ideas or feelings of themselves in their present consciousness.
How often He emphasized that there was no eternal self such as men commonly
thought the self to be. Remember, too, His teaching of kindliness—this Man “who
made our Asia mild,” and so impressed the quality of His wide love upon the world
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that the tens of thousands of millions of people who have been His followers during
the intervening centuries, have been noted above all others for their gentleness and
lack of personal greed. It has been the one religion never to propagate itself by
persecution; yet it has won the greatest number of adherents that any religion has
ever had. Surely this religion is of the second ray.
3. The characteristic of the third ray is given in the table as akāsha. Akāsha has
been described as the storehouse of the universal mind, the place of all archetypes,
and the memory of the consciousness of our globe, and the means by which consciousness fills space, so that from it by differentiation come all the phenomena of
objective life. It is the “block of marble” in which all the possible statues co-exist
before the sculptor gets to work upon it, the unlimited objective potential, the
everywhere existing laya point where everything meets.
The term astrology, I believe, here relates not so much to the system of symbols
and speculative correspondences that is called by that name today, as to the positive
science of the influences of the Planetary Spirits who stand at the heads of rays. The
man of this ray in learning his magic would get to know all about the characteristics
of the seven distinctive types of every grade and kind of force and matter, so that the
whole world would be laid out for the expert on this ray as a great chess-board on
which he could see the powers and positions of all the pieces and adapt them to the
purpose in hand in service of life. All the forces of nature form a great mathematical
science, and they have their affinities, to which the term magnetic may very well be
ascribed. The Chaldean religion, with its elaborate astrolatry and practical astrology,
its Book of Numbers, its linking of the tree of knowledge with the tree of life, and its
great reverence for the moon god, seems naturally enough to have belonged to this
ray.
4. We come next to the Birth of Horus, which looks very singular as the characteristic of a ray; but all becomes clear when we remember what has been said in
Chapter VIII about māyā as an incarnation of Shiva, providing a link between Vishnu
and Brahmā, and introducing harmony into the relations between consciousness and
matter. When Osiris was dispossessed of his kingdom the sufferings of the people
became very great under their cruel oppressor, but he was reborn in his own son
Horus, who came to avenge the wrongs and restore happiness. In the Egyptian
religion the ceremonial mourning for the death of Osiris was a very real grief, and it
typified the great hunger for happiness (our ānanda) that people are everywhere
seeking in earthly bonds. Set, the murderer of Osiris, the rebellious elements of
nature, and the darkness of night, was defeated by Horus, who restored harmony
and ultimately became the God of just rewards and punishments. Horus, too, was
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typical of man, the being in the midmost state, in whom the highest spirit and the
lowest matter find their meeting ground, and have their conflict and harmony.
As this is a subject of very great interest I will endeavor to explain it more fully
by reference to the seven principles in man. The fourth principle is what is sometimes
called antahkarana, which means literally the internal instrument or agency. Above it
(in a sense) we have ātmā, buddhi and manas, representing the first three principles,
and below it we have three principles, which represent in the human constitution the
fifth, sixth and seventh. The terms used for describing these last three have become
exceedingly confused, having been used by different authors in different ways. Let
me prescribe a set of terms for the convenience of our present study. What is commonly called the lower mind is kāma-manas, that is, manas with desire, manas
taking an interest in external things. Perhaps the word “kāma” has been used in too
limited a sense, to imply nothing but gross sensual desire, but it means all desire.
And desire is the outward-turned aspect of love, the love of the things of the three
worlds; while love proper is love of life or love of the divine, and belongs to the
higher or inward-turning self. What is commonly called the astral principle is simply
kāma, though it becomes kāma-rupa when a definite “astral body” is formed. The
seventh principle is in the etheric double, which was sometimes called the linga
sharīra or subtle body.
The dense physical body has no real principle of man in it. It is just a part of the
external world. It is not even the hand of the man, but it is a glove for his hand,
which is the etheric double. The dense body is only employed to carry about the
interior organs of sensation and action by which the man functions on the physical
plane. In tables of the seven principles, some show the antahkarna and others the
dense physical body, but none of them lists both together. We make three tables, as
follows:
1
1. Atmā
2. Buddhi
3. Manas
5. Lower manas (kāma-manas)
6. Astral (kāma-rupa)
7. Etheric (linga-sharīra)
4. Physical body

2

3

1. Atmā
2. Buddhi
3. Manas
4. Antahkarana
5. Kāma-manas
6. Kāma-rupa
7. Linga-sharīra

4. Monad
1. Atmā
2. Buddhi
3. Manas
5. Kāma-manas
6. Kāma-rupa
7. Linga-sharīra

As will be seen presently, the first table rightly gives the seven principles of the
ordinary man, the second table gives those of the occultist who has not reached
perfection, and the third table gives those of the Adept at the moment of his attain-
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ment. The principle which we are now studying operates through the physical body
in the first case, through the antahkarana in the second, and through the monad in
the third.
There is a wonderful correspondence between the monad, the antahkarana, and
the physical body; but as this is slightly difficult to grasp, I will lead up to it
gradually. The ātmā-buddhi-manas is the divine in man. It is that part of man that
really evolves—especially the manas proper which receives an impetus on the
probationary path, the buddhic on the first half of the Path proper and the ātmic on
the second half of that Path. Initiation is to be linked with the idea of a new initiative,
as, for example, when manas bows to buddhi, and thought becomes servant to love.
The prime business of this human triad is therefore on these planes, but it needs
something to specialize its functions, like the speck of dust in the fog or like the bit of
dirt in the pearl. Later, too, it will have to become a Logos, so it must learn to see a
world from that world’s inside, that is to say from its own outside. Hence the
necessity for its immersion in matter.
The divine cannot enter the material worlds, therefore, all at once, but only point
by point. The antahkarana joining it to a given personality is such a point. The antahkarana is thus a substitute in the lower man for the higher self. In a given incarnation
the higher self has no intention to exhibit itself and all that it has acquired of development in previous lives. Something has been selected for a special purpose for this life,
and the personality will have to be content not to evolve itself, but to do the lesson of
the moment. It is a creature of the present, not of eternity. That is why it must give
itself up utterly to the higher, with absolutely no hope of anything for itself, except
its reward in devachan. If it does not do this, it becomes the opponent of the higher,
the thwarter of its purpose.
All this was indicated in the Egyptian story of Osiris. The higher self is Osiris.
Osiris has his work to do in the higher fields. He cannot stay below to wage war with
Typhon or Set, but he provides a son, Horus, for the purpose. Horus is the antahkarana. The antahkarana is the only thing that is divine in the personality, and it is a
small incarnation of its own father. This explains the term “Birth of Horus.”
Next, let us observe the distinction between the personality and the set of bodies.
Horus ought to be the ruler of the personality. That is to say, he ought to build a
kingdom on earth that will represent his father. In such a case the bodies would
attract kinds of matter, acquire rates of vibration, and establish forms and habits,
consistent with a personality from above. Horus would then be the divine personality in man, entirely in harmony with the three higher principles, established in a
kingdom on earth as it is in heaven, and the divine tetractys (of one kind) would
have been formed.
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But there is karma to be dealt with—the karma of the actions done through the
dense physical body in previous incarnations. That karma enters in to give shape to
that body from the outside, through heredity and other agencies, even before it is
born. Outside things are constantly battering upon it in multitudinous ways from the
moment of its birth, and they tend to build up another sort of personality. Typhon
wants to be the ruler. If he should win the battle to а large extent in any incarnation
and take Horus prisoner we have then the most unhappy phenomenon of the
establishment of “self-personality.”
Still, even that defeat is not for nothing. If the higher is not yet able to be master
amid the experiences that past karma brings, it only indicates that it is still in a state
of tuition, not of intuition. It must learn by experience—sometimes by bitter
experience. But all the experience that karma brings is good for the evolution of the
soul, and though it may come in the guise of an enemy, it is really the best of friends.
Therefore at last Typhon is no enemy, but is another substitute—a substitute for the
antahkarana, providing an orderly continuum of training for the higher, a means of
continuing its growth. It is the representative of the “kārmic Lords,” that is to say, the
personified limitations to the ray activities in manifestation, the seven ring-pass-nots.
In any creativeness we are not allowed to go all the way to a complete dead stop of
matterness, but are thrown back from this “outside edge,” objective or manifest laya
point. H.P.B. speaks of the Lipika as entities only in a spiritual sense, not in a mind
sense nor in a matter sense, so “Man himself,” she writes in The Secret Doctrine,
punishes or rewards himself, “We produce causes, and these awaken the corresponding powers which are magnetically . . . attractive to, and react upon, those who
produced those causes.” Everything in the universe has a limit, such as the human
body, and again, the human mind. This fits in with the fact that evolution proceeds
by steps, as if going up a staircase, and the steps on this stairway are different from
one another, as in the case of the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms, etc.
Now we come to the crux of the matter. I have said that the antahkarana is a
substitute for the divine, the higher self. It is not quite true, yet it seemed to have to
be said, that we might be led on to the deeper truth. The divine is the subject of
experience, the one who experiences; the material is the object. These two cannot
come together by means of anything that is in either of them; but they do get together
because they are both abstractions from a greater whole. Let us recall the story of the
Pillar of Light. Vishnu (the Second Logos, the Divine) and Brahmā (the Third Logos,
the Material) could not get along together, until S’iva (the First Logos) appeared and
proved to them that He was utterly superior to both of them. Then both became
devoted to Him and began to work together in obedience to Him. He would not stay
with them, however, but He established harmony between them, and promised that
they should see Him again when their work was finished. The harmony remained, a
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means of connection between the subject and the object, the knower and the known,
the divine and the material. That harmony is māyā; it is our life, which is a substitute
for the real life.
In the human being the antahkarana is thus the representative of māyā, and so
again is the physical body, which is the fulcrum of karma. And since the monad is
the First Logos in man, the higher self the Second (with three faculties), and the lower
self the Third (also with three qualities), the antahkarana represents that First Logos
(the monad) until the joint work of the Third and the Second is completed. When that
is done, the antahkarana is no longer necessary, for the man has completed his
human career, and they are in the presence of their Lord (the monad) again. Thus on
the attainment of Adeptship the antahkarana ceases to be necessary, as even the ego
then becomes only an instrument; our consciousness is no longer the man himself,
but only a set of powers.
Hatha yoga is given as the magic of this ray. In India it is based upon the theory
of correspondences, and the belief that just as the mind influences the body, so does
the body influence the mind. Its votaries practice the most rigid control of the body,
not by the infliction of any torments or injuries upon it, except among some ignorant
and misguided followers of the cult, but to bring it into the most perfect condition of
physical health and endurance, and operate upon the etheric double by systems of
breathing—all in order to achieve mind-powers or siddhis, or to obtain great
concentration. The Egyptian magic took into account not only the body but a great
variety of things, and working through symbology and correspondences produced
effects in the inner and outer worlds. Everything external seems to have had to them
a significance and effect internally, so closely did they link together the inner and
outer worlds in their thought, and in their lives as well.
5. On the fifth ray we find fire mentioned as the characteristic, and alchemy as
the magic. This points very clearly to the scientific ray, on which the most scrupulous
truth and purity are requisite for success. Agni, or fire in all its forms, has had much
to do with man’s work in chemistry and physics and every other branch of pure and
applied science. It is connected with the concrete mind of man, and also with the
very interesting fact that science depends almost entirely upon the sense of sight and
therefore the agency of light, a form of agni. If, for example, knowledge is required
about the nature of the heat in a body, the scientist does not touch it with his finger in
order to get to know about the heat by feeling; he employs a thermometer to indicate
the heat in a visible manner. As everyone knows, Zoroastrianism is the religion of
fire and of purity.
6. Ray six has the characteristic “incarnation of deity,” and as its means of magical power, bhakti or devotion. This agrees exactly with our classification, for the
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devotee of this ray looks to God as goodness incarnate in the objective world, not to
the abstract deities more attractive to men of other rays. Christianity has always been
for the most part a religion of this type, not unmindful of riches and prosperity on
earth and in the life to come.
7. For some reason unknown the seventh ray characteristic was not given, possibly because had beauty been mentioned, its deep-seated character might have been
overlooked.
One has seen quite a large amount of elemental worship in India. The essential
idea of the elemental is that prior to entry into the mineral kingdom the life has no
such definite form or embodiment. That elemental essence has then the urge to enjoy
the steadiness or stability of the mineral being. If we try to imagine the state of that
life-urge we can realize with what avidity it flows into the forms made by human
thought on the astral plane and how, when there is a form or image that becomes the
focus of repeated and collective human thought in an image or Shrine the elemental
life obtains a very strong entification or canalization there, from which its force can
react on the human votaries. Great force may be canalized in this way, for good or ill,
so that there is a “magic” instrument, or talisman, or Shrine, to make the elemental
force or life available as a supplement to human power. It is mechanical in the sense
that the force employed is not a volitionally variable one, but is an automatic flow in
response to human desire, intention and thought. Conventional magics could thus be
set up by those who had the key to the elemental forces. Various ways of using this
principle were no doubt behind many of the old ceremonials, which thus operated
intensified good intentions on telepathic lines. It was quite analogous to our use of a
fall of water to produce electric power to be used in machines to supplement human
muscular power.
In old India the term “devas” was used to indicate all powers. I have mentioned
that the sun symbolized the divine because it shone with its own light, and the moon
symbolized the material because it shone only with reflected light. Liberated beings
are thus devas. Man too is a deva in his inner essence beyond the bondage. The
devas of Nature, the beings without permanent forms, such as what I must call the
spirit of fire, as well as a great variety of relatively free beings—videha and prakritilaya—were and are held to be associable to man by these linkages.
I have tried to represent this matter without terms of feeling, so as to show the
nature of the operations. As to the priest of a Shrine, for example, it will thus be seen
that the effectiveness of the “magic” would not depend upon his own moral
condition at any time, although he must have the belief and the intent. This is, I
understand, in accordance with the beliefs in the matter held in modern “high” or
ceremonial places of worship.
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I have already mentioned in the Chapter on the seventh ray, how beauty supplements human power in a natural way, how sacramental it is in refreshing and
recharging or revitalizing body, emotions and thought, and in the reverse way how
all skills in action, which are a conscious or unconscious dedication of the will, lead
to beauty in form, which in turn reacts upon us with the refreshing effect already
mentioned. Perfect running by the horse produces the most beautiful limbs. Well
applied action of the hands—not clumsy gripping of heavy tools—produces the most
beautiful hands. Thus it is everywhere that perfect action, in adequate and proper
balance, produces beauty of form and thus a “virtuous circle” is set up by the
principle of dharma in material work.
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PART THREE
THE GREAT USE AND DANGER OF
KNOWLEDGE OF THE RAYS

“O wise man, remove the conception that Not-Spirit is Spirit”—says
Shankaracharya. Atma is Not-Spirit in its final Parabrahmic state;
Ishvara, or Logos, is Spirit; or, as Occultism explains, it is a compound
unity of manifested living Spirits.
The Secret Doctrine

Though Ishvara is “God”—unchanged in the profoundest depths of
Pralayas and in the intensest activity of Manvantaras, still beyond him
is ATMA, round whose pavilion is the darkness of eternal MAYA.
The Secret Doctrine
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CHAPTER XIX

YOUR RAY
This knowledge about the rays is only for those who have an ideal, attracting
them with irresistible fascination, so that they cannot but make their way towards it
as their motive in life; not something thought of as at the end of a long road, but
something which they are always trying to feel, or express, or fulfill. Others, who live
still for the momentary satisfaction of the body and the senses and the mind, are still
the servants of māyā, and have only such changing pleasures as the animals enjoy.
There is thus a contrast between ideals and desires.
He who has a constant ideal is on the way to the real life which is ānanda,
happiness, and even then, if he is to tread the road swiftly, he will need not only the
guiding star of his ideal, shining far above and before him in the darkness of the
night, but also a lamp of virtue for his feet, and a power to move his limbs. Still more,
to tread it with the greatest speed he must determine which star he is destined to
follow and what virtue and power must be his, or in other words, he must find out
his ray. It will be seen, of course, that where there is such an ideal, every step on the
ladder or stairway is the immediate expression of it. Thus, on the road of truth every
step is truth, on the road of love every step is love. There is no traveling on this road,
but only endeavor.
This is only possible when his life is managed from within. The other day I
watched two chess-players. One was bending over the board with anxious eye and
furrowed brow, and his fingers trembled as he made his moves; the other was leaning back, calmly studying the board, and when he touched the pieces it was with
natural and inconspicuous grace. He who would tread the path to happiness must
realize that life is such a game and nothing more. It lies in the meeting place of two
worlds. Let us call the place where I meet the outside word “my world.” It is not the
whole of the world, but only that part of it in which my game is going on, where
things touch and stir me through the senses and I influence them by my thought.
Many things there are in time and space that will not touch me in the course of the
present game, and many things there are beyond the reach of my powers; but certain
it is that there is a region that is “my world,” larger or smaller according to the extent
to which I have gone out to the world and taken it into my hands, or have entered on
the game of life.
All the pieces on this board are things for use—king, queen, bishops, knights,
rooks and pawns—family, wealth, fame, friends, business connections—and even the
body, with its qualities of health and strength in organ and limb, sense and brain,
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and its habits physical, emotional and mental. The game goes on for you in your
world, the meeting place of the hidden self and the greater world. At first your
position is safe, but you make a move to enlarge or enjoy your powers, and at once
are open to attack. For every move of yours there is a move in reply, in the world
where action and reaction are inseparable. Good positions, bad positions, come and
go; pawns and knights fall, but you have not fallen, and you learn to value the pieces
only for their use, and calmly let them go when by their sacrifice a better position
may be achieved. Down they go, bishop and rook and queen, but you are not down.
And you are not lost even when the king himself is gone, the very body that is your
last piece on the board. It is no matter for regret, for if you have played the game well
you will be stronger for the next.
The events of life never really touch you, but only affect your world. Bend over
in anxiety, full of unwisdom, and it will seem that the loss of pawn or rook is an
injury to the very self, but in reality nothing of it has touched you, but only your
world. All events are favorable to the calm and active soul. Sit up and lean back, and
you shall see it so.
I would define five stages in the progress or evolution of the human soul, and
everywhere men are to be seen on different rungs of this ladder:
Stage 1.
Stage 2.
Stage 3.
Stage 4.
Stage 5.

Leaning back.
Sitting up.
Bending over.
Sitting up.
Leaning back.

The first stage is that of the primitive and unawakened man, whether civilized or
not, sluggish and uninterested, moved to activity only by the strong blows of fate.
The second is that of the man who has learned that the world contains things of great
delight, and he is full of eagerness for them, even to the extent of greed. In the third
stage he is still filled with eager desire, but has found that the world is full of dangers
and compensations, and has definite laws of its own, and he is anxious to steer the
frail vessel of his existence safely through the rapids of life. In the fourth stage the
man is still immersed in the game, but he is playing it with dignity, even though he
feels keenly every gain and loss; but in the fifth he plays the game as one who is
immortal, who knows and feels all the time that at last he cannot but win in the
greater game of which this is a little part, because he is growing stronger all the time.
He is released from anxiety, discontent and resentment; for him hope and fear are
gone, and he cannot throw himself upon the mercy of events so as to wish that his
opponent should move as he desires. Whatever happens he does not lose his calm; he
plays the game leaning back upon himself, as it were, and his sleeping strength is like
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that behind the tiger’s spring. As other people have distinguished their universe of
experience into two practical parts, “myself and the world,” he has distinguished it
into three practical parts, “myself,” “my world,” and “the world.” Now he has nothing to fear from the world, but only from himself, and his only care is to be watchful
to use his powers and never let them sleep.
Having gained this position, in some measure, the question is: how may you find
out what is your ray? It is impossible to lay down any rules by means of which this
discovery can be made, but there are certain questions that you may put to yourself
which will assist the descent of intuition into the brain. You may have strong
inclinations for learning or philanthropy or art at the present time, but they may be
but a passing phase, an interest stimulated by environment. First ask yourself in
what way the cramping limitations were removed from your soul’s need by Theosophical knowledge, that is, by the realization that we are not the victims of blind
chance in this world, but are the arbiters of our own destiny, for the fulfillment of
which we can have as many incarnations as we want, each reincarnation being not a
necessity of fate but another opportunity, another game, just as tomorrow will be
another opportunity to do what we failed to do today. (1) Did it seem to open up an
endless path of victory for the triumphant progress of the aspiring soul? (2) Did it
seem to remove the obstacles to the universal expansion of the sunny heart? (3) Did it
remove the confusion from a mind that wanted to grasp everything in one allembracing plan? (4) Did it show that there were spiritual purposes even in the
darkest spots of life, and that even in perfection all the imperfect things would also
have a rightful place? (5–7) Did it promise you time and opportunity for the perfection of knowledge, or an endless vista of contact with all that could be conceived as
most glorious, or the certainty of ultimate consummate skill in an art which even all
your life-long energy must leave short of full achievement? Dwell upon these things
utterly without desire that your ray should be this one or that one, and intuition may
speak.
Again you may ask yourself, looking backwards, what has been your influence
on others? That may tell you something, since every man gives what he has, and
nothing else. Did you leave them stronger than before and more able to face the
adventure of life on account of their contact with you? Did you awaken them to a
greater sensibility of the life other than their own that pervades the world? Did you
cause them to understand from within themselves the mystery of being? And all
these things even without thought to do it on your part, just because you were there?
And also how has the world taught you? If through experience bearing clear and
definite lessons, probably you have acted first and thought afterwards in your past;
but if the world has placed things gently before you for your own choosing and
consideration, probably the reverse was the case.
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Above all, what do you want deep down inside yourself? Put aside all your
desires, and ask yourself what it is that you really want, and do not accept any superficial answer, but ask yourself why you give that answer and what is the deeper need
that remains behind. If you have liking or disliking, a passing and superficial fancy
or repugnance, for any of the rays, it will distort your vision of the truth. You must
be absolutely willing to accept anything from the intuition, and never question it
while hoping that its answer may be this or that.
Once more, you may narrow the field of enquiry by considering the three powers
of the mind; in their councils which is the proposer of most of the resolutions, and
which urges the others into active being? Do you seek knowledge and power because
of love that makes you want to serve God or to help your fellowmen? Do you seek
the company of others and the opportunities of life for the sake of understanding? Or
is it the vigor of the self who, being, must live fully, that sends you into the melée of
life because life is life, and is to be lived abundantly? Again, when you look deep
within, do you find a relentless purpose, a constant pushing onward; do you find an
unshrinking love, ever ready to embrace the lives of others; do you find an unceasing
longing for the spotless truth?
Test yourself again by your failures. There are three great spiritual laws which no
true man should ever disobey; he must be awake and active with his powers; he
must be true to himself and others, and full of love. If he seeks the highest it is
inexcusable and unjustifiable (but all the same he will do it, but less and less as time
goes on) to sacrifice at any time one of these principles for the sake of another, amid
the conflicts of duty in practical life. In the past which have you sacrificed? Has it
been in order to be kind that you have been untruthful, or that in your faithfulness to
truth you have caused pain, or that in pushing forward to success some work that
was well intentioned and seemed to you vitally important, you have permitted some
laxity in truth or love by the way? The principle to which you held may indicate your
ray. And again, are you most prone to pride, anger or fear? For, as we have shown,
the first and seventh rays are most prone to pride, the second and sixth to anger, the
third and fifth to fear. But all these questionings are only of partial assistance,
because the knowledge must come from within.
It is also necessary in this endeavor to discern your ray not to compare yourself
with others. It may be that you are much feebler in understanding than many other
people whom you know, and yet that it is the strongest thing in your character, the
other principles being feebler still. It may be, too, that one person’s ray is love, and
yet his will may be stronger than that of another who belongs even to the first ray.
The question is not how you stand as compared with any other person, but what
principle is the leader of the forces within your own soul. The perfect man in the
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weakest of these principles is as strong as the still imperfect man in his strongest, for
he has achieved in all of them all that is possible for any one living in a human form.
When you have chosen your guiding star, the following will be the lamps to light
your feet through the tangled undergrowth of life, and the powers that will speed
you on your way:
RAY

STAR

LAMP

POWER

WORK

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Freedom
Union
Comprehension
Harmony
Truth
Goodness
Beauty

Courage
Love
Truth
Courage
Truth
Love
Courage

Will
Love
Thought
Imagination
Thought
Love
Will

Government
Philanthropy
Philosophy
Interpretation
Science
Religion
Art

The issue is sometimes further complicated by the presence in the character of a
strong second principle. Of course, every ray has its seven sub-divisions, and each of
those its seven again, but those we are not considering, because within a principle the
characteristics of that principle are dominant over all these shades, just as all shades
of yellow are yellow, and all shades of green are green. But it may be that the second
strongest principle in one’s constitution has a voice of its own, clear and strong, and
under some circumstances of life almost as prominent to the term sub-ray, but here I
want to use it to indicate this principle second in strength.
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CHAPTER XX

PROGRESS WITHOUT DANGER
The object of our life at the present stage is to develop our consciousness, or
rather our conscious powers, to human perfection, and this knowledge of the rays is
supremely useful to that end. When a man knows what his ray is, he has discovered
his strongest power. When he uses that strongest power he will move forward very
rapidly, with glorious or disastrous results as the case may be. It is largely because of
the great danger involved, which cannot easily be over-estimated, that knowledge
about the rays has been kept back until those who are likely to receive it have learned
a good deal about the nature of human life and the reality of brotherhood. If a man is
filled with one ideal and he identifies his life with that and feels the power of it in
him, he is tempted to drive along on that one line and neglect his weaknesses, and in
all such cases the effort to progress is almost sure to end in a crash. How that comes
about may be sufficiently illustrated with one or two simple examples. If it is the
truth that the man is seeking, on the scientific ray, and there is little love or devotion
in his nature, the aspirant will soon be capable not only of animal, but of human
experimentation. If, again, the person is capable of philanthropy, and pursues that
line with great power, but is lacking in both kinds of intelligence, he may without
intending it do most foolish things in his zeal for the welfare of mankind, and even
precipitate revolution and bloodshed if he has power enough.
The great use of this knowledge about the rays is that you should find and feel your
power, and then employ it to the utmost to develop the other qualities in yourself that
are relatively deficient. Readers of my book Taking Charge of Your Life [ed: originally
published as Character Building] will remember that all strong human vices indicate a
deficiency of character in company with certain strength. A character that is weak in
all respects has not the power to do anything much, and such a person is usually
classed as a good man, though it would be difficult to say what he is good for. If
therefore a man finds he has some positive defect, he need not try to suppress his
power and say, “I have too much feeling, or too much energy, or too much will.” Let
him say, “I have great will power, but a poor set of human feelings, and I must use
my will power to compel myself to mingle with people and think of them and help
them constantly, until my human emotions have reached a higher standard.” In this
case, and all similar ones, the man gains much but loses nothing, for he develops his
will power just as if he had been using it for selfish purposes, but he develops love at
the same time. Of course, it is hard to change one’s motives, but the man who realizes that the purpose of human life is just character building, and who believes in
reincarnation, will soon find that all smaller motives fade away, and that in doing his
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best for himself he is brought into the largest and most beneficial relations with other
people.
There is another great danger—that one may be pursuing the satisfaction of
personal attainment. To think that such a thing is promulgated here would be a sad
misunderstanding. It is the ideal, not an ideal self, that one is responding to. Let us
take the example of a student of chemistry as an illustration of this point. He is eager
for knowledge of chemistry, not an ego eager to be a professor of chemistry, who
studies chemistry in order to be such a professor. Or take a teacher of chemistry. His
ideal is to impart his knowledge, not to be a shining light as a teacher. “Self-personality” is a great mistake. One must see what is happening in one’s own mind. Merely
to see is to shed the error, which nevertheless often exists unseen for a long time, and
vitiates the whole endeavor. One may ask whether the classification of oneself on a
ray does not imply this error of “self-personality.” It does not. It is merely a study
and then an understanding of one’s position in life, in relation to all the practical
affairs of body and mind. The fulfillment of the destiny of a human being is not
assisted by any neglect of practical affairs.
Although there is this classification of vocations in life, one must not think of
one’s ray as calling for exclusive or separate living, which would be unpractical
living, and if carried out to the full would amount to psychological suicide. We are
not living separately.
The rays are not separate ladders on which men are climbing apart from one
another. Together they form an organism. So the man of a given ray may be true to
himself, using his own powers, working not to gratify his own ambitions, but to live
as truly as possible with others, and open to receive correction through karma. As
eyes work for the convenience of hands and feet, and feet carry hands and eyes
about, so may the scientist, as engineer and architect, build a temple for devotees, or
an artist may design and equip the philosopher’s den or garden.
On this path of progress towards perfect consciousness it is not necessary for a
man to pay attention to all seven rays and attempt to perfect himself in every one of
them. But he must strive to perfect himself in three—one expressing the power of
will, another that of love, another that of thought. Thus if he is a good philosopher,
he need not trouble about being proficient in science, or if he is strongly attached to
the arts of the seventh ray, he need not specially trouble himself about the work of
the first ray. For this purpose, however, he whose strongest principle is the fourth
may consider that his deficiency lies in two or six, and three or five, rather than in
one or seven, because there is a strong affinity between rays one, four and seven, as
there is between two and six, and three and five.
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It is advisable, however, in all cases, that one at least of the three chosen lines of
self-training should be within the group of rays one to three, and that another one
should be within the group five to seven; this will give a more perfect balance in the
character, and will prevent the aspirant from being too much aloof from the world or
too much immersed in it.
I have spoken of a man’s second strongest principle as his sub-ray. If that
secondary characteristic of his happens to be within the same group as his ray, as, for
example, ray two and sub-ray three, or ray five and sub-ray seven, it will also tend to
form an unbalanced character. In this case the man will be well advised to choose as
his third quality to work upon one from the other group, and bring all the power of
his ray to bear upon the development of that.
In choosing his three lines of training no one should do violence to his predilections. His ray quality ought to be his first selection and his second choice will probably be what I have called his sub-ray, his second principle in strength, and then he
should choose what he likes best among what are left when the rule that I have
described has been applied. He need not then fear to make the most rapid progress
that he can, always regarding the third selection as his weakest point, and using his
strongest power for the deliberate development of that.
In order that swiftest progress may be made, it is necessary also to understand
the two great laws that are constantly promoting it. Just as there are two ultimate
principles in the world of experience—the great active principle, Vishnu, and the
great passive principle, Вrahmā—so there are two great laws, called dharma and
karma respectively, which belong to them, and both these laws operate for the
development of consciousness.
The law of karma is often regarded as bestowing punishment upon those who
have brought pain or difficulty to others, but that does not describe its true character.
It is really a scheme in the harmony of things whereby a man is taught from the
outside what he neglects to learn by the use of the powers of his consciousness. It is
the way of Nature to insist that a man shall fulfill the responsibilities that he has
acquired by the development of his powers so far. I may return to my simile of the
game of chess. You have made some moves and acquired a certain position, and you
cannot in fairness to your opponent decline to make another move just because the
game is not going as you like it, or because you feel sleepy and want to give it up.
You cannot be passive, but must under penalty continue the game of life, whose
umpire will brook no dishonorable laxity on our part. The world punishes idleness,
selfishness and thoughtlessness, and no degree of innocence will save a man from
being run over by an automobile if he persists in crossing Piccadilly or Fifth Avenue
with his eyes shut. That is the law of our relation to this material world, and it is
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exactly the same as that which causes our hand to be burnt when we put it in the fire
and do not employ our intelligence to make our investigations into the nature of fire
in a more discreet manner. There can therefore be no passivism; every aspirant on
this path must be prepared to pay attention to what the world specifically puts
before him, and must believe that it contains a lesson specially intended for him and
necessary for his further growth. Either by willing use of them in an active, unselfish
and thoughtful life may a man develop his powers of will, love and thought, or else
he will be taught forcibly, and with pain if need be, from the outside. Well was it said
by Emerson:
Every day brings a ship,
Every ship brings a word;
Well for those who have no fear,
Looking seaward, well assured
That the word the vessel brings
Is the word they wish to hear.
It is also part of this law that a man shall receive the hurt or benefit that he has
given to others, but this also is no punishment but purely education. A man who
could intentionally injure another is himself insensitive to that other’s feelings and
welfare, and being thus insensitive he needs strong experience to make him feel; or it
may be that he has been thoughtlessly stupid, and once more needs decided experience to make him pay attention. There are few people who repent of their folly
without this lesson. “Had I but served my God with half the zeal I served my king,
he would not in mine age have left me naked to mine enemies,” said Wolsey, and his
method of learning was quite a typical case. The Cardinal not only suffered the
stripes that he had formerly given to others, but in doing so he also caught a glimpse
of wisdom, a sight of what was desirable in life. It was no discredit to him that he
could not see it till the world struck him hard; that is the way of life. Indeed, the
object of incarnation is not to enjoy the powers already won, but to develop those
that are deficient, and the law of karma is always active in providing the external
conditions which can best restore a balance to character. When it obstructs our doing
what we want to do because we can do it easily and well, it is not an enemy, but a
friend pointing out the true path of growth.
To make the greatest possible progress, then, a man must not only be willing to
accept the game as he finds it on the board of life, and be ready to play it to the end,
with whatever pieces there may be, in whatever position they may be, but must do it
with delighted acceptance and heartiest co-operation, not wishing that some other
person’s game were his. “Each man reaches perfection,” says the Gītā, “by being
intent upon his own karma.”
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The other law, dharma, is that of the evolution of consciousness, and there is
really no other evolution, since the forms of nature are merely built round the
evolving consciousness. A man’s dharma is his position on the ladder of conscious
evolution, and the main part of this law is that powers of love, will and thought grow
by use and not otherwise. It is therefore wisdom for any man to employ his powers
even if they be insignificant, instead of shrinking from their use because he cannot
measure up to the standard of others whom he admires. No growth will come to him
by waiting, nor by his trying to perform a task to which his powers are not adapted.
Let us hear again The Bhagavad Gītā: “Better is one’s own dharma, though inglorious, than the successful dharma of another. He who doeth the karma prescribed by
his own nature incurreth not sin.”
It is one feature of the law of karma—man’s relation to the world around him—
that when he pursues the activity of one of the rays, he develops at the same time the
quality of the corresponding ray. One who takes to the pursuit of beauty as an artist
of any kind develops at the same time the will and self-control that mark the first ray.
One who follows a path of devotion, let us say to the Christ, will be led into enlarging fields of human brotherhood. One who pursues the truth as a scientist will also
become something of a philosopher. One who sets himself to do work with the
greatest possible skill, that is to say, work with will behind it, will be led to an
experience and interest in beauty, because, as I have said before, skill in action is
always beautiful as well as the cause of beauty. Не who follows the feelings of
human brotherhood may start with feelings of comradeship, but he will end by
adding to them an appreciation of the points of superiority, which he finds in others
that arouse his admiration. And the philosopher who seeks to understand man’s
relation to the world will find himself in the realm of science.
In the progress of nations also this is visible. The scientific tendency of our present sub-race is constantly breaking out into philosophy and developing the higher
mind; and it is already apparent in America, where people worship bounty and
prosperity and are unstinted in their admiration of everything great, that the sixth
sub-race mind is already feeling a great sense of brotherhood, as perhaps nowhere
else in the world. When brotherhood has won its way in the world in the still distant
maturity of that race, as science has achieved great triumphs and pervaded even the
small details of home life in the fifth, all that will be left, one may predict, for men to
do in the seventh race will be to make life beautiful in every way and every part, and
in doing that they will achieve great power of the will, and the enjoyment of the
outward freedom that will make possible the enlightened anarchy that is impossible
until brotherhood has played its part.
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CHAPTER XXI

STAGES OF SELF-REALIZATION
“Near and proper to us,” said Emerson, “is that old fable of the Sphinx, who was
said to sit on the roadside and put riddles to every passenger. If the man could not
answer, she swallowed him alive. What is our life but an endless flight of winged
facts or events? In splendid variety these changes come, all putting questions to the
human spirit. Those men who cannot answer by superior wisdom these facts or
questions of time, serve them. Facts encumber them, tyrannize over them, and make
the men of routine, the men of sense, in whom a literal obedience to facts has extinguished every spark of that light by which man is truly man. But if the man is true to
his better instincts or sentiments, and refuses the domination of facts, as one that
comes of a higher race, remains fast by the soul and sees the principle, then the facts
fall aptly and subtly into their places; they know their master, and the meanest of
them glorifies him.” This indicates, as I have said before, that man belongs to
consciousness, and if he will positively stand by that he need fear nothing, and
everything will go well with him. It is important, however, to realize that part of
what a man commonly thinks to be himself is in reality only a portion of the external
world. Let us analyze the man and see.
First, there is a set of material bodies—the physical body, with its companions on
subtler planes. This provides a limiting instrument for the consciousness, and coming
into incarnation in it is distinctly a process of concentration. The body is a kind of
camera—a dark box. It shuts us away from the world. It does not present the world
to us, as is commonly supposed. The sense organs in the body serve, however, to
mitigate its function of obscuration to some extent. They admit a little light from the
world to the consciousness, and because of that there is a very clear image on the
screen of the mind. The vision belongs to consciousness, never to the box; and that
consciousness is open to the world and capable of seeing the whole of it, except as it
has entered this camera, so as to concentrate most of its attention upon one small
beam of light. But the consciousness open to the world has the vaguest and most
indefinite sense of it all—a great undeveloped, indefinite mind it is, but with clear
and brilliant parts in it, resulting from those bright and vivid experiences that it has
obtained through the camera of the body.
A natural consequence of this is that in the body a man deals with one thing after
another; he does not evolve at all in that body, and the body does not evolve, but it
goes through a series of changes like the seasons of the year, and is always losing as
well as gaining. It is not that the man of middle age is perfect, and that the child is
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imperfect, and the old man imperfect. The child and the aged man have their own
perfection that the mature man has not. It is similar, too, to the experience of a child
at school, who in the course of the day takes half-a-dozen lessons on different subjects from different teachers in different rooms. True it is that tomorrow the child will
go into those class rooms again and in every one of them will learn more than it
could on the preceding day, because in the realm of knowledge “to him that hath
more shall be given” and the power of the mind increases day by day. And equally
true it is that in future incarnations, as each one of us goes through the seasons of his
life, he will fare better in each of them and be richer in consciousness. Then, as this
enrichment proceeds, it will be possible for the sense organs of the bodies to be
enlarged in their scope, as the consciousness growing stronger is able to take a bigger
hold upon things, until at last it can stand in its perfection, open to all the world,
seeing without eyes and hearing without ears.
But until that great day to this each embodied man must reconcile himself—that
for himself as the person in the body there is no progress and no approach to perfection. While he is learning one thing in one class now, and giving full attention to that,
what he learned an hour ago in another class is very largely obscured. His business it
is to live from hour to hour, making the best possible use of each. The very purpose
of his incarnation is to gain something new; all the attention of his senses, feelings
and thoughts is being given to that, and that portion of himself so engaged is clearly
seen and felt as a thing among other things. Herein lies the value of the present
moment, the present experience. All benefit comes from the realization in this moment of the presence of the original power.
The second item in our analysis is the personality. It is not the set of bodies, but
something that has grown up with them. The little child, though it is feeling, and
even thinking and willing, through the body, has at first no “personality,” but little
by little it becomes involved in the third person and thinks “I am this,” and as the
years go on and the body grows up that becomes a very definite mind-entity. The
physical body has been trained in a certain manner and has acquired a set of habits;
attached to it are sets of emotional and mental habits as well, and all this forms a
distinct personality, reacting in a definite way to the world. That is not the man
himself, but a mind-instrument, which thinks itself to be the real man. The real man
is so engrossed in the part that he is playing on the stage of life, in the small field of
his incarnation-concentration, that he does not pause to realize that this is not really
himself, to get that intuition of the will which is the last step to self-knowledge. A
little study and inward observation will reveal to us that we do not know ourselves
by a mental appraisal (the usual method of study) but find ourselves more through
others (the method of love, the second step of self-knowledge), and still more
through the character and leading of our will to live (the third step), which contains
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the “reason” for the “act of concentration” which has produced the present piece of
camera process or “incarnation.”
The personality is or ought to be known as an instrument, something fine and
good and strong and pure and definite, and useful especially for some distinct walk
in life, whereby decided and valuable experience may be obtained through it. Yet it
should be an instrument through which the man himself can think and love and will;
not one set only in the habit of response to external things, but also open to the man
within.
Let me take one illustration of this work. If a man, being a good writer or tennis
player with his right hand, should compel himself to learn to write or play equally
well with his left hand, we know that that would be a matter of benefit to him in
several ways, and if we could imagine a personal man as living for a vast length of
time in one body, we should say that those accomplishments would be worth his
while as part of his perfecting. While he was learning to use his left hand he would
be practicing concentration, forgoing something while working for something else.
Such is the way in incarnation; the true man is the right-handed skillful player, but
the person must learn to make use of all his time; he may not spend his time in the
enjoyment or display of that which has already been achieved; he must allow himself
to be used for the gaining of new power by the man within. Under these circumstances any sort of personal ambition (sankalpa, in Sanskrit), is bound to render him
less attentive to the real man.
If the personal man chooses to live from moment to moment, doing the work of
the “inner” man, and living for his ideals, he is that real man, but if he imagines
himself to be something on his own account, and develops a notion of becoming
something more, he is doomed to sorrow. He must not have greed of any kind, not
even for knowledge. In Bolivia the native and half-caste women show their social
standing and their wealth by wearing as many skirts as possible all at once. Their
form of grandeur does not uplift them, nor edify the beholders. The same thing is
true also of the personality, which strives to be a walking encyclopedia. What is
needed for the personality is such riches and knowledge as will enable it to do the
kind of work for which it is fitted in the world, and when one sees personalities
assuming more than that, one is reminded of the Bolivian women and their skirts.
What one sees in a nice dog or cat or horse or other creature is something of an ideal
for the personality—without excrescences and ornaments, which may be all right in
some other place; they can be beautiful indeed.
The third element in our analysis may be described as self-personality. If the
consciousness in man has become submerged in that personality, thinking “I am
this” to the exclusion of all else, then the personality usurps the throne of the self
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within, and the life is lived in the interests of its prolongation and its physical,
emotional and mental comforts and ambitions. Then the man of ideals, the true man,
is starved for the rest of that incarnation. Personality is a good thing, but selfpersonality is the greatest curse.
Our fourth item in the analysis is the conscious man, whose true urge in life is in
the activities of one of the rays, which I have described, in the experience of one of
the ideals. Insomuch as he can destroy self-personality while keeping his personality
strong, his incarnated life will be fruitful. Each man may test himself. While he is full
of his ideal all is well, but when he falls into self-personality he is lost. In testing this,
let him ask himself not only what occupies his mind while he is thinking, but even
more what does so when he is not. With arduous training and self-purification he
will be able to produce in the personality such essential habits of emotion and
thought that in its rest it will be open inwards rather than outwards, interested in
ideals, not merely in personal things.
The pronoun that now applies to the man is “you.” He cannot be thought of as
any objective thing; to be known he must be felt as life, whether so felt by himself or
by any other. In no other way can he be known. It is here that are to be found the
collected fruits of the labors of the personality. Here is something that evolves in
power so that in one incarnation it can hold in one handful (of will, or love or
thought) and express in one act of being a number of things which in a previous
incarnation it picked up with difficulty one by one. This “you” remains the same
consciousness throughout all the material changes. А material thing cannot change
and yet be the same, because of its space limitation, but this conscious “you” can so
remain through a series of changes in which your thought and feeling and will have
ever greater scope, and constantly grasp a greater portion of the material world.
And yet this consciousness in turn is not the “I.” I must learn to know it as
“you,” one of the many “yous” which are parts of the great active principle. Beyond
you am I, the adhyātmā, and that I which makes me one through all the motion of
consciousness in time is always with Shiva. Do not then think of your present
consciousness as your real life; it is only a limitation; it is only a mind-body, and the I
is beyond it. That is why some of the ancient philosophers said that I and God were
one and the same, and yet they said, “Neti, neti,” that is, “Not thus, not thus,” whenever anyone proposed to describe that God or I in terms of matter or even in terms of
consciousness. Even the person who has not distinguished between his body and his
consciousness is conscious; so also he who does not know that he knows that I still is
I, even in the midst of the consciousness which he wrongly thinks to be the self. That
is the I that is the same through all the periods of time, which are seen in the
changing consciousness. To be that I without the consciousness is (for him who is not
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yet a Mahātmā) real sleep, that deep sleep out of which one comes rejoicing,
experiencing unaccountable happiness. But that which to others is sleeping is waking
to the Mahātmā.
Some slight glimpse of that I may be caught by all thoughtful persons if they will
meditate on the following lines. When they look at their own bodies and those of
others they can speak of each of them as “it.” When they look at the consciousness in
another person they call that “you,” but when they look at the consciousness in
themselves they call it “I.” Why call the same thing by two different names? Now,
some make the mistake of thinking that they should say “I” to describe the consciousness in another person. That is the illusion of the higher self. They must learn
to say “you” when looking at the consciousness in themselves as they do when
looking at it in others. Then the “I” will remain untainted by contact with the dual
world; the man will be a Mahātmā. It was in this way that Shrī Shankarāchārya used
the “you” of Gautama Buddha.
One who has had a glimpse of this truth, or has realized it, looking back upon his
human career will see that the personality and the body were a part of the material
world. You were a part of the conscious world, a portion of something that was not
your real self. It was here that was to be found the reaping of all the sowing that was
done within the limits of personality. Each new achievement brought an enlargement
of consciousness, so that it became a more competent part of the universal consciousness than it was before. In this you were a part of Vishnu, as in the personality a part
of Brahmā. Yet even this was not the end, however great became the expansion of
your consciousness.
On all the seven rays consciousness may at last extend, as a result of experiences
within the world of Brahmā, so far as the immanence of Vishnu extends in that
world, owing to the kind offices of māyā. All the sowings and reapings, which have
taken, place through the course of incarnations have been within this region. This
goes on until the relation of the personality to the world around is harmonious—
there is ability to understand and deal with the affairs within one’s relative sphere,
there is affection and brotherliness in relation to other lives that are touched, and
there is response to the impulses inherent in the will to live, which is a will to take
the particulars in rotation, not to live according to the primitive demands of pleasure
and pain. Pleasure is the sign of moderation and order, and is itself at its best in
moderation and taken when it is in order. Pain is the same thing in excess or out of
place. Pleasure and pain are like a stick with two ends—the middle being pleasure
and both extremities being pain. Not being motivated by these, but by understanding, love and law or order or fitness, means that the mind is come to its maturity. As
the sphere of operations is relative, so is the maturity. It is not extensive or great. Its
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attainment is known by quality, not by quantity. One achieves this maturity on one’s
own line. Then the mind finds itself now and then being irradiated as from above. It
is servant now, not master. One philosopher wrote of the illumination that came to
him, as from a wise seer within, saying, “I never taught it what it teaches me. I only
act aright when I obey.” He had found it absolutely reliable in all affairs. He recognized it is an inward light, not a faculty, and found that its presence spread peace,
faith and power into all the faculties. Nothing that can be said to describe it could be
correct, for it is something new, or at least newly experienced and accepted. We can
only speak symbolically, and say that body and mind, the Brahmā and Vishnu of the
incarnation, have found themselves in the presence of Shiva, in the pillar of light. The
two have done their work of co-operation and the promise has been fulfilled. Call it
freedom, independence, unity, Nirvana, the joy of the Lord, or the heart of the
paradox of the ideal. That which says “I” in us and does not name itself has come
into its own. As Buddha taught it:
If any teach NIRVANA is to cease,
Say unto such they lie.
If any teach NIRVANA is to live,
Say unto such they err; not knowing this,
Nor what light shines beyond their broken lamps,
Nor lifeless, timeless bliss.
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GLOSSARY OF PRINCIPAL SANSКRIT WORDS
USED IN THIS BOOK
Ānanda:

Happiness; the state of real life.

Ananta:

Endless time, the basis of consciousness.

Ātmā:

The ichchhā in man.

Bhagavad Gītā:

The Song of the Lord, a devotional and philosophical treatise
widely used by the Hindus.

Bhakti Yoga:

Union with the divine by devotion to God.

Brahmā:

The third member of the divine trinity; the world of things.

Brahman:

God; including real life, consciousness and things. The divine
Trinity.

Buddhi:

The jnāna in man. Direct knowledge of life, hence love.

Chit:

Consciousness.

Deva:

A divine being of any grade; one who shines, from within.
Vishnu is the supreme deva, the matrix of them all.

Dharma:

The position of a soul on the ladder of evolution; the law of its
unfoldment; duty to oneself and society.

Ichchha:

The will in consciousness. Its active form is will; its receptive
form consciousness of self.

Jnāna:

The wisdom of consciousness. Its active form is love; its
receptive form the consciousness of consciousness. Buddhi.

Karma:

Work; action with intention. Also the law of reaction, or
interaction.

Kriyā:

The activity of consciousness. Its active form is thought; its
receptive form consciousness of things.

Kriyāshakti:

Thought power.

Lakshmī:

The goddess of prosperity; wife of Vishnu. Especially connected
with the sixth ray.

Manas:

The kriyā in man. The thinking power in mind.

Māyā:

Our life, a substitute for real life; the world of relations between
chit and sat.
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Rajas:

The energy constituent of the world of things.

Sannyāsī:

One who is deliberately giving up māyā.

Sat:

Being; the character of Brahmā’s world.

Sattva:

The law and order in the world of things. Also sometimes used
for manas.

Shiva:

The first member of the Trinity; real life.

Shrī Krishna:

The great spiritual teacher of The Bhagavad Gītā; an incarnation of
Vishnu.

Svayambhū:

The self-existent; a name of God.

Tamas:

The matter constituent of the work of things.

Vijnāna:

Knowledge.

Vishnu:

The second member of the Trinity. The world of consciousness.

Yoga:

Union with divine; the means to that union.
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